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Foreword
This is the l8th annual report on the agricultural situation in the Community and ispublished in conjunction with the XXVIth General Report on the Activitiä of the
European Communities. It was completed in December tggZ.
As in previous years, it falls into two parts. The first presents the agricultural situation
and the year's outturn, opening with a summary of weather conditLns and indicating
the policy decisions marking the year. The trends of the principal markets and tradl
relations with non-member countries are then briefly discussed.
The U:uguay Round multilateral trade negotiations, particularly important for agricul-
ture, had not been completed when this report was cämpleted. The situation prJsented
is accordingly that obtaining on that date.
The second part of the report provides the more important statistics. The statistical
annex gives, in a form that has now become standard, updates of the tables produced inprevious reports.
Unfortunately this year it has still not been possible to include all of the statistics
concerning the former German Democratic Republic. However, some of the tables
include data covering all of Germany. Productiän and consumption data have been
drawn up covering the whole community, i.e. including the five new Länder.
The statistics are based mainly on data supplied by the Statistical Office of the
European Communities (Eurostat). The DGctorate-General for Agriculture has
updated some of the figures and sometimes added estimates when final filures were not
available because of the report's publication date.
As in earlier years, certain subjects covered by the report have also been dealt with in
other Commission documents. The reader will thus find references to various publica-
tions available from either the Commission, the Office for Official publications of the
European Communities or Eurostat.
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|  -  The agricultural ye ar
1. In northern Europe autumn 1991 saw the arrival of persistent high pressure
resulting in a relatively dry and sunny winter with some cold periods but no viry low
temperatures.
The upshot was that throughout the winter almost the entire Community had below
avetage precipitation, which was insuffrcient to renew ground and surface water
reserves, still very low following the drought of recent years.
Fortunately this shortfall occurred during the resting period of plants and did not
seriously affect crops. Irregular precipitation in spring and summer, including storms
sometimes accompanied by hail, permitted normal plant growth except in the Iberian
peninsula, mainland Greece and, strangely, northern Germany and Denmark. The latter
regions suffered from prolonged drought with less than 50 7o of normal rainfall in some
places.
2. The weather in 1992, with its marked contrasts, has had varying effects on yields. In
some areas it has given fairly good results but no record yields and these have not been
nearly enough to offset the falls in yield in areas affected by drought. Compared with
1991 average Community yields are lower for cereals, in particular barley, Jnd around
the same for some other crops such as oilseeds and fodder. The grape harvest after last
year's frosts has been abundant except where vines were affected by hail and is on
ayeragj markedly higher than in 1991, and the potato, sugar beet and fruit crops are
also distinctly above average.
Areas sown to the various crops were little different from last year: a slight fall for
cereals and no change for beet, potatoes, tobacco and protein crops.
Within the relative stability of these overall figures some changes may be noted: wheat
increasing at the expense of barley, a small rise for sunflower but the frend for rape and
soya if anything down. These alterations are the result of economic factors, changes in
legislation and fluctuations in the weather. Set-aside is also having an impact oo crop
areas.
Harvesting, generally favoured by warm but damp weather, was carried out in fairly
good conditions, quality being lower, however, than last year, in part because of stormi
and rain later in the season.
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On the livestock side, milk production, limited by quotas, fell, as did cattle numbers,
except for a further small increase in beef breed cows. However, the continuing increase
in average carcass weight, owing to lower calf slaughterings and improved conforma-
tion, haited the decrease (around - 4%) in beef production. The pig and poultry
sectors, encouraged by relatively low feed prices and increasing demand, further boosted
their output under satisfactory conditions and without engendering any imbalances.
Output in the sheep sector, where the single premium arrangement is now fully
operational, also remained fairly stable.
3. Overall, 1992 must be considered a fairly average year for agriculture. It will be
remembered chiefly for the decisions reforming the common agricultural policy.
Of the other leading agricultural producers the countries of Central and Eastern Europe
had generally poor results, though cereal production in the Commonwealth of
Independent 3tates was 15 % higher than last year. In the United States of America, on
the other hand, favourable weather resulted in much higher cereal harvests, particularly
of wheat and maize and of soya beans.
On the market management side, 1992 was not dissimilar to 1991, with the volume of
transactions roughly the same and a fairly sluggish trend, especially for beef and cereals,
of which Community stocks continue to grow.
Chapter IV gives more detailed information on crops, yields, developments on the
major markets and international trends.
l f  - The common agricultural policy in 1992
4. The most important event of the year as regards the common agricultural policy
was undoubtedly the decisions of the Council which make far-reaching changes in the
rules governing the colnmon organizations of the markets in the principal sectors. These
represent 75oÄ of the value of agricultural production. The reform will be introduced
progressively as from 1993.
In the area of prices and markets policy for the 1992193 marketing year, in the face of a
fairly critical situation due to the presence of surpluses, the Community could only
apply a very cautious policy, which resulted in the Council's maintaining agricultural
prices and premiums at previous levels. This strict management prevented the situation
deteriorating and enabled budgetary discipline as decided in 1988 to be observed.
At the same time, in pursuance of the guidelines adopted for the completion of the
internal market in 1993 and the development of a policy of adjustment in line with the
reform of the structural Funds, the Council adopted measures for the harmonization of
legislation, the promotion of quality and rural development.
Lastly, at international level, while the negotiations entered into within GATT since
1986 continued and resulted in numerous meetings, a solution has not been found for all
the matters under discussion during the year.
The reform of the CAP
5. The previous report on the agricultural situation in the Community (1991edition)
set out the Commission's ideas and proposals, which were first made public in a
communication on the development and future of the CAPI and subsequently in the
form of a communication to the Council and Parliament and later bv formal
proposals.3
For the cornmon agricultural policy (CAP), 1992 has proved to be a watershed, with the
adoption of a basic reform of the majority of the market organizations, along with
t COM(91) 100 final.
2 COM(91) 258 final.3 COM(91) 338, COM(91) 339, COM(9L) 379, COM(91) 409 and COM(91) 4ls.
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important accompanying measures. The main thrust of the reform has been to switch
from a price support policy to one geared more towards direct aid for producers, but
taking account also of growing concerns over the environment and the social and
economic development of rural areas.
The European Community is thus pursuing the steps it has been taking since the
mid-1980s to adapt its agricultural policy to new constraints. In order to make it easier
for farmers to adjust to the new requirements, the reform will be introduced progres-
sively, over a period of three years, from 1993. Producers will also, moreover, find
themselves compensated for loss of income resulting from lower support prices and
from other measures to control production decided upon under the reform.
6. The CAP reform seeks essentially to achieve the following:
(i) a better balance of agricultural markets, both through more effective control of
production and through keener efforts to stimulate demand;
(ii) more competitiveness in European agriculture, both internally and on the interna-
tional market, through substantial price reductions, the aim being to encourage
greater internal consumption and at the same time find readier outlets on the world
market;
(iii) more extensive methods of production, thereby helping to conserve the environ-
ment and reduce agricultural surpluses;
(iv) a certain redistribution of support to the benefit of more vulnerable enterprises;
(v) continued employment for a sufliciently high number of farmers, while encouraging
a certain mobility as regards production factors, notably land, in order to create
more effrcient production structures.
7. Given the multiple objectives which the CAP reform entails, a broad range of
measures has been adopted with a view to enhancing its effectiveness while at the same
time ensuring overall consistency. The principal measures are as follows:
(i) A substantial reduction in cereal prices in order to redress the loss of competitive-
ness of cereals used in animal feed relative to other competing products. The
reduction of approximately 30 7o compared with current price levels should result
in a substantial fall in production costs for pig and poultry farmers and, to a lesser
extent, for beef producers. The lower cereals prices will in turn make it possible to
reduce institutional prices by l5oÄ in the beef and veal sector and by 5% in the
butter sector;
(iD More effective measures to manage supply, this being a key element for achieving a
better balance of agricultural markets. Among such measures, the new set-aside
arrangements for arable land will be bound to play an essential role. They should
prove to be distinctly more effective than previous set-aside arrangements, in terms
of impact on production surpluses. Indeed, participation in this aspect of
the reform is an essential precondition of entitlement to aid to compensate for
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reduced institutional prices. However, farmers producing not more than a certain
volume (92 tonnes of cereals) will not be required to leave land fallow;
(üi) The introduction of a system of permanent compensatory aid to neutralize the
negative effect on income caused by the decisions to lower prices in the cereals,
oilseeds and beef and veal sectors. Arable land will also benefit from compensation
for the loss of income resulting from set-aside. In order to encourage more
extensive methods of production, compensatory aid will not in future be tied to
actual production levels and, in the case of cattle farming, it will be granted up to
certain maximum levels of headage per hectare of available fodder area;
(w) The introduction of an ambitious agri-environmental action programme involving,
in particular, aid to encourage farmers to adopt less-polluting and more environ-
mentally sensitive methods of production as well as aid for countryside preserva-
tion and the conservation of natural resources;
(v) The introduction of new financial incentives for farmers who agree to whole or
partial afforestation of their land. This new scheme, to be implemented through
zonal afforestation plans, seeks to improve countryside management and ensure a
proper rural development policy;
(vi) A new early retirement scheme, offered on a voluntary basis, could prove
advantageous to a large number of farmers, particularly in Member States with less
viable production structures. The early retirement incentive should be viewed as a
form of structural adjustment of production to the extent that land thereby released
can be used to enlarge existing enterprises and ensure their economic viability, or
be put to new uses in line with environmental land use and conservation needs.
In practice the new decisions will be introduced during the three marketing years
1993194, 1994195 and 1995196.
8. As regards arable crops (cereals, oilseeds and protein plants), the significant
reduction in guaranteed prices decided under the reform will be offset by an amount
granted per hectare and determined on a regional basis depending on yields obtained
over a reference period. Such compensatory payments will be awarded on the basis of
areas recorded during the three preceding marketing years.
In order to obtain compensatory aid, farmers must leave fallow each year a certain
percentage of their land normally used for such crops. That percentage, which is
determined by the Council, has been set at 15 oÄ for 1993194 in the case of land set aside
on a rotational basis; it may be reviewed. Non-rotational set-aside will be authorized
but at a rate higher than I5o/o,the percentage to be determined by the Council before
3l July 1993. Areas left fallow will provide entitlement to the same compensation as
areas sown to cereals. Farmers whose production area is less than that required to
produce 92 tonnes ofcereals, taking into account the regional yield, are not required to
leave land fallow. It will also be possible to cultivate land set aside, provided that the
crops grown are used for non-food purposes (e.g. biofuel).
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The general provisions go hand in hand with decisions specific to each crop.
The reference areas and regionalization plans for compensation are determineä by the
Member States, which can make a distinction between rnaize and other cereals and
between irrigated areas and dry farming while observing the implementing regulations
adopted by the Commission.
9. For cereals, a significant reduction will bring the present intervention price level
down to ECU 100/tonne in three years (marketing years 1993194, 1994195 and 1995196).
The difference between the target price and the threshold price will be ECU 45/tonne.
The co-responsibility levies will be abolished as from 1992193. Compensatory aid will be
set at ECU 25, 35 and 45/tonne for 1993194, 1994195 and 1995196 respectively.
From 1993/94, durum wheat will be aligned with other cereals and will have the same
price and a uniform level of compensation per hectare. The special situation of
traditional areas will continue to be taken into account; in addition, an aid supplement
of ECU 297 per hectare will be payable in such areas.
10. Oilseeds are covered by temporary rules adopted in December l99l.r As from
1993 those rules form part, with the necessary adjustments, of the common system for
arable crops, the general idea being that the rules and the compensation arrangements
must not favour one crop to the detriment of another.
However, one major difference still exists between the arrangements for cereals and
those for oilseeds; the latter do not involve guaranteed prices. Compensation per hectare
will involve two payments, one at the start of the marketingyear and the other at the
end. The average compensation, which may be adjusted in accordance with the trend in
prices recorded on the world market, will be ECU 359lha in 1993194. Member States
can vary compensation by region on the basis ofeither average cereal yields or yields for
oilseeds.
1 I . As from the 1993194 marketing year, the arrangements applicable to protein plants
(peas, field beans and sweet lupins) are to be replaced by compensatory aid granted per
hectare cultivated. This will be equal to the regional yield for cereals (excluding maize in
regions where that crop has references which are separate from those of other cereals)
expressed in tonnes per hectare multiplied by ECU 65.
12. ln 1993194 the aid granted for dried fodder will be 70Yo of the difference between
the guide price (ECU l78.6llt) and the world price (variable) instead of 80% as in
1992193. For 1994195 there is the possibility either to continue granting specific aid for
such fodder or for the latter to be covered by the general aid scheme for field crops.
t  oJ L 356,24.t2.1991.
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13. The premium arrangements provided for in the market organization for tobacco
have also been amended, as has the system of maximum guaranteed quantities
introduced in 1989.
From 1993 the 34 varieties currently cultivated in the Community will be broken down
into five groups and three distinct Greek varieties. A single premium is to be fixed for
each group, increased by l0% in the case of contracts with producer groups.
Quotas, which are established by groups of varieties, are allocated between the Member
States, which are authorized to make, as from 1993, an allocation between first-stage
processors based on existing references, or an allocation between growers if there are
sufficient supporting data for doing so. They amount to 370 000 tonnes for 1993 but
will be reduced to 350 000 tonnes as from 1994.
Various measures, including the discontinuation of buying-in and the abolition of
export refunds, the creation of a Community research and information fund, the
setting-up of national inspection agencies and the implementation of a conversion
prograrnme for some varieties, have also been adopted.
14. With regard to other crop products, changes to the rules for wine and sugar will be
examined in 1993.
15. In the animal products sector, the Council decided to extend the quota system
applying to dairy products until the year 2000 and to reduce the total level of quotas by
I%o in L993194 and by a further l%o in 1994195.It decided also to reduce the butter
price by 2.5oÄ in 1993194 and by 2.5oÄ againin 1994195.It agreed to continue studying
the Commission proposals for simplifying the quota system and to take a decision on
the basis of those proposals before the end of 1992. It also approved in principle an
increase in the overall quotas allocated to Spain (500 000 t) and Greece (100 000 t) on
condition that those countries show proof of the quota system having been properly
applied and of a reduction in the present level of production. The question of a possible
amendment of the Italian quotas on similar terms is still under discussion.
16. The premium schemes for cattle and sheep underwent amendments. For beef and
veal the intervention price will be reduced by 15% over three years, from I July 1993.
However, to offset the ensuing reduction in income, the premiums for beef production
were increased, but for environmental protection reasons and in order to limit
compensation to grassland farms which will not benefit from the reduction in feed
cereal prices, they are granted only up to a maximum number of animals per hectare of
fodder area. The maximum is to be reduced progressively from LU 3.5lha in 1993 to
LU 2lha in 1996.
There are four premium schemes for which producers of beef and veal may qualify:
(i) premiums for male bovine animals, to which, in regions which experience major
problems due to seasonal supply, deseasonalization premiums may be added,
(ii) suckler cow premiums,
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(iii) calf conversion premiums,
(iv) extensification premiums.
The premium for male bovine animals, already in existence, has been retained and is
fixed at ECU 60 and ECU 75 for 1993 and 1994 respectively and ECU 90 from 1995
onwards. This is payable at most twice during the animal's life, when it reaches the ages
of 10 months and,22 months. The premium remains subject to an individual limit of 90
head of cattle per farm. In addition, each Member State must determine a regional
reference herd equal to the number of premiums paid during one of the three years
1990, l99l or 1992. Where the regional reference is exceeded, the number of eligible
animals per producer is reduced proportionately. Where production is too concentrated
within a given period, a premium of ECU 60 is payable per animal slaughtered between
I January and 30 April.
The suckler cow premium is henceforward limited per producer to the number of
premiums paid in respect of 1990, l99l or 1992. This premium is fixed at ECU 70 and
ECU 95 per cow in 1993 and 1994 respectively, and ECU 120 from 1995 onwards, with
provision for setting up a reserve ofrights which are transferable. In addition, as in the
past, a limit is applied in respect of mixed herds.
Member States, depending on their production structures, may introduce either a calf
conversion premium or intervention arrangements for lightweight animals. In this way,
it is intended to curb the production of surplus beef arising in previous years by
granting ECU 100 per young male dairy-breed calf slaughtered before it is l0 days old
or, according to the other possibility allowed, by buying in animals with a carcass
weight of between 150 and 200 kg in accordance with rules to be determined and during
a transitional period of three years.
With a view to safeguarding the environment by encouraging extensive production, the
premiums payable on male bovine animals and suckler cows are increased by ECU 30
per head on holdings where producers can prove that their stocking density during the
year is less than LU 1.4 per hectare of fodder area.
The intervention arrangements for beef are also amended. A ceiling is set for buying-in,
progressively reduced from 750000 tonnes in 1993 to 350000 tonnes in 1997.
Furthermore, only good slaughter qualities may be bought in, with young male bovine
animals of class O being excluded from 1993 onwards. A safety net remains, coming
into action when the market price falls to 60Yo of the intervention price.
17. For sheepmeat, the system of premiums currently in force is maintained and the
ceilings per producer continue to be fixed at I 000 head in less favoured areas and 500
head in other areas. Above those ceilings, only 50oÄ of the unit amount is paid.
An individual limit is laid down per producer on the basis of premiums paid in respect
of the 1991 marketing year and taking account of the references determined by Member
State. The premium granted to farmers with sheep producing milk and with goats will
amount to 80 % of the normal premium.
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Special rules adopted at Community level govern transfers between producers, the
allocation of premiums to new producers and the creation of national reserves.
Reform: the accompanying measures
18. Other measures arising from the reform of the CAP were undertaken concerning
farming and land utilization, namely the introduction of environmental conservation
measures, afforestation aid and an early retirement scheme for farmers.
19. The agri-environmental measures accompanying the CAP reformr represent a
major step towards the integration of environmental concerns with those of the farming
industry. These measures seek to achieve a dual objective, firstly, by helping to limit
production through the encouragement of extensive farming practices not conducive to
the procurement of high yields and, secondly, by recognizing the public interest role to
be exercised by farmers in terms of land management and the protection of natural
resources.
The Member States are required to implement this legislation by means of multiannual
zonal programmes. Aid to compensate for loss of income is granted to farmers who
voluntarily undertake, for a period of at least five years, to abide by one or more of the
requirements set by the Member States in respect of their progralnmes, the list of which
is as follows:
substantial reduction in the use of fertilizers and/or plant protection products, or the
introduction and continuation of organic farming methods;
change to more extensive forms of crop and livestock (sheep and cattle) production;
use of other farming practices beneficial to environmental and natural resource
protection and to maintenance of the countryside and landscape;
upkeep of abandoned land;
long-term set-aside of agricultural land for environmental reasons;
land management for public access and leisure activities.
20. New rules concerning afforestation of agricultural land2 were adopted by the
Council as an accompaniment to the reform of the CAP, making fundamental changes
in the aid conditions laid down previously in Regulation (EEC) No 1609/89 of
29 M:ay 1989.3 The current rules provide for:
I Regulation (EEC) No 2078192, OJ L 215, 30.7.1992.
2 Regulation (EEC) No 2080192, OJ L 215, 30.1 .1992.
3 These provisions were part of Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91 (Article 25).
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(D aid for afforestation of agricultural land, granted irrespective of the landowner and
intended to cover work costs: ECU 2 000/ha for eucalyptus, ECU 3 000/ha for
conifers and ECU 4 000/ha for hardwood; I
(ii) aid for upkeep ofplantations, granted for five years and variable according to type
of planting (ECU 150 to 500/halyear);
(iii) annual premiums to compensate for loss of income (for 20 years maximum) of
ECU 600/hafyear for agricultural holdings and ECU l50/hafyear for other
landowners; I
(iv) aid for woodland improvements on agricultural holdings, irrespective of type. The
operations covered include woodland improvements, provision of shelter belts,
renewal and improvement of cork oak woodland, forest roads and fire protec-
tion.
Application of the rules is mandatory for Member states and they must have
implemented them by 31 July 1993. Implementation will be undertaken in the context of
national and/or regional programmes, Member States also having the option of
proposing zonal afforestation plans in which will be laid down the afforestation
objectives, the forestry methods recommended and the choice of trees for planting.
21. Through the granting of compensation, the early retirement scheme2 encourages
the cessation of work by farmers aged over 55. This compensation, depending on the
national retirement schemes in operation, takes various forms comprising:
retirement grants,
annual compensation not related to the area taken out of production,
annual allowances per hectare,
a retirement pension supplement.
The early retirement incentive should be considered as a measure to facilitate structural
adjustment, the land formerly cultivated by older farmers now giving neighbouring
farms the chance to expand and achieve economic viability, or alternatively offering
opportunities for new land utilization in accordance with environmental land use and
conservation requirements.
The early retirement scheme also applies to farm workers.
The eligible aid in respect of the three types of measure--environmental protection
incentive, land afforestation and early retirement-is laid down in the regulations, 50 7o
of the expenditure being borne by the community budget (75% in objective I
regions).
I Maximum eligible amounts.
2 Regulation (EEC) No 2079192, OJ L 215, 30.7.1992.
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Prices and market org anization
22. on 2l May 1992 the council also reached
involving the retentior, with slight adjustments,
marketing year. The table below gives the main
over the preceding year.
an agreement on agricultural prices,
of the prices applying in the l99I192
prices fixed and shows the variations
Decisions on prices in ecus for lg2l93
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I The prim fixed by the Council have bcm redued by 3 % pmuant to the stabilizer anangemflts.
2 Exeöt where othdnvis indieted in the prrceding colmn.
t Ä piä-iu. ot F.CIJ 3.271t for wheat and EcU li0o4 ror rye ws fixcd for a high:r qu4lity.
a Thä new rcgulation on oil$ds no longer providgg f_o1 trgCl ed int€flmtion pn6 to be llxed.
s A ?-0o/o rediction in aid ovq t*o ycaÄ wis A*iaed, invoiving a clficient of 90% in l99ll92 and ffi"/o in 1992193-
6 Techniel adiutment taking aeomt of tle improvment in quality.
? Reduction in pmium wherc ttre quntity of toba€o of lower qulity exeeds a cstän lewl'
, iü;;ää";itä;;ä i;;ö;;;"d;;""d i*;it";" R"GänJi'hes na'e bcn mintained at the level of tle prcvious makcting
vgr.
e this prie comes into fore on 4 January 193.
The prices fixed were accompanied by a certain number of special provisions adopted
eittrei within the framework of the Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal, as
31 December l99l marked the end of the first period of transition, or to prepare for the
application of the reform of the CAP.
23. Accordingly the co-responsibility levies on cereals are abolished, as are the two aid
schemes for smätt producers linked to the existence of those levies. The prices for
Spanish and Portuguese cereals are aligned on Community prices, with a consequent
adjustment of the special aid scheme in the case of Portugal.
On account of the overrun of the maximum guaranteed quantity for cereals in 1991, the
automatic 3 7o reduction in the intervention price has been applied by the Commission
for the 1992193 marketing year.
The aid for durum wheat is applied uniformly in all traditional producer regions in the
Community.
Measures adopted for rice and sugar relate to adjustments for Portugal only. They
involve att ulign-"nt of the intervention price for rice to bring it closer t-"- l!9
Community levil, an increase in the intervention price for white sugar of ECU 0.87/100
kg and an-alignment of the price for beet, resulting in a reduction of ECU l.26lt.
The case of olive oil is rather more special and involves a reduction in the intervention
price and the consumption aid, offset by a corresponding increase in producer aid.
these reductions and io"r"ases, which were decided for the Community of Ten, have
been adjusted as regards Spain and Portugal in accordance with the rules laid down in
the Act of Acression.
As for oilseeds, the decisions for the new marketing year were taken at the end of 1991
when the Council decided to adopt a new market regulation abolishing intervention
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prices and granting a premium per hectare sown. The situation regarding protein plants
remains unchanged. Similarly, the decision to reduce the aid granted for dried fodder by
20oÄ over two marketing years, i.e. l0 Yo in l99l and l0 oÄ in 1992, was adopted last
year. However, the system of aid per hectare for producers of lentils, chickpeas and
vetch, which was to expire on 30 June 1992, was extended to the end of the 1995196
marketing year and the aid maintained at ECU 75lha.
As regards cotton, the guide price was revalued to take account of the improvement in
the standard quality, with the minimum price remaining at 95 oÄ of the guide price; the
stabilizer arrangements were adjusted for the next five marketing years by fixing the
maximum guaranteed quantities at 701000 tonnes and by introducing a new method of
abatement calculation. In addition, the aid scheme for small producers was extended.
The measures applying to other textile fibres were renewed without change.
This was also virtually the case for other products: wine, fruit and vegetables and
tobacco. However, in the case of wine it was decided to release from storage part of the
quantities under contract in respect of the l99ll92 wine year and allow some to be
delivered for distillation before I July 1992.
As the system of quotas for processed tomatoes expires at the end of this marketing
year, it was decided to revert to the system ofguarantee thresholds. In this connection,
it was also decided that reductions in aid on account of guarantee threshold overruns
would be applied during the current marketing year instead of the following marketing
year.
24. As regards animal products, for 1992193 the quotas and the target and intervention
prices applying to dairy products remain unchanged. This also applies to the co-
responsibility levies, which remain at their present levels.
In accordance with the Treaty of Accession, the common intervention prices for butter
and skimmed-milk powder are to apply in spain. In Portugal, where the common
intervention price for butter is already in force, the Council decided to eliminate the
difference in price between the Azores and mainland Portugal and to apply the
intervention price currently obtaining in the Azores to Portugal as a whole for
skimmed-milk powder, as the Treaty of Accession provides.
In the case of meat, the Council maintained the guide price for beef and veal at the same
level as in 1991192, i.e. ECU 200/100 kg live weight, the intervention price remaining at
ECU 343/100 kg carcass weight for quality R3. The special premium for beef, which
was ECU 40 per animal in l99ll92 (applying to a maximum of 90 animals) also remains
unaltered. The suckler cow premium was fixed at ECU 50 per head.
The institutional prices for sheepmeat and goatmeat for the 1992 marketing year were
adopted as part of the 199U92 price review. For 1993 the application of the stabilizer
mechanism calls for a reduction of 7 oÄ (i.e. the 1990 level) and the basic price remains
unchanged.
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Agri -monetary measures
25. The monetary situation, which was calm during the first eight months of the year,
deteriorated subsequently and several decisions were required for the proper application
of the measures affecting the agricultural markets. Initially the price decisions adopted
by the Council were accompanied by the following measures:
(l) maintenance of the green rates for currencies complying fully with the rules
governing the European Monetary System (EMS), the remaining gaps having been
eliminated during previous years;
(ii) maintenance of the rate for the pound sterling and revaluation of the agricultural
conversion rates for the peseta and the escudo in order to reduce to a maximum of
1.3 points the positive gaps existing in the various sectors and devaluation of the
drachma to reduce the gaps to 1.5 points, i.e. 6.5 to 9 points dismantlement
depending on the sector.
On 13 and 17 September 1992, and again on 22 November, the grcen rates for
currencies not complying fully with the EMS rules were adjusted, in accordance with the
realignments provided for in the event of currency movements. The rates fixed at the
end of November for the lira, the pound sterling, the drachma, the peseta and the
escudo are given in the table below. As a consequence, new compensatory amounts
apply, not inconsiderable in the cases of ltaly, the United Kingdom and Spain.
26. As part of the completion of the single market, the Commission proposed that the
Council adopt a reform of the agri-monetary arrangements in order to do away as from
I January 1993 with the need for checks at borders stemming from the existence of
monetary compensatory amounts.
The latter had to be maintained until 1992 to preserve some stability on the markets but
the agri-monetary arrangements applying until that date resulted in differences in
agricultural prices between the Member States. In view of the abolition of checks at
internal frontiers from I January 1993, the outlook for stabler currencies afforded by
the prospect of economic and monetary union and the trend towards a weakening of the
links between the institutional prices and the market prices for agricultural products, the
Commission proposed abolishing the monetary compensatory amount mechanism and
the green ecu mechanism which stems from the transfer of fixed positive monetary gaps
to other currencies.
The new arrangements proposed will entail an agricultural conversion rate equal to the
central rate for fixed currencies or a rate aligned on a monthly average of the market
rates for floating cwrencies.
In the case of a monetary realignment, the new gaps will be dismantled immediately.
However, part of such gaps could continue to exist for one year at most if thc
realignment is particularly substantial.
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In all cases, the agricultural conversion rates will be adjusted to prevent the combina-
tion of the positive gap of a currency and the negative gap of another currency from
exceeding five points.
After a major revaluation of the agricultural conversion rates, steeply digressive
compensatory aid determined on the basis of the losses of income recorded could be
granted.
Agri-monetary adjustments for the 199t2193 agricultural marketing year
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27. On another front a
affangements applicable to
particular problem exists in respect
agricultural products pursuant to the
of the transitional
Act of Accession of
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Spain and Portugal. From 1 January 1993 onwards only agricultural products will be
subject to those transitional arrangements such as accession compensatory amounts
(ACAs) and supplementary trade mechanisms (STMs). As far as the Commission is
concerned the completion of the single market is an objective of paramount importance
and maintaining internal borders in the Community solely for the purpose of imple-
menting rules for the management of some agricultural products is out of the question.
In November 1992, therefore, the Commission adopted a proposall for the suppression
of these transitional measures for the majority of agricultural products, leaving the STM
in place for a small number of products and in such a way that it will be applied away
from internal borders.
Rural development
28. The Community rural development policy continued to be implemented in 1992
with the application of the operational programmes financed by the structural Funds,
both in the less developed (Objective 1) regions and in rural areas (Objective 5b).
The Community increased its involvement in these regions and areas through its new
Leader initiative for financing and implementing development projects or action plans
initiated by local groups or associations.
Apart from these activities centred on the least developed regions, rural development
policy also involved the continuation of horizontal measures (Objective 5a-speeding up
the adjustment of agricultural structures) throughout the Community, though priority
was given to the less favoured areas in which farmers are already receiving compensa-
tory allowances. The classification of such areas was reviewed in the case of Ireland and
Spain and a classification undertaken for the first time in the five new German
Lönder.
Agricultural income aid
29. During 1992, two new income aid programmes, for Denmark and for the Spanish
Basque country, were approved by the Commission.
Currently, seven Member States (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Spain, France, Italy
and the Netherlands) have had recourse to the aid scheme adopted by the Council in
1989 for a five-year period. It is estimated that, under these various prograrnmes, a total
of 185 000 beneficiaries have received aid totalling approximately ECU 650 million.
t COM(92) 253 frnal.
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Gonsumer interests
30. As in previous years, Community consumers have enjoyed the benefit of varied
and regular supply plus a fair degree of stability in the price of food products. In
addition, the CAP reform should bring benefits for consumers through reduced
agricultural product prices.
The food aid programme for the less well-off was implemented under the same
conditions as previously. The operation, launched in January 1987,r ensures the
distribution of foodstuffs to the poorest sections of the population through humanitar-
ian and charity organizations selected by the Member States. ln 1992, the sum allocated
to this operation totalled ECU 150 million.
Source: Commission Decision 92157|EEC of 27 January 1992.
I The total amounts to ECU 150 million, of which ECU 2 million for financing transport.
















































































Total 148.00 t 13 530 42 200 9 500 3 700 3 525 l5 330 30  318
I Regulation (EEC) No 3780187, OJ L 352, 15.12.1987, p. l.
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Continuing its efforts to harmonize legislation on the health, hygiene and quality of
food products, the Community has sought to strengthen European consumer safeguards
in these spheres (see the annex to this chapter).
On product quality, two particularly important regulations were adopted by the
Council: a Regulation on the protection of geographical indications and designations of
origin for agricultural products and foodstuffs I and a Regulation on certificates of
specific character for agricultural products and foodstuffs.2
Also noteworthy is the promotion policy introduced for certain agricultural markets,3
which primarily sets out to improve consumer awareness of certain agricultural
products, particularly with regard to the quality of meat and dairy products.
The single market
31. In preparation for 1993, substantial progress was made in the progressive
harmonization of legislation. The main provisions adopted during the year are given in
the annex at the end of thö chapter.
32. The main decisions relate to the veterinary field and involve import controls and
rules on Community trade.
The proposals made in 1991 to harmonize policies to combat Newcastle disease and
avian influenza were adopted, together with a proposal concerning control rules and
measures to combat African horse sickness.
Decisions were also taken on the computerization of veterinary import procedures,
health rules for the production and placing on the market of milk, raw milk,
heat-treated milk and milk-based products, and health rules concerning the placing on
the market of wild game meat.
Again in preparation for the completion of the internal market, three Directives on
health conditions and on veterinary inspections applicable to intra-Community trade
were amended.
Proposals were also submitted on the protection of animals in livestock production and
on animal identification and registration.
33. The unflagging work performed by the veterinary inspection service, newly





Regulation (EEC) No 2081192, OJ L 208, 24.7.1992.
Regulation (EEC) No 2082192, OJ L 208, 24.7.1992.
See Chapter IV of this Report.
Commission Decision of 18 December 1991 (not published in the Official Journal).
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enabled inspections to be carried out at all slaughterhouses approved in the Member
States for intra-Community trade.
More specifically, visits to border inspection posts for veterinary checks on animals and
products coming from non-member countries were organized with a view to drawing up
a list of preselected posts.
A large number of missions were also undertaken with the aim of monitoring the health
situation in non-member countries and responding to the changes that have taken place
in Eastern Europe. The health conditions and the certification required for the
importation of animals, fresh meat and meat-based products from such countries were
laid down. Particular attention was paid to imports of horses; a list was produced of the
non-member countries authorized by the Member States to export horses to the
Community and the health conditions and certification required for their importation
and temporary admission were established.
The consultations initiated with the United States authorities to determine the condi-
tions governing imports of fresh meat were resumed within the framework of a joint
US-EC technical working party and the conclusions reached have opened the way for
agreement between both parties. At the same time, inspection visits were undertaken
and a list of establishments approved for the export of fresh meat to the Community by
the United States was adopted as a result.
34. In the phytosanitary sector, the Council adopted three Directives for the marketing
of various plant and seed reproductive material and a Directive on protective measures
against the introduction into the Member States of organisms harmful to plants or plant
products.
On the subject of plant protection products, the Commission sent to the Council a
proposal for a Directive on detailed'standardization principles', vital for ensuring the
uniform application in all the Member States of Directive 9U4l4lEEC.
Only two measures contained in the White Paper prograrnme remain to be adopted: a
regulation on the protection of new varieties of plants and a directive aimed at
introducing into the Community's health rules the principle of financial solidarity and
responsibility on the part of the Member States.
35. As far as State aidsr during 1992 are concerned, the Commission has, in numerous
cases following exchanges of views with Member States' authorities or upon submission
of further information by these authorities, generally raised no objection to aid
measures relating to the protection of the environment, research and development,
inforrnation and training, and aid in connection with natural disasters or exceptional
circumstances.
I For more information on this subject, see ttre chapter devoted to agriculture in the Commission's annual
Rqnrt on Competition Policy.
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36. The scope of Commission activity under Articles 92 and 93 continues to be
detennined, in the agricultural sector, by the Council (Article 42 of the EEC Treaty).
Thus, for most products in Annex II, any aid which risks disturbing Community market
mechanisms (for example aid per unit of input or output) is considered illegal under the
terms of the Council regulations establishing the common market organizations. A
number of such aids were notified by Member States during 1992, among them aids
concerning the storage of carrots and wine and for the harvesting and packaging of
nuts.
As a general rule, it has been Commission policy systematically to raise objections to
State aid for activities provided for in Community regulations laying down common
market organizations. However, a particular case arose in 1992 concerning aid for
producer groups handling nuts where, although aid for such groups is laid down in the
relevant common market organization, the Commission raised no objections. The
Commission took this position on the grounds that the aid which involved quality
control was of a structural, not operational, nature and that the provisions of the
relevant market organization are not exhaustive with respect to producer groups.
Concerning operating aids to State-owned or para-State enterprises in the agricultural
sector, the Commission has been faced this year with two major cases: Merco of Spain
and Cr6dit Agricole of France. Although these cases are still pending, the Article 93(2)
procedure having been initiated for the first case, the policy issue arising from them is
whether the State, in providing equity capital or debt relief, is acting in the same way as
would a private investor in the market. Only if the Commission subsequently comes to
the view that this is the case will these measures in principle be considered not to
constitute State aid. In determining how a private investor would be likely to behave,
the Court of Justice has specified that the assessment of the Commission must take
account in particular of the situation of the company, the restructuring to be carried out
and the market prospects.
37. In agricultural structures policy, as in market policy, the scope of Commission
intervention under Articles 92 and 93 is determined by the Council. Concerning aid at
holding level, Council Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91 authorizes such intervention only
in specified areas laid down in Article 35 of that Regulation. These areas include,
amongst others, extensification and per hectare aid for the introduction, or mainte-
nance, of farming practices which are compatible with the environment.
These are two areas which have been part and parcel of the CAP reform agreed by the
Council in May this year. Indeed, Council Regulation (EEC) No 2078192 sets out new
parameters for Community intervention whilst permitting Member States, as under
Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91, to propose alternative conditions of aid under Articles
92 and 93 of the EEC Treaty. In this context, Commission policy will, again as under
Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91, refer back to the fundamental criteria governing the
award of Community aid as soon as these criteria are adopted by the Commission. In
the event that these criteria are, for example, more restrictive than those of Regulation
(EEC) No 2328/91, due account would be taken in the State aid context.
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It may be noted that the reform of the markets will also be taken into account by the
Commission in judging the necessity and appropriateness of State aid, in particular in
gauging the extent to which certain practices stated to be beneficial to the environment,
such as grass cover, really are at risk.
38. In structures policy for investments at processing and marketing level, Council
Regulation (EEC) No 866/90 allows Member States in principle to introduce unilateral
measures, under the terms of Articles 92 and 93, in all areas covered by the Regulation.
In practice this freedom is circumscribed by the Commission policy of excluding from
State aid the same investments which are excluded from Community co-financing under
Commission Decision 901342 of 7 June 1990. Although this decision is not directly
applicable to State aid, it is applied by analogy on an ad hoc basis.
It is noteworthy that for investments where Commission Decision 901342 does not
exclude or limit aid (and the rate of aid does not exceed the maximum admitted by the
Commission), it is Commission practice not to raise objections even when the scale of
investment is large. Thus, the Commission cleared a Portuguese aid to Pepsico for the
manufacture of snacks falling within Annex II of the EEC Treaty, which involved aid of
ECU 80 million for the investments in question.
39. Regarding parafiscal taxes, the most significant case involved a development of
Commission policy in the application of the Court of Justice ruling in Case 47169.
According to the practice of the Commission based on this case, parafiscal taxes must
not be charged on imported products on importation from other Member States or at
the stage of first processing or sale, nor reimbursed when exported, However, it has
been decided by the Commission that an imported product may be taxed at first sale if
the proceeds of the tax are used exclusively to finance checks (in this case marketing)
which Community law has made obligatory upon the arrival of the imported product at
the Member State of sale, provided that the amount of the tax does not exceed the real
cost of the checks. The Commission has also opened the Article 93(2) procedure against
two Belgian aids which did not respect the criteria referred to above.
40. Regarding State aid to the agricultural sector in a broader context, the Commis-
sion adopted on 3l July the third survey on State aids, a report on aid patterns across
Member States' economies between 1988 and 1990. Although a hazardous exercise in
terms of both data assembly and interpretation, this survey (a biennial enterprise) is
different in its approach to the two previous issues, notably in omitting interpretation of
absolute volumes of State aid and in excluding Community-financed aid figures.
A 'de minimis' rule was also adopted by the Commission in 1992. This rule frees from
notification requirements any aid totalling up to ECU 50 000 per beneficiary over any
three-year period. It is to be noted that this 'de minimis' facility does not apply to
certain sectors, including the agricultural sector (in view of the Council rules and
Commission criteria applicable by analogy described above).



















ANNEX TO CHAPTER II
Proposals submitted by the Commission
Veterinary and zootechnical egislation
OJ C 312, 3.1,2.1991, p. 6.
OJ C 312,3.12.1991,  p.  17
OJ C 231, 5.9.1991, p. 4
Not published
Not published
OJ C 146,5.6.1991,  p.  12
OJ C 327, 30.12.1989, p. 57 and
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 102
Decisions taken by the Council
Directive 92l35lEEC laying down control
rules and measures to combat African
horse sickness
OJ L 157, 10.6.1992, p. 19
Directive 92l36lEEC amending, &s regards
African horse sickness, Directive
90l426lEEC on animal health conditions
governing the movement and import from
third countries of equidae
OJ L 157, 10.6.1992, p. 28
Directive 92l40lEEC introducing Com-
munity measures for the control of avian
influenza
OJ L 167, 22.6.1992, p. I
Directive 92l \lEEC laying down the min-
imum rules applicable to fishery products
caught on board certain vessels in accord-
ance with Article 3(lXaXi) of Directive
erl4e31EEC
OJ L 187, 7 .7.1992, p. 4l
Decision 92l438lEEC on computerization
of veterinary import procedures (Shift
project), amending Directives 90 167 5 IEEC,
9ll496lEEC and 9U628|EEC and Decision
901424|EEC and repealing Decision
88/l eryEEC
OJ L 243, 25.8.1992, p. 27
Directive 92l66lEEC introducing Com-
munity measures for the control of New-
castle disease
OJ L 260, 5.9.1992, p. 1
Directive 92l5lEEC amending and updat-
ing Directive 77 l99lEEC on health prob-
lems affecting intra-Community trade in
meat products and amending Directive
641433|EEC
OJ L 57,2.3.1992, p. I
Directive 92l65lEEC laying down animal
health requirements governing trade in and
imports into the Community of animals,
semen, ova and embryos not subject to
animal health requirements laid down in
specific Community rules referred to in
Annex A(I) to Directive 90/425|EEC
OJ L 268, 14.9.1992, p. 54
Directive 92147 IEEC on the conditions for
granting temporary and limited deroga-
tions from specific Community health rules
on the production and placing on the
market of milk and milk-based products
OJ L 268, 14.9.1992, p. 33
OJ C 84, 2.4.1990, p. 100
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OJ C 306, 26.11.1991 , p.7 and
OJ C 308, 28.11.1991, p. 14
Directive concerning the protection o
animals kept for farming purposes
COM(92) 192 final
OJ C 156, 23.6.1992, p. 11
Council Directive introducing Community
measures for the control of certain fish
diseases (COM(92) 204 final)
OJ C 172,8 .7 .1992,  p .  t6
OJ C 137, 21.5.1992, p. 7
OJ C 327, 30.12.1989, p. 40 and
OJ C 3ll, 12.12.1990, p. 5
OJ C 164, 1.7.1992, p.28
OJ C 122, 14.5.1992, p. 18
Legislation on plant products
and feedingstuffs
OJ C 52, 3.3.1990, p. 16 and
OJ C 307,  27 .11 .1991,  p .  15
OJ C 29, 8.2.1990, p. 10
OJ C 46, 27.2.1990, p. 4 and
OJ C 296,  15.11.1991,  p.  10
Decisions taken by the Council
Directive 92l46pEC laying down the
health rules for the production and placing
on the market of raw milk, heat-treated
milk and milk-based products
OJ L 268, 14.9.1992, p. I
Directive 92lI02lEEC concerning the iden-
tification and registration of animals
OJ L 355, 5.12.1992, p. 32
Directive 94a5lEEC on public health and
animal health problems relating to the
killing of wild game and the placing on the
market of wild-game meat
OJ L 268, 14.9.1992, p. 35
Directive 92167 IEEC amending Directive
89 l662lEF,C concerning veterinary checks
in intra-Community trade with a view to
the completion of the internal market
OJ L 268, 14.9.1992, p. 73
Directive 92l60lEEC amending Directive
90l425lEEC concerning veterinary and
zootechnical checks applicable in intra-
Community trade in certain live animals
and products with a view to the comple-
tion of the internal market
OJ L 268, 14.9.1992, p. 75
Directive 9ll682lEEC on the marketing of
ornamental plant propagating material and
ornamental plants
OJ L 376, 31.12.1991, p. 2l
Directive 92l34lEEC on the marketing of
fruit plant propagating material and fruit
plants intended for fruit production
OJ L 157, 10.6.1992, p. 10
Directive 91 1863 IEEC amending Directive
77 193IEEC on protective measures against
the introduction into the Member States of
organisms harmful to plants or plant prod-
ucts
OJ L 376, 31.12.1991 , p. 29.
Directive 92l33lEEC on the marketing of
vegetable propagating and planting mate-
rial, other than seed
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l l l  - Economic situation and farm incomes
General overview
41. In all probability, 1992 will mark a decisive turning-point in the development of
the common agricultural policy and European agriculture. The reform of the CAP, a
general outline of which is given in Chapter II, will bring not only substantial changes in
numerous common organizations of the market but also a range of accompanying
measures intended to influence the behaviour of farmers and production methods. The
reform will be implemented gradually from 1993 to allow farmers to adjust to the new
regulations. In a sense, 1992 marks the break between the old development model for
European agriculture, which was principally an intensive one, and the more extensive
model the reform of the CAP should encourage in the future. The announcement of the
reform and the steps taken to implement it since May may already have had an
influence on the behaviour of farmers during the course of the year, quite apart from
the decisions they have been making since the autumn of 1992 on the sowing of arable
land for the new year.
It should be stressed that the aim of the reform is not only to change the underlying
trends of the past but also, to a certain extent, to influence the development of the
agricultural situation in the short term and, in particular, to alleviate the negative
consequences of poor weather conditions on farm incomes, at least in the case of field
crops. Following implementation of the reform a substantial percentage of the income
of the producers of cereals and protein-rich oil plants will come from the compensatory
aids to be introduced from 1993 and granted on the basis of historical regional yields
rather than on the actual yields of each farm. This will enable the incomes of farmers to
be stabilized and will afford a measure of protection against the harmful effect of poor
weather conditions on production and incomes.
42. Pending implementation of the reform of the CAP, the 1992 agricultural year was
marked, in particular, by weather conditions which varied greatly from region to region,
by sometimes very high production levels (except in the case of cereals) after several
years of mediocre harvests, by the build-up of stocks or their explosion to record levels
and, for numerous products, by a fall in farmgate prices due to the increase in
production.
This picture of European agriculture, with its numerous grey areas, must be viewed
against a background of a slow-down in economic growth, increasing unemployment,
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moves to adjust national economic policies and, at the end of the year, significant
currency movements which posed a tremendous challenge to the smooth running of the
EMS. Finally, it should be recalled that Community exports of agricultural products
benefited from international conditions which, although they cannot be considered
outstanding given the diffrculties in finding solvent markets, nevertheless permitted the
disposal onto the world market of very large quantities of certain Community products
(for example, cereals and meat).
43. As has already been noted, whilst weather conditions in 1992 were generally
favourable for crops such as fruit and vegetables, wine and sugar beet, there were
prolonged, although not widespread, droughts, particularly in northern Germany,
Denmark, Spain, Portugal and the south of France. The droughts principally affected
cereal yields, although average figures for the Community as a whole were not greatly
below those for previous years.
Initial estimates indicate a relative fall in the area sown to cereals and a slight increase
in the areas under protein crops and sugar beet with potato sowing remaining at much
the same level. Overall, areas sown to field crops do not seem to have decreased
significantly during the course of the year, despite an increase in the areas left fallow,
under both the annual and the multiannual schemes. This probably means that some of
the land üsed for those crops was switched from fodder crops following the reduction in
milk quotas.
Developments in animal production during the year can be summarized as follows: a
reduction in dairy herds following the reduction in milk quotas, an increase in pig herds
after a fall during the previous year, a reduction in the number of beef cattle during the
first half of the year but with a tendency towards the rebuilding of herds in the second
half. This latter trend can be explained in part by the inclusion of 1992 in the period to
be used as the basis for fixing the reference herds for determining eligibility for the
premiums provided for under the reform of the CAP from 1993.
Production and the movement of prices
44, Cereal production should fall considerably this year after the record harvest of
1991. This is due to less favourable weather conditions than last year and the prolonged
drought which hit several regions in both the north and the south of the Community.
The slight reduction in the area sown (0.5 %) will also have contributed to the fall, but
to a smaller degree. Durum wheat production, in particular, is well below the level of
the previous year (around 25To down) when it reached a record level of over 12 million
tonnes. The quality is also inferior, which resulted in significant intervention buying
from the beginning of the year.
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The drought and a reduction in the area sown also led to a significant fall in barley
production. Production will be down by about l0 Yo in 1992, reaching a lO-year low.
Overall production of common wheat should show less of a fall although it will be
considerably reduced by the drought in certain regions (especially in Denmark, northern
Germany, Spain and Portugal) and by summer rains in others (particularly in France,
the United Kingdom and again in Spain). These rains will also have an effect on quality
in the regions concerned.
A slight increase in the area under sugar beet and, in particular, a clear improvement in
white sugar yields thanks to good weather conditions brought an increase in sugar
production of around 7 Yo in 1992 with production almost a million tonnes higher than
in the previous year.
The Community fresh fruit harvest should be exceptionally high in 1992193, not only in
comparison with the previous year but compared with the average for recent years.
Apple production, after a fall in 1991 due to late frosts, should exceed 10 million tonnes
in 1992 as against 8 million the previous year. The production of pears should also be
considerable at more than 40 oÄ up on the previous year. So as to support the market
for these two products in what could have become a very serioui situation, the
Commission used the management instruments at its disposal from the beginning of the
new marketing year and, in particular, the serious crisis procedure for certain quantities
of pears and peaches and preventive withdrawals for considerable quantities of pears
and apples. Despite such measures, producer prices were significantly below those for
the previous marketing year (as much as 70 % down).
Even the peach and nectarine markets experienced such problems, requiring the use of
the support measures available for that purpose.
Prices during the sumner for certain fruits and vegetables such as tomatoes, cauliflow-
ers and aubergines were also well below those for the previous year.
Mainly due to a considerable improvement in yields, production of potatoes should be
significantly higher in 1992 than in 1991. French production is estimated to be more
than2O oÄ up on the 1991 level. Markedly larger harvests are also expected in Belgium
and the Netherlands. As usual, the potato market reacted strongly to these variations in
the supply position. Farmgate prices collapsed in most producer countries and in certain
production regions fell to below half last year's prices.
According to initial estimates, after three years in which harvests were down in
comparison with previous years due to poor weather conditions, Community wine
production in 1992 should be well above that ofthe previous three years at around the
185 million hectolitres mark but still below what was the norm up until the mid-1980s.
At this stage it is difficult to assess the impact of the grubbing-up measures applied over
recent years on Community wine production over the long term. The accelerating fall in
the consumption of wine, however, will mean that the wine surpluses to be absorbed
through the different types of distillation are far from under control and will therefore
continue to have a significant effect on the market during the coming wine year.
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45. As a result of the 20Ä reduction in milk quotas decided upon in 1991, milk
deliveries to dairies fell by around 3Vo ütnng the first half of 1992 in comparison with
the same period of the previous year. Butter production fell by more than l0 % during
the first six months, producing a marked fall in the production of skimmed-milk
powder. The production of cheese on the other hand continued to grow in line with
increased demand. The concurrence of these factors, together with the reduction of
intervention stocks during previous years and a rather dynamic international market,
helped the Community market for most dairy products remain stable if not firm.
However, the situation deteriorated somewhat during the second half of the year.
Beef and veal again had a difficult year in 1992, even if the market was not disturbed by
exceptional factors as was often the case in previous years. Difliculties in 1992 were
more of a structural nature, which was made more apparent by the fact that
Community production entered the down phase of its cycle. The most obvious symptom
of this crisis, which has now lasted several years, is probably the steady growth in
intervention stocks despite very high levels of Community exports to third countries. In
September 1992, public stocks were one million tonnes above the record level (having
fallen below 100 million tonnes in 1990), despite over 900 million tonnes already having
been exported. Nevertheless, market prices slowly picked up during the year and, in
general, exceeded the very depressed levels of the previous year, although still remaining
less than satisfactory. The relative improvement in the situation can be partly explained
by the fall in beef and veal production compared with the previous year (down around
4 %) because of, on the one hand, the usual cyclical phenomena and, on the other, a
strengthening of the trend towards capitalization by certain farmers since the adoption
of the reform of the CAP in May 1992. The positive impact of these developments on
market prices was, however, partly offset by a further expected fall in the consumption
of beef and veal during the year.
The market for pigmeat continued to be buoyant during the first half of the year. The
very large reduction in herds in 1991, a trend that, as has been seen, was reversed
somewhat in 1992, resulted in fairly satisfactory farmgate prices, particularly in the
period from October 1991 to June 1992. From July, however, market prices began a
rapid decline which continued throughout the year. By the beginning of October, prices
had already fallen by more than 20To compared with levels at the beginning of July.
Profrtability was helped by the fact that production costs of animal feed remained
relatively low and fairly stable during the year.
The situation in the eggs and poultry sector was less satisfactory, with prices often
below the levels of the previous year. A serious crisis was avoided, however, thanks to
the fall in cereal prices.
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Farmgate prices
46. According to initial estimates, the index of nominal farmgate prices for all
agricultural products in the Community (EUR 11) is expected to fall by 1.5 oÄ in 1992
compared with the previous year, whilst farmgate prices will fall by 5.9oÄ in real
terms.
Farmgate prices fell in real terms in all Member States, from 0.4% in Ireland to9.9oÄ
in Spain, falling by more than the Community average (EUR ll) in four Member States(Spain, France, Greece and ltaly).
The fall in the Community farmgate price index in real terms (EUR l1) was mainly a
result of the 10.7 oÄ fall in prices for crop products. The real prices of animals and
animal products were more or less stable (down 0.4%). The real price of crop products
fell in all Member States, whilst the real price for animals and animal products remained
stable in most countries, only varying by more than I oÄ in two Member States (Spain
-4.9% and Luxembourg -3.1 %). Sharp falls are expected at Community level in real
prices for most crop products, most importantly for cereals (8.1%), fresh vegetables(3.9%), fresh fruit (11.4%) and oilseeds (41%). The real price of slaughtered änimals
increased by 1.8 oÄ mainly due to an increase of 5.4Yo in pig prices, but this was offset
by a real fall in prices for animal products, particularly milk (down 2.8%\.
Changes in nominal farmgate prices
of agricultural products in 1991 and t9 gi2
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Deflated indices of farmgate prices for agricultural products
































































































47. The index of nominal purchase prices for goods and services for current
consumption in agriculture is expected to rise by 3.2% in the Community of Eleven in
1992, similar to the increase during the previous year (3.1%). In real terms, the
purchase prices of inputs will fall by 1.0 oÄ in real terms for the Community as a whole
(EUR 11) with only Belgium (-0.4oÄ) and Luxembourg (-0.97o) registering a fall in
the nominal price.
Real input prices are expected to fall in all Member States apart from Germany (up
I.l%) and Greece (up 0.9%). Whilst most Member States are likely to experience falls
similar to the figure for the Community of Eleven, greater reductions of 4.7 oÄ and
3.6%o are forecast for Spain and Luxembourg respectively.
Community prices (EUR I l) of the main inputs, feedingstuffs, fertilizers and energy are
expected to fall by l.7oÄ,5.5oÄ and2.3o/o respeotively. Slight increases were recorded
for repairs and maintenance (0.4 7o), overheads (0.S %) and animals for rearing and
production (29%).
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Changes in nominal input prices

































































































Deflated input price indices
Total intennediate consumption
NB: 1986 and 1987 omitted due to lack of space.
Source: Eurostat.
I Forcasts.
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Trends in farm incomes
Short-term trends in farm incomes
48. The relative movements of farmgate and input prices, the so-called cost-price
squeeze, determine to a great extent the gross margins of agricultural products. Margins
generally fell in 1991 and estimates point to a further deterioration in 1992. Conse-
äuently, although accurate information on all the factors determining income in 1992 is
not yei available, farm incomes for the Community as a whole are likely to be down on
1991.
The limitations of the traditional indicators of farm income should be stressed. Firstly
they cover only that part of the household income derived from farming, no account
being taken of other sources of income such as wages, income from capital and welfare
trans=fers, although they contribute to the purchasing power of agricultural households,
sometimes to a considerable extent-it should be recalled that close on a third of
farmers are engaged in activities off the farm. Secondly, an indicator such as the net
value-added at factor cost per annual work unit (the one most often used) is basically an
indicator of labour productivity. It differs from available income from farming in
several respects (for instance, it does not include welfare transfers or certain fixed
charges), some of which are difficult to assess, the impact of taxation for example, and
diffeis from cash available for consumption in that it does not include depreciation, the
repayment of loans, any outside income, etc.
Nevertheless, the principal indicator, the net value-added per agricultural work unit,
after rising sharply in 1989, fell by 30Ä in 1990 and rose by 2.2'/o in 1991 and forecasts
suggest a further drop in 1992.
Famr incomes over the last 10 years
49. Despite the deterioration in incomes in 1991 and 1990, which partly offset the
exceptionäl rise of 1989, their level is currently higher than it was at the beginning of the
1980s. The net value-added at factor cost per work unit (see Figure 2 on p. 40) increased
by 16.3 7o between )1981( (average for 1980, 1981 and 1982) and )1990( (average for
1989, 1990 and 1991), i.e. at an average annual rate in real terms of 1.7 Yo. The same
rate of growth was recorded for the net income of the farmer and his/her family, i.e. for
the income remaining after deduction of wages, rent and interest paid.
This is, to a great extent, the result of the considerable reduction in the farming labour
force over the last 10 years (3oÄ per year in terms of full-time labour units) and,
consequently, of increased labour productivity. The productivity of intermediate
consumption, on the other hand, as well as the agricultural price spread have been
stable over the long term, with a slight deterioration over the last two years. The most
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serious negative factor during the decade was the growing imbalance both on the
Commudly and world agricultural markets and the need to carry out reforms of
agricultural policy in order to try and re-establish a degree of balance between supply
and demand for agricultural products. The slowdown in the restructuring of agriculture,
rendered more diffrcult by an economic environment that was generally less favourable
than in the past, also had a damaging effect on the development of farm incomes.
EAGGF expenditure
Agricultural production and income
Basic index 1 980 : 100
1980 1981 !982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 3 1988 4 1989 s 1990 19S1 1992
Sources: EAGGF, Eurostat, DG Vl.
1 In real terms (GDP deflator).
2 At constant prices.
3 1987 financial year: from 1 January to 31 October 1987.
4 1988 financial year: from 1 November 1987 to 15 October 1988.
5 1 989 and subsequent financial years: from 1 6 October to 1 5 October of the
Figure I
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1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Source.' Eurostat - Sectoral income index analysis.
t At factor cost in real terms (deflated using the GDP implicit price index).
2 Measured in annual work unit.
3 D1 985( - average for 1984, 1 985 and 1 986.
1991
Figure 2
These general considerations should not cause one to lose sight of the fact that the
Community agricultural sector is made up of a huge number of farms (estimated at
around 8 million) and the situation therefore varies greatly between Member States and,
within each country, between regions and between different types of farm. Changes in
farm income in the Member States since 1980 are shown in Figure 3. This graph can
only give, however, a very rough idea of the variations in income that can exist in
Community agriculture. Around 80 % of final Community agricultural production is
supplied by a relatively small number of farms (around 20%).
The level and distribution of incomes between farms is obviously closely linked to
structure of agricultural production. There follows a more detailed analysis of
disparities in incomes in Community agriculture.
the
the
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Incomes per farm (FADN)I
50. The situation of production, costs and incomes at farm level is monitored by the
Community Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN). The network collects detailed
accounts from nearly 60 000 agricultural holdings which have a minimum level of
economic activity. Thus, although the network comprises mostly full-time farms, and
covers about 56 oÄ of all Communitv farms. it covers 95oÄ of the value-added in
agriculture.
The average shares of farms found in each type of farming group are shown in Chapter
Vlll-Agricultural development, Table 3.2.2. For instance, 'dairying' farms earn an
average 66Vo of their gross margin from dairying and the average 'general cropping'
farm takes about 29 % of its gross margin from cereals.
The output of specialist farms should not be confused with production as a whole. The
classification according to type of farming was intended to be a proxy for the economic
behaviour of the major production systems (for example, cereals, wine, milk). However,
the share of the total production of a commodity which is produced on specialist farms
alone is very variable. For instance, about two-thirds of milk output comes from
dairying farms but less than one third (27 %) of cereals output comes from specialist
cereals producers.
In all cases income is the FADN 'family farm income' (FFI) definition, that is, the value
of farm production less intermediate consumption, depreciation, cash wages, cash rent
and interest payments. No deduction is made for the value of the labour of 'unpaid'
labour (normally family labour). This indicator is close to the Eurostat macroeconomic
indicator 3 'Net income from agricultural activity'.
Over the period 19S6187 to l990l9l the highest incomes per farm were to be found in
the Netherlands and Belgium, followed by Luxembourg and the UK. The lowest were in
Portugal, Denmark, Spain and Greece.
There are several reasons for the differences in average income per farm in Member
States. Size of farm is an important factor for high incomes in the UK (those farms with
110 hectares) and for low incomes in Greece (around 6.4 hectares). In the Netherlands,
a country characteized by intensive farming, it is the value of output per hectare (ECU
7 700 compared to a EUR 12 average of ECU I 900) which gives rise to high incomes.
In Belgium large margins over costs appear to give producers high average incomes (in
Belgium, FFI represented as much as 39 Yo of the value of total output in 1989/90, and
34oÄ in l990l9l). Portuguese farms are handicapped by a very low value of output per
hectare; also, because the average size of farm is small, output per farm is low. Danish
farms, despite having a high-value output, suffer a large interest burden. Over the
period 1986187 to 1990/91 average liabilities per farm in Denmark were equivalent to
57Yo of total assets. Interest payments comprised 16%o of total costs and, on average,
represented more than double FFI.
t All references to results are in real terms. in ecus at 1990 values.
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Incomes and type of farming
51. It can be seen from Figure 4 that, excluding the exceptional case of 'pigs/poultry',
the five-year average (1986187-1990/91) results for the type of farming groups range
from ECU 7 950 for 'cereals' to ECU 23 100 for 'horticulture'.
Except for the relatively small group 'pigs/poultry', the long-term absolute differences
between types of farming are much more important than year to year changes. As can
be seen, 1989/90 and l990l9l average results are not very different, and quite close to
the five-year averages for 1986/87 to 1990/91.
In the Community, the farming groups with the highest average incomes (horticulture,
pigs and poultry, milk products) are to be found especially in northern Europe
(Belgium, Denmark, Germany, France, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the
UK). This can be seen by looking at the shares of total output from these types of
farming:
Pigs/poultry: 70oÄ from northern Europe, of which 2IoÄ from the Netherlands;
Horticulture: 72oÄ from northern Europe, of which 35%o from the Netherlands;
Dairying: 760Ä fuom northern Europe, of which 23Yo from Germany and 20oÄ
from France.
Real income per farm
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Real income per farm






































Detailed tables of accounts results, according to type of farming and income per farm,
can be found in Chapter .VIII, Tables 3.2.1 to 3.2.4. Much more comprehensive
information is to be found in the separate report'Farm incomes l990l9l', published in
the Document series by the Office for Official Publications of the EC in Luxem-
bourg.
Incomes and economic size of farm
52, In Figure 5, farms are classified according to economic size, which is roughly
equivalent to the gross value-added of the farm (for rr.rore precise information, see
Chapter VIII, Table 3.2.1).'Very large' farms show earnings about six times the 'all
farms' average and about 17 times that of the 'very small' farms.
It is important to take into account the distribution according to the different Member
States in each of the economic size groups. In the 'very small' group over one third
P"'o.d$ 
..s $ $
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(37 %) of the farms are Italian, and one quarter Portuguese (in fact, several Member
States have so few farms in these groups that they are not sampled at all for FADN). In
the'very large'group 30Yo of farms are in the UK, 26%o in France and 15Vo inltaly
(1990191 results).
Even when per capita incomes are calculated for the different economic sizes of farm,
the large gap between incomes remains, although reduced. The average per capita
income for'very large'farms was ECU 38 000, over l0 times the ECU 3 500 of the'very
small' farms (five-year average 1986187 to 1990/91). The corresponding average per
capita income for all farms was approximately ECU 9 000.
Distribution of per capita incomes
53. Figure 6, which illustrates the distribution of per capita incomes for the Commu-
nity, derives its information from the FADN field of survey I only. Nevertheless, it is a
useful indicator of the income variation both within and between Member States.
The majority of countries have 'left-skewed' distributions, that is with a larger
proportion of persons in agriculture having low incomes. The extreme case is Portugal,
where over 80 7o of persons in the field of survey earned less than ECU 4 000. Spain,
Italy and Greece also have large groups of persons in the lowest income category.
France and Germany also have left-skewed, but more gradually falling, distributions. In
France 44To and in Germany 38Yo of persons earn over ECU 12000.
The Benelux countries have 'right-skewed' income distributions,.where a large propor-
tion of persons belong to the highest income class (28 oÄ with over ECU 32 000 in the
Netherlands,2loÄ in Belgium and I27o in Luxembourg). This apparent concentration
is exaggerated here in view of the limited number of classes used in the graphs, but it is
nevertheless true that a significant number of persons engaged in agriculture earn high
incomes in those countries.
Denmark and the UK show 'U' shaped distributions, with higher shares of persons in
both the lowest and highest income classes. The occurrence of significant p€rcentages
with less than ECU 4 000 (4170 in Denmark and 3loÄ in the UK) is very probably due
to the significant proportion of farms in those countries having financial difliculties
(notably a high interest payment share in farm costs).
I The FADN
agriculture.
is at present the only Community source of the distribution of per capita incones in
lV Agricultural markets
54. This chapter reviews the situation on both the world market and the Community
market for the main agricultural products, covering price trends and the main market
management measures proposed or decided at Community level.
Cereals
55. Unlike the 1990/91 world marketing year, which saw increased production and a
consequent fall in world prices, the 1991/92 marketing year saw production fall in
several major producer countries, the United States, Australia and China in particularo
as a result of weather conditions. The situation in the CIS (former USSR) was
complicated further by instability in the organization of the economy.
World cereal production fell from I 519 million tonnes in 1990/91 to 1342 million
tonnes, a drop of 5.4%o. Wheat production fell from 599 million tonnes to 545 million
tonnes (- 8.3 oÄ) and feed grain dropped from 825 million tonnes to 798 million tonnes
( - 3 . 3 % ) .
World cereal consumption in 1991 fell slightly but exceeded 1991 production by about
35 million tonnes.
There was a strong increase in world trade, which rose from 9l million tonnes to 106
million tonnes in the case of wheat and from 83 million tonnes to 90 million tonnes for
coarse grain. This increase is due to significant demand on the part of the CIS and
China. It was achieved as a result of major credit programmes guaranteed by the
exporter countries.
As part of this expansion in world trade, Community exports reached 33 million tonnes,
made up of 18.8 million tonnes of common wheat, 10.4 million tonnes of barley, 2.8
million tonnes of durum wheat and 700 000 tonnes of rye. Exports of maize involved
almost exclusively processed products and exports of grain maize to neighbouring
countries.
In 1990/91 Community imports of cereals amounted to 4 million tonnes, made up of 1.1
million tonnes of a particular type of wheat not available in the Community, 2.5 million
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tonnes of maize and 250 000 tonnes of sorghum, including imports into Spain covered
by agreements with the USA.
Total world cereal production will be very close to consumption in 1992193. The
production and consumption of wheat is expected to drop slightly. The increase in
maize production will lead to a recovery in the stocks of coarse grain.
56. On the Community market, good weather throughout the Community influenced
production in 1991192. The l99l harvest followed the trend of the last few years and
exceeded 180 million tonnes, including production of 11.7 million tonnes in the five new
German Lönder.
The area given over to cereals amounted to 35.7 million hectares, a drop of 0.3 million
hectares. This reduction was due to a fallback in barley and rye in particular. The area
given over to maize returned to normal levels, recovering from the effects of the drought
in 1990.
There has been a steady fall in cereal consumption due to the decline in the use of
cereals in animal feedingstuffs, which was estimated at 83 million tonnes in l99ll92 (the
new German Länder included). During the early part of the l99ll92 marketing year,
producer prices for small-grain cereals were supported by export demand. Maize prices
were especially high from the start of the year as a result of the deficit in the previous
year. Large quantities of cereals were offered for intervention from January onwards.
Intervention stocks increased from 18.7 million tonnes to 26.5 million tonnes, which
included 10.8 million tonnes of common wheat, 7.3 million tonnes of barley, 3.6 million
tonnes of rye and 4.2 million tonnes of durum wheat. The stocks are held mainly in
Germany (43oÄ), France (29%) and Italy (tt%).
Initial estimates made at the end of September put Community cereal production in
1992193 at 164 million tonnes. This is the result of a small reduction in the area sown
following the introduction of a system of temporary set-aside and a sharp drop in the
yields of all cereals except maize. Cereal production in Portugal, Spain and Greece was
affected by the drought which lasted through the winter and spring. Denmark and
northern and eastern Germany were affected by drought from May onwards, which
brought on early ripening and a 50 oÄ drop in yields.
57. ln 1992193 the Council held institutional prices at their lggllg2level, except for
durum wheat whose intervention price continued to move closer to that of common
wheat, with a fall of 3.5%. The consequent loss of income for durum wheat producers
was partially offset by an increase in production aid to ECU 188.88/ha (up 6.3%).T"he
Council was particularly concerned by the build-up of intervention stocks of cereals. A
system of set-aside was introduced for the l99ll92 marketing year to limit production.
Farmer participation in the scheme was fairly limited in most of the Member States.
Only about 800 000 hectares were taken out of production.
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Under the stabilizer system, 1991 production was fixed by the Commission in February
1992 at 168.9 million tonnes (excluding the five new German Ltinder), exceeding the
maximum guaranteed quantity (MGQ) by more than 5 %o. As a consequence of
exceeding the MGQ, the intervention prices fixed for the 1992193 marketing year were
cut by 3 %.
Pending the introduction of the new agricultural policy for arable crops, the Council
abolished both the basic and additional co-responsibility schemes.
In accordance with the provisions of the second stage of the accession of Portugal, the
aid introduced from 1991 onwards for cereals placed on the market was amended as
part of the ongoing process to bring Portuguese prices into line with Community prices
and in view of an early alignment of the intervention price applicable in Portugal for
common wheat.
R ice
58. World rice production in 1991 was a little less than the record level of 1990: it
reached 514 million tonnes (519 in 1990). The very good harvests in 1990 in China and
India (189 andll2 million tonnes respectively) were not repeated and production was
significantly lower (186 and 106 million tonnes respectively). In the other major
producer countries, production remained at about the level of the previous year, except
in Thailand where production returned to its normal level of the past few years, i.e. 20.5
million tonnes, after the drop in 1990.
World trade increased slightly (from 12.3 to 13.4 million tonnes), due in particular to
increased exports from Australia, Thailand and Vietnam. Imports increased in the
territories of the former USSR. in Indonesia. Iran and Mexico.
59. Production in the Community was lower than last year (down from 2.37 to 2.24
million tonnes) as a result of a small reduction in the area sowl, but also because of
adverse weather conditions during the rice plants' first development stage and the rains
in the first half of September which affected the grains just before harvesting. These
conditions resulted in a reduced harvest and a milling yield slightly smaller than last
year's.
Production of medium-grain and A-grade long-grain rice remained at the level of the
previous year, and the area under round-grain rice fell while the area under indica rice
reached a record 62 000 hectares.
For the Lido and round-grain varieties, price levrls were some 5%o ahead of the 1990/91
marketing year, although they remained a little below the buying-in prices. Prices for
the Ribe and S. Andrea varieties were significantly higher than the previous year.
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Intervention stocks fell during the year: the good prices on the internal market made
intervention unnecessary and only 10 000 tonnes were bought in, while the various
measures to export rice from intervention resulted in the export of 183 000 tonnes.
The overall situation was as follows (paddy rice):
Stock on I September l99l:193 000 tonnes,
Quantities bought l0 000 tonnes,
Quantities sold: 183 000 tonnes,
Stock on I September 1992:.20 000 tonnes.
The quantities sold went to:
CIS: 120 000 tonnes,
Albania: 20 000 tonnes,
Somalia: 17 000 tonnes,
Internal market: 26 000 tonnes.
Compared with the previous year, total exports increased slightly during the year (from
340 000 to 346 000 tonnes), while imports fell (from 320 000 to 262 000 tonnes). The rise
in exports was due to the quantities exported from intervention; the reduction in
imports resulted from the Community harvest of indica rice which supplied some of the
Community demand.
60. On the Community market, exports of Italian rice to the other Member States of
the Community increased by about l0 %. As a result of conversion to indica rice
growing, indica rice made up 20Yo of this amount. Spain supplied the other Member
States with some 120 000 tonnes of indica rice in 1991.
During the l99ll92 marketing year, several measures were undertaken in accordance





the accession compensatory amount (ACA) was fixed to compensate for the price
differential, Portuguese prices being higher;
the buying-in period was moved forward to 1 Septernber 1991;
the supplementary trade mechanism was fixed: the indicative quantity was set at
90 000 tonnes of husked rice equivalent, which had to be increased by a further
20 000 tonnes in May.
During this marketing year various specific prograrnmes to offset the geographic
isolation of the remotest areas of the Community introduced aid for the transport of
Community rice to the Canary Islands, the Azores and Madeira. Similarly, a
prograrnme to develop rice growing in French Guiana and encourage its sale to
Martinique and Guadeloupe was also undertaken.
The special export arrangements for basmati rice were renewed with practically no
change.
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61. On the basis of the estimates made in September 1992, the area sown is less than
that sown in the previous year:
Total area sown
The drought reduced sowings in Spain and Portugal, particularly in the regions where
indica rice is grown, but given an area of 360 000 hectares and a normal yield there is
every reason to believe that the harvest this year will equal last year's, coming in at
between 2.2 million and 2.4 million tonnes of paddy rice.
Sugar
62. The overall surplus on the world market was confirmed during the l99ll92
marketing year. Although world production, which was estimated at 113.6 million
tonnes (raw sugar equivalent) was 1.57o below that in the previous marketing year, it
once again shows a surplus of 2.5 million tonnes over consumption, estimated
provisionally at 110.1 million tonnes.
World market situation for raw sugar
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Although consumption continued its steady growth of the last four years, the
production surplus was reflected in the level of stocks, which rose once more at the end
of the marketing year, and in the trend in prices on the world market. The decline in
world sugar prices which commenced in the l990l9l marketing year continued during
I99ll92 and prices for raw sugar have fluctuated only within a range of 8 to l0 cents/lb
since November 1990.
Average spot price:
Paris Exchange (white sugar).' ECU 24.25/100 kg in lgg0lgI
ECU 23.231100 kg in r99rle2 (-4%)
New York Exchange (raw sugar): ECU 16.481100 ke in l990l9l
ECU 16.391r00 ke in 19eIl92 (- r%)
An important factor to be noted in the world supply balance for l99ll92 is the
substantial fall of close on 2.0 million tonnes (raw sugar equivalent) in demand for
imports compared with 1990/91. A sharp drop in consumption in the CIS, a plentiful
harvest in China and the continuing reduction in the United States' import quota
underlie this fall. Furthermore, bumper harvests in Thailand, Brazil and India have
completely ofßet the poor harvests in southern Africa and Australia due to the drought
attendant on cyclical weather phenomena in the Pacific Ocean known as 'El Nifro'.
The break in the special relations between Cuba and the former USSR also involves a
major loss of Cuban exports to Eastern Europe, although the quantities imported by the
CIS from Cuba in l99l remained stable. On the basis of transactions at world prices
and for simple geographical reasons, Cuban sugar is turning to other outlets. A process
of redistribution could thus be set in motion on the world market in the near future.
Against that background and in view of the anticipated surplus in1992193, prices will
probably hold steady at their present levels.
As regards sucrose substitutes, the low world price for sugar and the fact that
possibilities for replacing sucrose have been exhausted, in particular in the United States
and Japan, have contributed to slowing down the rate of increase of world isoglucose
production and consumption. In 1991, isoglucose production rose by only 1.8 % in the
United States (which accounts for 70 % of world production) compared with 5.3 % in
the previous marketing year. The forecast rate of increase in consumption in that
country is only 2.0oÄ as compared with 2.75Yo in 1990. Furthermore, the expiry of the
patent for the production ofaspartame has already triggered offproduction projects, in
particular in the Comnunity, which should put the product on the market at more
competitive prices. The effects of this should no doubt be watched in the near
future.
63. Areas under beet in the Community in 1991 (l 975000 hectares) were 5% down
on the previous marketing year, in particular on account of decreases in areas sown in
Germany and France, the two main sugar producers in the Community.
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Forecasts for areas sown in the 1992193 marketing year point to a slight increase of
1.0%o. The average Community sugar yield per hectare of 7.36 tonnes may be
considered normal.
In white sugar equivalent, Community production in 1991 totalled 14.817 million tonnes
(1.053 million tonnes down on l990l9l) comprising:
Beet sugar: 14.527 million tonnes,
Cane sugar: 0.267 million tonnes,
Molasses sugar: 0.019 million tonnes.
Sugar consumption in the Community in 1991/92, estimated overall at 11.890 million
tonnes, was some 73 000 tonnes up on the previous year, an increase largely due to
greater consumption by the chemical industry.
For l99I192 Community sugar pnces ln ecus
of Ministers.
O l i ve  o i l
were maintained unaltered by the Council
64. World production is about I 800 000 tonnes on average, of which the Community
accounts for 80% (about I 450 000 tonnes). The other main producers are Turkey and
Tunisia (80 000 tonnes each), Syria (55 000 tonnes) and Morocco (35 000 tonnes).
Production varies considerably from one year to another but generally the world market
closely mirrors that of the Community.
65. Estimated Community production in l99ll92 was I 650 000 tonnes as against
I04l079 tonnes in 1990/91, although the area remains practically unchanged. Figures
currently available suggest an area of 4.4 million hectares (1.17 million in Italy, 1.9
million in Spain, 0.7 in Greece and 0.5 in Portugal), equivalent to 66Yo of the total area
under cultivation in the world and 3.3 %o of the Community's UAA. Some estimates put
the number of cultivated and abandoned olive trees at 431 million (177 million in Spain,
108 million in ltaly, 120 million in Greece, 22 million in Portugal and 4 million in
France). Some two million families are engaged in olive cultivation.
In 1990/91 Community consumption was 1 300 000 tonnes (82% of world consump-
tion). However, estimates at the end of IN'day 1992 suggest that Community consumption
increased slightly in 1991192, rising to 1350000 tonnes. Particularly as a result of the
introduction of consumption aid in April 1979, most of the Community uptake of
1 250 000 tonnes is in the form of small containers. At the beginning of the l99ll92
marketing year intervention stocks stood at 29 661 tonnes but are expected to have risen
to 60 000 tonnes by the end of the year.
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Greece and Spain are the main suppliers and although Italy both produces and exports,
it remains the main purchaser. Apart from exceptional cases, imports are restricted to
the Tunisian quota of 46 000 tonnes. Exports, which had been increasing since 1981, fell
back to about 90 000 tonnes in 1990/91 due to the low level of production and
competition from other oils. Exports regained their normal pace in l99ll92 and should
amount to some 160 000 tonnes.
66. Developments in Community policy: a stabilizer was introduced from the 1987/88
marketing year with an MGQ of 1.35 million tonnes. When output exceeds the MGQ
plus, where applicable, the carryover from the previous year, production aid is reduced
proportionately. Although the co-responsibility mechanism came into operation during
the first year, reducing aid by 3lYo, the MGQ was not reached in subsequent years.
However, on the basis of the most recent information available and taking the carryover
into account, it is possible that the MGQ will be exceeded in 1991192. As a result of the
considerable output in 199L192, which had a tangible effect on the trend in prices, the
Commission made arrangements early in the year to award private storage contracts for
a maximum of 200 000 tonnes so as to stabilize the market pending the start of the
public intervention period.
Olive oil production in the Community
Areas planted to olives in the Community
and the number of trees


































































Consumption seems to be less affected than in the past by price competition from other
vegetable oils. It appears to be more sensitive to fluctuations in the price of olive oil,
increases in consumer incomes and efforts to improve product quality and promote
consumption. For these reasons, and with a view to the proper management of the
consumption aid scheme, the Council decided to adjust the aid for 1991192. This
adjustment was achieved without a negative effect on consumption, which firmed
throughout the Community.
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Oilseeds
67. Oilseeds are used for the production of cake for animal feed and of oil. This means
that the economics of the sector are determined by developments in the prices of seeds,
oils and cake. Seed oils can be consumed without further processing or as prepared oils
and fats such as margarine. They may be used as animal feed, for human consumption
or for technical purposes.
The European Community is a net importer of oilseeds, vegetable oils and cake. The
annual volume of such imports is largely determined by the relative prices of seeds, cake
and competing products (cereals, corn gluten feed, etc.) for animal feed and the
opportunities for exporting oils and cake outside the Community.











Average oil supply balance for the Community 1989-91
(figures in brackets 1988-90)
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NB: World production about 50 million tonnes.
I Rapeseed, sunflower, soya, olive oil, cotton, linseed, groundnut, sesame, palm, palm kernel and coconut.
Average cake supply balance for the Community 1989-91
(figures in brackets 1988-90)
(million t cake equivalmt)
NB: World production about 120 million tonnes.
I Rapeseed, sunflower, soya, cotton, linseed, groundnut, sesame and palm kernel.
During the l99ll92 marketing year, total crushing of oilseeds in the Community was
about 25 million tonnes. Soya beans accounted for 14.0 million tonnes (up 1.8 on
I990l9l), rapeseed 6.7 million tonnes (up 0.7) and sunflower seed 4.4 million tonnes (no
change).
ln 1992, EC soyabean imports should be running at record levels, notably from the
USA.
Community impofrs
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68. The improved quality of rapeseed, which means that cake meets the needs of the
compound feedingstuffs industry better, has made a significant contribution towards
consolidating demand in the Community for this type of seed and cake. The
Commission retained until the end of the l99ll92 marketing year the maximum
glucosinolater content of rapeseed qualifying for the double low premium at 35
micromoles per gram. It has noted the sustained efforts of farmers, research workers
and seed producers to keep the glucosinolate content to a minimum: the percentage of
production which achieved the 35 micromoles/gram level was 68%o in 1988/89, 92Yo in
1989/90, 99oÄ in l990l9l (excluding the former cDR) and 99.5 % in l99ll92 (the
former GDR included).
Community production of oilseeds in l99ll92 remains fairly high reaching 13 million
tonnes, compared to 12 million tonnes in 1990/91. The harvest for the 1992193
marketing year (11.5 million tonnes), however, is significantly below that of the previous
year.
The support arrangements for producers of oilseeds were radically changed for 1992193.
The system of processing aids and intervention was abolished, and farmers' incomes are
to be protected by a system of direct payments.
Dried fodder, peas, field beans and sweet lupins
69. These products, whose principal market is the animal feed industry, are in
competition with a wide range of other raw materials. However, demand for peas, field
beans and sweet lupins returned to the level reached in 1989/90.
Peas, field beans and sweet lupins
(I 000 t)











l99ll92 production was sold without difficulty, at a price above the minimum price.
For the 199U92 marketing year, the abolition of premiums for quality which is better
than standard has contributed to an improvement in marketing conditions.
The implementation, for the 1992193 marketing year, of the stabilizer system introduced
by the 1988 European Council (maxim"m guaranteed quantity of 3.5 million tonnes)
will lead to less of a reduction in support prices than in 1991192.
t Sulphlr-based compounds which, as they break down, affect the digestive process ofcertain animal species,
especially those with single stomachs.
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Production of dried fodder in the Community reached a record level.
Dried fodder
(I M0 t)











Total 3 205 3 694 3 927 4 000
I Includes production in the former GDR.
Fresh fruit and vegetables
70. As many fruits and vegetables are highly perishable and given the difliculty of
transporting them over long distances, plus the fact that times of harvesting are
staggered according to the climatic zone of production, there is no real world market in
fruit and vegetables except for certain products which can be stored. The main trade
flows in terms of volume and geographical scope, therefore, involve apples, bananas and
citrus fruit.
World citrus fruit production, which had been rising sharply for a number of years to
reach a record level of 68.3 million tonnes in 1989/90, steadied at 66.2 million tonnes in
l990l9l owing mainly to a slight fall in Brazilian production. The first general
indications for l99ll92 are for a fall of 5 to 10 oÄ on L99ll92.The main producers are
BraÄl Q0.4% of the total), the United States (16.1%o) and the Community (13.9%).
World trade in fresh citrus fruit has been increasing steadily for a number of years and
exceeded 8.0 million tonnes in 1990191. Over the three years 1988/89 to 1990/91 it
corresponded to 127o of world production on average. It mostly involves processed
products, which absorb 33Yo of total production on average.
71. Late frosts in spring l99l in some Member States had a substantial impact on
Community production of fresh fruitr harvested for sale. Total production was 75Yo
I Figures do not include production in the new German Lönder.
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down on l990l9l in Luxembourg, 50 oÄ in Germany, 57 7o in the Netherlands, 30oÄ in
France and 28% in Belgium. It was stable in Italy (-0.5Yo) and up in Ireland
(+1.2o/o) and the United Kingdom (+15%). No overall figures are yet available for
the other Member States. The 1992193 harvest is on the other hand exceptionally large
compared with both l99ll92 and the average of the last few years.
The frosts meant that apple production, 8.0 million tonnes on average over the period
1985-90, was only 5.5 million tonnes for 1991192, 30oÄ down on the 1990 harvest.
Production was lower in all Member States except the United Kingdom (+ll %). The
fall was particularly severe in Luxembourg (-73 7o), Germany (-57 oÄ), the Nether-
lands (-48%), Belgium (-40%), France (-36%) and Spain (-27%) but less
exceptional in Denmark (- 17 %), Greece (- l4%), Italy (- lloÄ), Portugal (- 5%)
and Ireland (-2%). The result was very low withdrawals of just over 35000 tonnes.
Estimates for 1992193 are for a particularly large harvest of more than 9.2 million
tonnes.
The pear harvest, also affected by frost, was only 1.9 million tonnes in 1991192,22o/o
down on the 1990 harvest and 25 o% down on the average for 1985-90. The 1992 CWP
may however exceed 2.7 million tonnes. With unfavourable weather for fruit consump-
tion its size affected producer market prices, particularly for summer pears, and for
these the Commission had to trigger off the 'serious crisis' procedure for part of August
1992. Under this all producers had access to the withdrawal scheme normally restricted
to members of producers' organizations.
Apple and pear production forecasts for l992l93led the Commission to introduce from
the beginning of September a 'preventive withdrawal' procedure for certain varieties
suitable for storage, for total quantities of some 770 000 tonnes of apples and 225 000
tonnes of pears.
Total production of peaches and nectarines, which had been steadily 'increasing since the
beginning of the 1980s to reach a record volume of 3.7 million tonnes in 1990, fell back
slightly in 1991 to 3.4 million tonnes (-7.3%o), comprising 2.7 million tonnes of
peaches (-5.9oÄ on 1990) and 700000 tonnes of nectarines (2.8%'). Despite this
withdrawals remained substantial in 1991, reaching almost l5oÄ of production. Under
the intervention threshold arrangements this resulted in a 6Vo reduction for peaches and
5%o for nectarines in the basic and buying-in prices for 1992, which saw a sharp rise in
production, first estimates being 3.1 million tonnes of peaches and 900000 tonnes of
nectarines. This meant a substantial drop in prices on certain producer markets and, as
in the case of pears, the 'serious crisis' procedure had to be introduced during the
summer.
Total citrus production at 8.9 million tonnes in l99ll92 was more or less unchanged on
l990l9I but this masks an increase in Italian production from 2.8 to 3.3 million tonnes,
offsetting falls in Spanish (4.8 to 4.6 million tonnes) and Greek production (1.2 to 0.9
million tonnes). The quantities of fruit to which intervention measures were applied, i.e.
withdrawal from the market or processing with Community support, exceeded the
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intervention thresholds set, except for clementines. This meant reductions in the basic
and buying-in prices for 1992193 of 19 oÄ for mandarins, 20 oÄ for satsumas and 8 To for
oranges.
72. The Community harvest of fresh vegetables reached 45.7 million tonnes for
1990191, including production in the new German Lönder.The l99ll92 figures were up
by 9.9% in Belgium,5.6yo in Italy and Ireland,4.7oÄ in France and 3.4% in the
Netherlands and down by 3.87o in Germany and 48.5% in Luxembourg.
The tomato crop was 13.6 million tonnes, a I.2oÄ increase on 1990/91 and ll.57o on
the average for 1986-90. Such figures as are available for 1992 indicate stability of
production except for a 16.20% rise, from 6.1 to 7.1 million tonnes, in Italy. Tomatoes
account for 30 %o of total vegetable production in the Community. In l99ll92
approximately 6.0 million tonnes went to industrial processing. The cauliflower crop is
stable at around 2.0 million tonnes.
73. The Community's trade deficit in fresh fruit increases annually. From 1985 to 1991
the average annual increase for imports was 10.8oÄ and drop for exports 1.1%. The
negative external trade balan@ rose from l.l million tonnes in 1985 to 1.9 million
tonnes in 1990 and2.4 million tonnes in 1991. These figures corresponded to 3.8 and
6.10Ä of Community production for the 1985/86 and 1990/91 marketing years. The
reasons for the imbalance are the Community's production deficit for fresh citrus fruit
of around 800 000 tonnes, 'out-of-season' production, particularly important in the case
of apples, and developing consumption of tropical and other exotic fruit.
The volume of trade in vegetables remains low, corresponding to about 3Yo of
production. The Community's deficit is increasing, from 205 000 tonnes in 1985 to
252000 tonnes in 1990 and 268 000 tonnes in 1991.
74. As indicated in Chapter II the Council has this year kept all basic and buying-in
prices in the Community of Ten at their previous levels and further aligned Spanish and
Portuguese prices on the common prices. The only adjustments made were to prices and
premiums for certain fruits under the stabilizer arrangements where MGQs had been
overrun.
75. Completion of the single market from I January 1993 has necessitated a recasting
of the rules and procedures for monitoring conformity to the quality standards in force
for fruit and vegetables. For Community products monitoring will normally be carried
out by the responsible authority of each Member State but it will also be possible for it
to be done by approved private bodies and for certain operators offering adequate
guarantees of compliance with the quality standards to be exempted from control. In
the case of products imported into the Community it will be possible on certain terms
for the control work to be carried out by the exporting country following approval by
the Commission of its responsible agency.
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It is likewise necessary to introduce common provisions for managing the market in
bananas, which up to now has been governed by the Member States' own provisions.
The Commission accordingly sent the Council in August a proposal on the common
organization of the market in bananas.l
Processed fruit and vegetables
76. This sector covers an extremely wide range of products whose importance
increases as an economy develops. The table below sets out world and Community
















The Community is the world's second largest producer of processed tomato products
after the USA (9 861 000 tonnes). Estimates for the new marketing year show a fall in
world production of l5oÄ and a fall in Community production of 4yo.
The Community only produces small quantities of pineapples in syrup and is far behind
the usA, the main producer, in the production of prunes and dried grapes.
77. Community production of processed tomato products fell by 7.8% during the
marketing year. Compared with the previous year, Italy's share decreased slightly. All
producer Member States, with the exception of France and Portugal, exceeded the
quota fixed by the Council for the payment of the aid and as a result processed some
tomatoes without this assistance.
Production of peaches in syrup rose sharply compared with the previous marketing year(up 18 7o) with Greece remaining the principal Community producer accounting for
560Ä of production. Production in Greece rose by 260Ä. Prodttction in Italy increased
by 13% over the previous year which had seen a sharp fall.
Williams pears in syrup are produced mainly in Italy and France. Production fell








t OJ C 232, 10.9.1992, p. 3.
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Production of dried grapes, almost exclusively Greek, was relatively weak in 1991192,
comparable to the l990l9l level. The drop in production in Greece is primarily due to
vineyard restructuring. Estimates for the new marketing year forecast production to
remain stable.
Greece also remains the principal producer of dried figs, although Spanish production is
increasing in significance.
78. Consumption of products processed from fruit and vegetables is increasing as a
result of geneial economic development. The Community is more than self-sufficient in
pro"essed tomato products and peaches in syrup, but is a significant net importer of the
other products covered by aid schemes.
With the exception of dried grapes, there are no stocks of these products in the
Community. Any stocks that do exist are carry-over stocks from one marketing year to
another. The stocks of sultanas dating from 1989 have been used in animal feedstuffs or
distilled. The stock created at the end of the l99ll92 marketing year (4 000 tonnes) will
be sold for human consumption.
79. Intra-Community trade grew well, with trade increasing by ll% between 1990 and
l99l for all products except deep-frozen fruits and preserves. While imports from
non-member Countries grew rapidly (+14%) they are still far below the level achieved
by intra-Community trade (about 59%).
Imports of dried grapes from non-member countries increased by 18 %o, although
imports from Turkey only rose by 5 %0.
80. The Community system involves minimum prices paid to producers and the grant
of aid for processing. ftt" minimum prices paid to producers remained the same as for
previous marketing years, except in the case of pears where the price was increased by
+'Ä to take account of developments on the market. The rates of aid were reduced for
all products except dried figs and prunes for which the aid was increased slightly.
Processing aid remains limited to a maximum quantity for peaches and pears in syruq
and for dried grapes. It is proposed to reintroduce the quota system for tomato-based
products for the 1993194 marketing year onwards, with certain amendments; a special
provision was also adopted this year whereby the penalties resulting from exceeding the
maximum quantity will apply to the same marketing year (1992193) and not to the
following one.
The Community experienced difficulties on the markets in soft red fruits and
mushrooms, particularly as a result of competition from East European countries. It
introduced safeguard measures as an immediate response but subsequently took
measures offering more lasting solutions.
The Community extended the import arrangements for mushrooms in force since l98l
to include mushroom preserves. These arrangements provide for payment of a
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substantial additional amount in respect of all imports exceeding a certain annual level
fixed in advance.
In the case of soft red fruits, the community adopted two sets of measures:
(i) the introduction of a system of minimum import prices as part of the association
agreements concluded with certain East European countrids;
(ii) the introducton of an aid scheme for raspberries intended for processing involving
Community part-financing of measures carried out under a programme to improvö
the competitiveness of this sector.
Wine
81. Although wine is traded internationally there is no world market as such since the
consumer countries are in general also producers with more than 100 o/o self-sufficiency.
The community vintage has a substantial impact on world production figures.
1988 saw a marked drop in production owing to unfavourable weather. The 1989 figure
was slightly higher but still low and 1990 fell below the average. The 302 million hl
average worked out for 1986-90 shows a very clear decline in world production, though
it is now showing a tendency to pick up whereas Community prodluction is dropping
slightly. World consumption has been falling since 1980 with some upturn, however, in
1987 and 1988.
The following table gives the figures of the International Vine and Wine Offrce:
(million hl)
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I The IWO figuc for EUR 11 arc not t,he sme s thos of Euostat but ue usful for omDrison with other countries.
12. The Community's wine sector rules have been applied in Portugal since thebeginning of the second stage of accession on I January 1990. Specific provisions
applied however in L991192, covering oenological practices and market managiment for
table wine, for which distillation was opened for 2 million hectolitres. In Spain the rules
have been applied since I March 1986, though with coupage of a white table wine with
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a red table wine permitted on Spanish territory until 3l December 1992 and a lower
total acidity content permitted for table wine produced and marketed in Spain than the
Community nonn.
The figures given below cover the market without Portugal and are for the l99ll92wine
year (1 September 1991 to 31 August 1992).
83. The latest figuresr for the 1991 harvest in EUR ll indicate total production of
around 148 million hl, a fall of 28 million hl on 1990. Like the three previous harvests
this was, owing to unfavourable weather, relatively poor compared with the past 10
years, and at 41.5 million hl exceptionally low in France.
The forecasts available indicate an abundant 1992 harvest for EUR 12 of up to
200 million hl, i.e. 27 oÄ higher than the 158 million hl for EUR 12 in 1991.
The forward estimate was for utilization within the Community to amount to
126 million hl in direct consumption, 3.4 million hl processed into vinegar and
vermouth, 3.8 million hl distilled into wine spirits and 8 million hl of compulsory
by-product deliveries.
Despite the small harvest l99ll92 saw large volumes (30 million hl compared with
33 million hl in 1990/91) distilled under Community intervention measures (preventive,
compulsory and support distillation).
At the beginning of l99ll92 stocks held by producers and the trade amounted to
120 million hl. The figure for the beginning of 1992193 was expected to be 102 mil-
lion hl, meaning that very large quantities would be available.
84. Imports in 1991 amounted to 2.9 million hl and exports to 8 million hl. Exports
are showing a downward trend (- 1.5 million hl on the previous year) while imports
remain stable. France and Italy are the leading exporters and Germany the leading
importer.
85. Guide prices for l99ll92 were set at ECU 3.zllhl for table wines of types AI, RI
and RII. Quotations for table wines, generally low compared with the guide prices, have
long been stable in the Community of Ten. Average prices for the year, compared with
the guide prices, were:
RI table wines: F,CV 2.6 (81%),
RII table wines: ECU 2.35 (73%),
AI table wines: ECU 2.4 (76%).
I Corrected forward estimate on 22 July 1992.
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In Spain, where a correction coeflicient of 1.07 applies, quotations were stable for RI
and RII red wines at around 62 and 67 oÄ respeotively. Only those for white wines
varied strongly, the average being ECU L.9 (59%).
86. In managing the table wine market in 1992 the Commission did not open
distillation with special price support for long-term storage contract holders. Compul-
sory distillation took in a total volume of 15.6 million hl, including 9.9 million hl in
Italy. Support distillation, opened for 6 million hl, was for the second time allocated by
production region. Preventive distillation accounted for 8 million hl, that for wines from
dual classification varieties for 1.5 million hl and by-product deliveries for 8 million
hl.
As in previous years aid was granted for long-term storage of wines and grape must and
for the use of must to increase the alcoholic strength of wine, make grape juice and
produce British and Irish wines and home-made wines.
In l99l and 1992 the Commission continued to dispose of stocks of wine alcohol from
compulsory distillation. So far it has been possible to dispose of all this alcohol for fuel
use, within the Community (4.8 million hl), to the Caribbean and Central America
(2.4 million hl) and to Brazil (7.5 million hl in 1990 alone).
For grubbing of vines the situation is now:
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Total 5 5  9 1 1 . 5 39 654.9 54 626 92 4r5.3 242 607 .t
Gotton
87. The most reliable estimates give a total world area sown to cotton in l99ll92 of
around 33.8 million hectares producing some 20.7 million tonnes (95.2 million bales). r
A fall of around 500 000 tonnes is expected in the new marketing year but an upward
movement in consumption. Prices, which reached the relatively high level of
I One bale : approximately 217.7 kg.
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81.44 cönts/pound at the beginning of 1990/91, fell from May l99l to reach
72.3 centslpound at the beginningof l99ll92 and stood at only 56.25 centslpound on
I September 1992. Unginned cotton is not traded internationally but the Community,
with spinning capacity much greater than its fibre production, imports considerable
quantities: for 1986 to 1990 an average of over one million tonnes and in 1991 993 000
tonnes. The United States, the former Soviet Union, Syria, Pakistan, India, Paraguay,
Israel, Argentina and China, in certain periods, are the main suppliers. Intra-
Community trade remains limited but is increasing.
88. In the Community cotton is a minor crop in terms of area and number of
producers but plays a very important socioeconomic role in the less favoured areas of
Greece and Spain where cultivation is concentrated. In l99l the Community had
311 500 hectares under cotton and in 1992397 200,312200ha in Greece and76 000 ha
in Spain, grving an estimated production volume of I 145 700 tonnes of unginned cotton
(910000 t in Greece,235700 t in Spain) compared vlith 924000 tonnes in 1991.
Self-suffrciency in cotton fibre is 25 to 30oÄ, consumption being around
I 250 000 tonnes.
The Community aid scheme involves an annual guide price and aid equal to the
difference between that price and the world price granted to ginneries paying a
minimum price to the producer. If the volume of unginned cotton produced exceeds a
maximum guaranteed quantity (701 000 t) the guide price and aid are reduced
proportionately within a certain limit. Production has exceeded the MGQ every year
since 1986/87, entailing guide price reductions of 25oÄ in 1990/91, 7 oÄ In l99ll92 and
l5%o in 1992193. As a result the arca sown has stabilized at 75 000 to 80 000 ha in Spain
but in Greece there has been a sharp rise from 233 000 ha in l99ll92to 321200 ha in
1992193. Such a contrasting tendency between these two Member States has to do with
the fact that the devaluation of the drachma has eliminated the negative impact which
could result from a price reduction.
Seed f lax and hemp
89. In addition to rape, sunflower and soya the Community grows both fibre flax,
grown primarily for fibre but also giving a high seed yield, and seed flax, grown
exclusively for seed. The seed is used without further processing or crushed. The oil has
industrial applications and the cake goes for animal feed.
Until recently the crop has made only a very small contribution to the requirements of
the Community, which imports large quantities of seed (some 300 000 t per year) mainly
from Canada. The last few years have however seen a considerable expansion in
cultivation of seed flax. In 1990 42 500 hectares (76 700 t) were sown, some 37 000 ha in
the United Kingdom. The figures in 1991 were 121200 ha (103 500 ha in the United
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Kingdom) and in 1992 266 500 ha (155 000 ha in the United Kingdom, 90 000 ha in
Germany and 12 200 ha in France).
Along with fibre flax (44 400 ha in 1992) this gives a total area of 310 900 ha in 1992
(some 450 000 t of seed) compared with 176 300 ha in 1991 (268 300 t of seed). The
Community grants aid equal to the difference between a guide price and the world
market price. For l99ll92 the guide price was set at ECU 54.491100 kg and the aid at
ECU 41.465/100 kg. This guide price has been retained for 1992193 but the aid has not
yet been set.
To promote Community production of hemp seed, in considerable decline following a
big fall in fibre and seed prices, Community aid was introduced in 1988. For l99ll92
and 1992193 it was set at ECU 24.591L00 kg. In the last few years areas have stabilized
at around 5 000 ha (4 000 ha in France and I 000 ha in Spain).
Si lkworms
90. These are reared in Greece, Italy and, for research purposes only, in France.
Rearing accounts for only a tiny part of the Community's agricultural activity and of
world silk production but is of some importance in Thrace, Veneto and Marche.
World production of raw silk has risen in the last few years, according to the FAO,
from an average of 68 000 tonnes for 1979 to 1981 to 91 000 tonnes in 1991. The main
producers (85 000 tonnes in total) are all in Asia: China (58 000 t), India (12 000 t),
Japan (6 000 t) and Korea (5 000 t) together account for almost 90 % of world
production.
The Community industry is finding it diffrcult to sustain its level of activity: increased
rearing costs are not always balanced by the trend in market prices.
In 1991 3 800 boxes were started but only I 750 successfully harvested. These produced
36400 kg of cocoons. The aid for 1992193 is unchanged from l99Il92 at ECU 111.81
per box.
Fibre f lax and hemp
91. These account for less than 0.1% of the Community's utilized agricultural area
but are important in the areas where they are concentrated. Moreover, flax fibre is
processed into yarn, fabrics or finished products in virtually every Member State.
The world fibre flax area is around 1.2 million hectares grving 500 000 to 550 000 tonnes
of fibre. There is no trade in straw flax between the Community and third countries but
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fibre imports amounted to 9 000 tonnes in 1991. The Community has a deficit in
medium and low-quality fibre, which it imports from Eastern Europe, Egypt and china,
but is the only producer of good and superior qualities of fibre, which it exports
worldwide.
After a steady increase Community areas sown to fibre flax have dropped sharply in the
last few years: 78 900 ha in 1990, 55 000 ha in 1991 and only 43 4L0hain 1992. France(760Ä), Belgium (16%), the Netherlands and Germany are the main producers. The {lax
straw, except for 2 000 ha that goes to paper mills, is converted into fibre by some
150 retting and scutching firms in north-west France (30), Belgium (110), the Nether-
lands, Germany and Denmark. Yields for 1992193 were in general below the Commun-
ity average ofabout 8 tonnes ofstraw flax per hectare, grving I 500 kg offibre, 1 000 kg
of seed and 3 500 kg of shives (used to make fibreboard).
The world hemp area is about 400 000 ha. In the Community it is a very marginal crop,
confined to France except for a very small amount grown in Spain: in 1992 5 000 ha
were cropped. Trade with third countries is very limited.
The market in flax fibre, depressed for some years, has further worsened for the poorer
qualities. Despite two years of marked decline in the Community crop the line market
remained very diffrcult throughout the l99ll92 marketing year, stocks of both flax and
hemp fibre being very high and prices too low. A return to balance can however be
expected towards the end of 1992193 owing to the fall in the Community flax area. The
fibre flax aid for 1992193 was set at ECU 374.361ha, with a l0 % deduction to finance
measures to promote the use of flax, and that for hemp at ECU 339.421ha.
Tobacco
92. World tobacco production of 7 413 million tonnes in l99l was 5.1 % higher than
in 1990, owing largely to higher production in china (+11.9%o),by far the leading
producer, the United States (*2.3 Yo), Malaw (+23.3oÄ) and Zimbabwe (+27.4%\.
Production fell in India (- 16.40Ä), Turkey (-23.1oÄ\ and Brazil (- 3%o). tn the cIS
production has apparently stabilized at a level well below that of previous years.
On the whole prices for flue-cured and light air-cured are increasing considerably. On
the markets of Malawi and Zimbabwe, which are indicative for the sector, the increases
were 20 and 18 7o respectively (in dollars).
After an increase unbroken for a number of years world consumption has steadied
despite the decline noted in most developed countries. World cigarette production was
5 390 billion units (- 1%). There is a considerable reduction in cigarette production in
the CIS and the population can no longer be adequately supplied.
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93. In 1991 the Community produced 430 280 tonnes of leaf tobacco (5.8 % of world
production, slightly down on 1990), a 2.5oÄ increase on the previous year and an
lL.3% overrun of the maximum guaranteed quantity (MGQ) set at 390 000 tonnes. The
number of European growers remains around 180 000, most of whom are in Greece and
Italy, in the least favoured areas in particular.
The various measures taken since 1990 to cut back production of Geudertheimer and
Forchheimer Havana hybrids in Italy have begun to have an effect, though production
still exceeds the MGQ by 55.87o. It was 32717 tonnes in 1991, a63.4%o fall from its
1989 peak of 89 285 tonnes. Production of the Mavra and Tsebelia varieties, which
reached 43 351 tonnes in 1988 and fell significantly following the measures adopted in
1990, despite their retention steadied in l99l at around 30 850 tonnes.
The l99l harvest showed a sharp increase in production of flue-cured and light
air-cured tobaccos. While the reason for this trend is increasing demand for light
tobaccos by cigarette manufacturers the rate of the increase is a matter of concern: by
comparison with the 1989 harvest production of Virginia EL more than quadrupled to
39701tonnes in 1991, Bright increased by 640Ä to 60094 tonnes and Virginia E by
54Vo to 32 501 tonnes. For light air-cured tobaccos the increase in Italy was 58 7o to
65 338 tonnes. Production of these varieties was considerably in excess of the MGQs set
for 1991 and introduction of quotas from the 1993 harvest will require a reduction in
volume of production.
Sales of the 1989 tobacco crop into intervention amounted to about 32 000 tonnes,
similar to the 1986 and 1987 levels. Market demand has been good since 1991 and only
4 285 tonnes of the 1990 crop has been bought in. Following a break, sales of
intervention stocks resumed in September 1991. The entire volume of around
105 500 tonnes from the 1986 to 1989 harvests has been disposed of by a series of
tendering procedures. The operation has been an unequivocal success with considerably
higher prices obtained than in the past.
Community tobacco exports reached 210 400 tonnes in 1991, mainly of the Oriental
varieties pnzed for their aromatic characteristics and the dark air-cured varieties which
find an outlet in certain low-income countries. The Community producedTlT.l billion
cigarettes in 1991, an increase of 4.9Yo, and used about 712000 tonnes of baled
tobacco, of which 527 600 tonnes (74.1%) was imported.
In view of the impending reform of the market organization for raw tobacco the
measures taken for the 1992 harvest were intended primarily to maintain the status quo
except in a number of specific instances where the intention was to curb an increase in
production at the expense of the most obvious quality requirements. Prices, premiums
and maximum guaranteed quantities were accordingly kept at the 1991 level but the
stabilizer 'buffer' was raised from 15 to 23oÄ and excessive deliveries of low-quality
tobacco will give rise to a premium reduction of 30oÄ. In addition payment of the
premium will be restricted to a maximum quantity per hectare set in line with observed
yields for the different varieties.
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Hops
94. The world area planted to hops of around 93 272 ha was some I 195 ha higher
than in 1990. These are only approximate figures since only estimates are available for
numerous producer countries, e.g. the CIS, China and Romania, owing to the absence
of national statistics.
Hop areas have increased considerably in the United States (l 655 ha, ll.5% more than
in 1990). Other IHGC (International Hop Growers' Convention) members, including
Poland, Hungary and Bulgaria, on the other hand recorded slight falls in their area, as
apparently also did Romania (150 ha).
The l99l harvest of 2 520 357 nrt was 15 % (329 380 ztr) higher than in 1990 and 5.5Yo
higher than the average for the last 20 years. The high alpha acid content of 6.94oÄ was
much above the long-term average (8746 tonnes instead of an average of 7 357, i.e. an
increase of 18.88 %).
World beer production is stable at I 145 million to I 150 million hl (increase of less than
0.5%). Since this volume normally requires 7 786 to 7 820 tonnes of alpha acid (average
7 800 t), with hopping of 6.8 g per hl, the quantity of hops on the market is for the first
time since 1987 enough to cover world brewing requirements and even ensure a surplus
of I 000 tonnes of alpha acid.
95. In the Community hops are grown in seven Member States (Germany, United
Kingdom, Spain, Fran@, Belgium, Portugal, Ireland), with Germany accounting for
79oÄ of the total area of 28 560 ha.
Quantitatively the Community harvest in l99l was much better than in 1990. The total
yield of 916 873 ztr meant an average yield of 32.12 ztr per hectare, very close to that of
the 1981 harvest which was considered to be very good (at that time Spain, Portugal
and the ex-GDR were not part of the Community). Quality was excellent and the alpha
acid content high at 6.78Yo on average for the Community as a whole for the three
categories of variety, i.e. higher than the long-term average and the equivalent of
3.111 million kg of alpha acid-108.94 kg/ha-for beer production in 1992.
Prices remained fairly stable at a low level to the end of the year and the increases had
no impact on returns since most of the production had already been sold.
Under the market organization the Community gives aid of two types:
(i) Aid is granted to growers to enable them to attain a reasonable income level. For
the 1991 harvest the Council set this at ECU 340 per hectare for all three variety
categories;
I L ztr (zentner) - 50 kg.
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(ii) Under Regulation (EEC) No 2997/87 r special aid is granted to hop producers
converting part of their bitter varieties to others more suited to market require-
ments. So far the Commission has approved conversion plans for 2756ha.The
conversion prograrnme will last until 1994.
Following poor weather in spring and summer the estimates are for a lower 1992
Community harvest than in 1991.
Seeds
96. The common market organization for seeds covers about 40 different species of
agricultural plant seeds, most of them being fodder seeds. The market organization
provides that, depending on the variety, a certain amount of aid is paid per 100 kg of
seeds produced and certified. With respect to hybrid maize and hybrid sorghum for
sowing, a reference price is fixed for imports from third countries. If import prices fall
short of the fixed level a countervailing charge will be applied.
ln 1992 the total area in the Community cultivated for seeds was 338 225 hectares. This
represents only a slight increase of some 0.5 o/o over the previous year. At 169 900
hectares the downward trend for fodder grass seeds has apparently come to a halt. In
contrast, with a total of 137 280 hectares, the area of fodder legumes, which increased
considerably during the past few years, has now started to decline.
There has been an increase to a total of 29 674 hectares (12.8%) of the area sown with
oilseeds due to an increase in production capacities in Germany, France and the UK.
Whilst linseed destined for textile fibres is in decline, the area under linseed for the
manufacturing of oil has risen sharply and now accounts for 55 Yo of the area cultivated
with linseed.
Due to a considerable cut in France, the Community's main producer, the area under
hybrid maize dropped to 53 715 hectares, which is 8.5 % down on the previous year.
Given the close links between the Community market and the world market and the
ability of many countries to produce certain seed species at attractively low prices there
have always been more imports into the EC during the past decade than exports to third
countries. The quantity of imported seeds (excluding hybrid maize) amounts to between
50 000 and 60 000 tonnes per year. The quantities of seed exported have stood at an
average of some 30 000 tonnes over a l0-year period.
t OJ L 284, 7.10.1987, p. 19.
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Flowers and live plants
97. This market organization covers a wide range: bulbs, live plants (ornamental and
seedlings), cut flowers and foliage.
Expansion of the sector depends on the general progress of the economy. Production
and trade have increased in both the Community and other countries.
The Netherlands is the leading world producer of flowering bulbs. Seedlings and
ornamental plants are produced in all Community countries and exports exceed
imports, except of reproductive material.
The Community is the most important market in the world for cut flowers. The rise in
consumption and the fact that flowers originating in Colombia can be imported free of
customs duty brought the export surplus down from ECU 73 million in 1990 to
ECU 10 million in 1991.
Since a wide range of foliage is in demand in the Community, much of which cannot be
grown within its borders, imports exceed exports.
In l99?Israel and Morocco had already exhausted their tariff quotas for cut flowers by
the spring, i.e. at the end of the season the full duty rate was applied to all cut flowers
from these countries irrespective of selling price. A 3 7o increase is scheduled in the 1993
quotas.
Suspension from I January 1990 of the customs duty on flowers originating in certain
Central and South American countries produced its full impact, e.g. imports of
Colombian carnations doubled in value from ECU 24.2 million (Novem-
ber 1989/May 1990) to ECU 46.2 million (November l99llMay 1992). Imports from
other countries were on the other hand practically unchanged.
The completion of the single market will undoubtedly increase intra-Community trade
as a result of harmonization and implementation of marketing measures for ornamental
plant propagating material and of protective measures against introduction into the
Member States of organisms harmful to plants and plant products.
Animal feedingstuffs
98. Large quantities of agricultural produce are used for animal feed, including much
of the Community's output of cereals and oilseeds and virtually all of its permanent
grassland and fodder production from arable land. Nearly three quarters of all the
Community's utilized agricultural area is used for this purpose. As far as livestock
production is concerned, feeding costs are the main item, accounting for tp to 70oÄ or
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Overall demandl has been stagnant or declining since 1985: the fall in the cattle sector
(milk and meat) has not been offset by increases in the pig and poultry sectors.
Aggregate supply2 is composed half of feedingstuffs which are not generally marketed
(grass, hay, silage) and half of feedingstuffs which are marketed (cereals, substitutes,
oilcakes, etc.) and where competition (prices, nutritional value) is extremely intense. In
recent years, the proportion of cereals in animal feed has declined and they are being
replaced by substitutes and oilcakes.
Total animal consumption of the key marketable products3 in the Community of
Twelve, including the new Länder, is estimated at 174 million tonnes in 1991192,
virtually the same as in 1990/91. This consumption is made up of, on the one hand,
indigenous products, estimated at l2l million tonnes (a reduction of 3 million tonnes
compared with the previous marketing year, caused by less use of indigenous products
mainly in the new Länder but in the rest of the Community as well) and, on the other
hand, imported products from non-member countries estimated at 55 million tonnes (up
2.5 million tonnes on the previous marketing year, made up of an extra 1 million tonnes
of manioc, citrus pellets and dried beet pellets and an extra I million tonnes of oilcakes
and rape and sunflower seed in oilcake equivalent).
As regards substitutes subject to import quotas:
(i) the quota utilization rates were around 90%o for manioc from Thailand and around
100% for manioc from Indonesia and China in 1991; the rates for other countries
remained substantially lower. China's sweet potato quota was fully used in 1991;
(ii) the manioc and sweet potato agreements with China, Indonesia, other GATT
member States (excluding Thailand) and non-member States alike expire at the end
of December 1992; they need to be renewed.
Industrial production of compound feedingstuffs in the Communitya in 1991 totalled
106 million tonnes, a rise of more than 20Ä over 1990. Output in the cattle sector (dairy
and beef) increased slightly (by around 1%) while the pig and poultry feed sectors rose
by 2 and 3 oÄ respectively.
Generally speaking, the largest increases were recorded in Germany, Denmark, France
and Ireland while the decreases occurred mainly in the Netherlands and Portugal.
The factor determining feed composition is the prices of raw materials and the relative
movements between them.
I This includes all marketable and non-marketable animal feed.
2 According to the EUR l0 feed balance sheet. Source: Eurostat.
3 Covering-most of the marketable feedingstuffs used by the animal feed industry and by- farmers. (farm
consumftion and raw material purchases) and set out in the table 'Animal consumption of key marketable
products, EUR 12, on p. 80.' Source: DG VI estimate.
a Not including Gr;ce, Luxembourg or tle five new Lfuider (for which production is estimated at 3 million
tonnes in 1991), see Table 4.13.7.3 in Chapter YlIl. Source: European Feed Manufacturers' Association
(Fefac).
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The weighted average price of the
about 24% between I984lS5 and
the internal market, substitutes by
out the trend in average prices in
key marketable products in the
l99l192 with cereal prices falling
19 % and proteins by 3S %. The
the Community since 1984/85.
Community fell by
by about 18% on
following table sets
Weighted average price of key marketable products I
EC average (estimate)
t Indietor of the tmd in avmge priccs of the key marketable products and their principnl constituents,weighted by the sharc of ech intotal consumDtion.
For ruh.ml an avqag€ EQ-p4* is elculated by weighting the trithmetiel avmge prie in erch Membcr Stat€ by animal
consmpuotr n ech cöe' tsor oilcakd and substitutes, which m for the most part imported, ihe average cif Rottqdm prie has ben
used.
Swce: DG VI estimat€.
For 1992193, continuing large-scale imports of oilcakes and the expected increase in
imports of substitutes, with total demand for concentrates remaining unchanged, point
to a further decline in livestock consumption of cereals in the community.
Milk and mi lk products
99. Within the OECD as a whole, milk deliveries fell by 2% in l99l and a further
drop of |vo is anticipated for 1992. Apart from the community, only the EFTA
countries (Sweden, Norway, Austria and Switzerland) are reducing their milk deliveries
in 1991 and 1992. Deliveries in the USA are rising by 0.5 Vo per year, and increases are
also anticipated in New Zealand and Australia. In contrast, milk production in Eastern
Furope (including the former Soviet Union) fell by 13 million tonnes in 1991, with a
further drop of 4 million tonnes anticipated in 1992. This will mean that milk
production will have dropped by l2oÄ in only two years, with its consequent effect on
the East European dairy industry.
100. Turning to the Community market, l99l saw a fall in total milk production of
some 3 million tonnes to 106.4 million tonnes, chiefly as the result of the 2%o cut in
quotas during this period. Milk deliveries in 1991 totalled 96.8 million tonnes-a drop
( ECUIt)
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of over 2 million tonnes-and this is reflected in a reduction in the manufacture of dairv
products. A further, but smaller, decline is foreseen for 1992.
Butter production in l99l fell by I 50 000 tonnes-som e 9 oÄ-to I .6 million tonnes, and
will be further reduced in 1992, possibly below 1.5 million tonnes.
The production of milk powders fell in total by 6% during 1991. However, the
production of whole-milk powder rose by l0%o to below 1.4 million tonnes. The decline
in skimmed-milk powder will continue in 1992, with production droppingto 1.2 million
tonnes, whilst production of whole-milk powder will drop by 2%.
Just over 100 000 tonnes of casein was manufactured in l99l and condensed and
evaporated milk production totalled 1.2 million tonnes, down slightly on the previous
year. Unchanged production levels are forecast for 1992.
The annual growth in cheese production appears to be slowing to around l%o per year.
None the less, this will take production beyond 5 million tonnes in 1992.
All the above statistics exclude the new German Länder where there has been a major
upheaval in the dairy sector. Cow numbers were cut by just under 25Yo in l99l and a
further 8% drop is anticipated for 1992 bringing dairy cow numbers down to 1.1
million head, compared to 1.6 million head in 1990. Milk deliveries in the ex-GDR have
dropped from 7 .2 million tonnes in 1990 to a forecast level of 4.8 million tonnes in 1992,
and the production of butter, cheese and condensed milk will have been halved over this
period.
After the downward turn in 1990 in the world market for dairy products, 1991 saw a
slow recovery in prices as world markets firmed up after the significant changes in
Eastern Europe and the Gulf War.
Consumption of dairy products within the Community continues to rernain stable
overall, but with the trend towards products with reduced butterfat content. Thus,
whilst total liquid milk consumption is stable there is a continuing trend away from
whole milk to reduced-fat milk, whilst amongst other fresh dairy products the
proliferation of 'light' yoghurts and fromage frais continues to grow. The consumption
of cheese continues to grow by 2% per year, but with lower-fat varieties of cheese
increasing in popularity. In contrast, the butter market continues to contract as
consumers switch to competing yellow fat products which contain less (or no)
butterfat.
101. During 1991 the Community retained its overall share of the world market.
Exports totalled 12.8 million tonnes in milk equivalent. New Zealand and Australia
continue to be second and third in the world with market shares of 19 and 9Yo
respectively.
Butter exports in 1991 improved on the low level of the previous year, rising to 219 000
tonnes.
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Exports of skimmed-milk powder, in contrast, were down by 80 000 tonnes to 253 000
tonnes in 1991, the lowest level for five years.
Cheese exports continued to grow-in 1991 some 484 000 tonnes were exported, giving
the Community a 53 o/o share of the world market in cheese. Exports of whole milk
powder also reached record levels of 618 000 tonnes in 1991-an increase of over
100 000 tonnes, giving a 610Ä market share, whilst the Community continues to have a
dominant percentage share of the world trade in condensed milk-317 000 tonnes in
1991.
As a consequence ofthe effectiveness ofthe 1991 quota cut and the gradual recovery of
prices, the 1992 agricultural price agreement resulted in unchanged levels of both prices
and reference quantities, except for some realignment of prices in Portugal.
The slow recovery of the world market for dairy products meant that the Community
still had significant stocks of butter and skimmed-milk powder during 1991. At the end
of the year butter stocks totalled 300 000 tonnes--down a little on the year-whilst
stocks of skimmed-milk powder rose by 90 000 tonnes to 420 000 tonnes. However, the
gradual recovery of the dairy market during 1992, coupled with significantly lower levels
of butter and skimmed-milk powder production, have seen stock levels for these
products drop to 160 000 and 72 000 tonnes respectively for skimmed-milk powder by
October 1992.
International prices and GATT minimum prices I
(usDlt)
Year Butter GATT Butteroil GATT Cheese GATT SMP GATT




1 150- r 27s I 000
600-680
600-650 600
r986 I  050-1 150800-1 100 I 000
r 250-1 350
800-1 300 1 200
I 100-1 200
I 000-1 100 I 000
684-720
680-720 600
r987 7 s0-1 100900-1 50 1 000
950- | 2s0
1 100-1 300 | 200 900- 
r 200
I 000-1 300 I 030
760- 840 680
890-1 150
r 988 1 150-1 3501 350-1 500 1 100
1 200-1 400





1 150-1 550 900
I 750-2 050 I 050
1 989 I 800-2 0001 650-1 900 1 2s0
2 000-2 300









1990 1 350-1 550
I 350-1 500 I 350
1 600-1 900
1 600-1 800 r 625
I 700-2 000
1 550-2 000 I 500
1 200-1 700
I 300-1 500 1 200
r99l 1 350-1 400
I 450-1 850 1 350
1 600-1 900
| 67 5-2 250 r 625
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Beef and veal
102. Despite the relatively depressed state of the international economy and a fall-off
in domestic demand, particularly in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe as a
result of the changes in economic and political direction, world prices for beef and veal
remained relatively firm at the beginning of the 1990s due to a world-wide drop in
supply. This drop in production is due essentially to two factors:
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(D a pronounced fall-off in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe; and
(iD a reduction in supply in the producer countries of the southern hemisphere linked
to the development phase of their production potential.
In North America, where the beef herd is currently making a slow recovery, efforts are
being made to increase both domestic production and the supply available for export,
particularly to Japan, and to impose voluntary restraint agreements on the principal
foreign suppliers, especially those in Oceania.
The European Comnunity produces about 16 oÄ of total world production of beef and
veal and is now second in the ranking of producers, behind the United States (20 %)
and ahead of the CIS (13 to l4oÄ).
103. Cattle rearing in the European Community accounts for about 30 7o of total farm
production (meaü l3%o;milk:. lTYo) and, involves approximately one out of every two
holdings. The number of cattle farmers fell on average by around 4Yo a year since the
1980s and stood at approximately 2.4 million at the beginning of 1990. The average
number of cattle on each holding is about 33 head, increasing at an average rate of
3.5Yo a veat.
Production of beef and veal
t EUR 12, including the new Lönder of eastern Germany, from 1991 on.
Market prices for beef and veal in the Community fell very sharply in 1990 and 1991 as
a result of various factors such as the constant increase in supply which underwent a
cyclical upturn during the period, the slaughter of part of the dairy herd in the five new
German länder, and a change in attitude on the part of consumers who are turning
more readily to lower priced white meats. Market prices steadied somewhat in the
Community in 1992.
Massive buying into intervention at ever lower prices, some of which was undertaken as
part of the 'security net' mechanism, produced very high stocks even though exports
increased considerably from 1990 to 1992.
Despite the reduction in the thresholds for intervention measures, buying-in increased
significantly, reaching 900 000 tonnes in l99ll92 as against 800 000 tonnes in
r990/91.
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The level of buying-in prices is now effectively 25% lower than the intervention price
and withdrawals during the autumn off-grass period were around 20 000 tonnes a
week.
Community production entered a cyclical downturn in 1992. Supply was also held back
by the restructuring of stockfarming in the five new Länder as well as by the relative
capitalization currently involving some holdings, notably those involving suckler cows.
The result should be better price stability and a reduction in intervention from early
1993 onwards.
Exports of beef and veal (including live animals) to non-member countries benefited
from a favourable, less competitive environment and increased to 1.3 million tonnes in
1991. Imports also increased, rising to 535 000 tonnes, and resulting in a positive trade
balance of 790 000 tonnes.
On the basis of the development of cattle numbers on the one hand and general
long-term market trends on the other, the cyclical downturn in beef and veal production
can be expected to continue during the second half of 1992 and in 1993.
Sheepmeat and goatmeat
104. The Community's position as the world's leading producer, importer and
consumer of sheepmeat is firmly established. Production at 1.2 million tonnes represents
about 16 oÄ of the world total while consumption now has reached 1.45 million tonnes.
Community exports, however, are negligible. World exports are dominated by New
Z,ealand with up to 400 000 tonnes annually and Australia which, in addition to
approximately 200 000 tonnes of meat, also exports up to 5 million live animals
annually. With the exception of the Community, wool production is often the more
important element in sheep production world-wide as evidenced by flock size in China
(210 million), Australia (170 million) and the former USSR (130 million). However,
continuing difficulties on the world wool market and stocks, notably in Australia, may
lead to a decrease in sheep numbers in coming years. Additionally, severe weather at
lambing time in New Zealandin 1992 may result in a decrease in production there in the
1992193 season with knock-on effects on exports.
Production of sheepmeat
(I 000 t)

















I Year ended 30 September.
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105. On the Community market, production is forecast to fall by 2.5Yo to L 191 000
tonnes in 1992, due mainly to falls of approximately 20 000 tonnes in both UK and
German production. These falls are related principally to the ending of the variable
slaughter premium scheme at the end of 1991 in Great Britain and the destocking of
wool-producing sheep in the new Iänder of Germany following unification. Irish
production is set to rise by 7 000 tonnes. Community sheep numbers are set to remain at
98 million head, unchanged from 1991. Consumption is set to rise by just 0.3 % to
| 47 000 tonnes balancing a decline of 5.2oÄ in the UK with increases of 5.4oÄ in
Germany, 4.8oÄ in Italy and 2.8oÄ in Ireland.
Intra-Community trade is forecast to rise by 7 % in 1992 to 245 000 tonnes. An increase
of l2oÄ is forecast in UK exports as trade reacts to the ending of clawback on exports.
In France, imports are forecast to reach 165000 tonnes, up9oÄ on 1991.
Market prices to date, in 1992, have varied considerably from the traditional pattern.
The strong market early in the year, notably in the UK where supplies were scarce, gave
way to a particularly poor Easter trade, especially in the north of the Community, with
prices well down on 1991. Since June, however, prices in several markets, and
particularly the UK and Spain, have improved substantially. At Community level the
lgg2market price is forecast at ECU 279 per 100 kg lamb-a rise of SYo onl99l.
ln 1992, imports into the Community should be slightly above the levels of 1991,
reaching approximately 270 000 tonnes. Imports from New Zealand and Australia will
reach 205 000 tonnes and 17 000 tonnes respectively while imports from Eastern Europe
should reach 30 000 tonnes. Community exports are likely to be down very significantly
on the exceptional quantity of 19 000 tonnes achieved in 1991 due to the export of
14 000 tonnes from the new German Länder.
106. The reform of the sheep regime, agreed in September 1989 (Council Regulation
3013/89), took full effect in 1992 following the transition years of 1990 and 1991. The
main achievement of this reform is a unified regime with a common premium
throughout the Community differentiated only in so far as ewes are kept for meat or
milk production purposes. In 1992, the Council increased the premium for milk-
producing ewes from 70 to 80 Vo of that paid on ewes kept for meat production.
In addition to the 1989 internal reform, adaptations agreed by the Community with its
trading partners under the voluntary restraint agreements for the period up to the end
of 1992 have had the effect of reducing possible imports under these arrangements by
approximately 45 000 tonnes and of reducing the levy on imports from 10 to 0oÄ'
Discussions on import arrangements under these agreements in 1993 are currently in
progress.
In 1991, the three mechanisms available for market support were each in use. The
variable premium, in its final year of application, averaged ECU 81 per 100 kg which
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represents 42.5% of the market price in Great Britain. Ewe premiums were set for all
regions for 1991. The stabilizer mechanism which applies to the basic price for premium
calculation purposes was set at 5.9%o for the Great Britain and 7 7o for the remainder of
the Community. Private storage, operated under a tendering procedure each month,
throughout the year attracted only 2100 tonnes of lamb, mainly in Great Britain.
In 1992, two advances on the ewe premium were fixed totalling ECU ll.l86/head.
Private storage tendering has been in use throughout the year and so far 2 100 tonnes of
lamb, mainly in Great Britain, has been aided by this mechanism.
107. The outlook for 1993 is for stability or a slight rise in production due to the
influence of the stabilizer mechanism and the premium quota regime introduced in the
recent reform of the cornmon agricultural policy. Consumption is forecast to rise by
0.3%. Sheep numbers should remain stable at 98 million head. Intra-Community trade
should continue to grow but at a considerably slower rate than heretofore.
Pigmeat
108. World production of pigmeat, which is around 60 million tonnes, fell slightly
between 1990 and 1992 due primarily to a drop in production in the Community, the
countries of Eastern Europe and the countries of the former Soviet Union. China
remains the world's major pigmeat producer, followed by the Community. In the
United States, the pigmeat sector is in a strong period of expansion, with production
increasing by Ll% between 1990 and 1992.
World pigmeat production
Sources: USDA, Eurostat, OECD.
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For some 16 months now the market for pigmeat in the Community has been quite
favourable. The reduction in the pig supply since the spring of 1991 has resulted in
satisfactory prices for producers, reaching between EcU 140 and 160/100 kg dead-
weight for much of the period in question. Even if prices did not reach the levels of 1989
and 1990, the prices achieved on the markets in 1991 and 1992 did not fall heavilv as in
previous years but showed remarkable stability.
The fall-off in the supply of pigs in the Community is, mainly due to a significant
reduction in the pig herd in the new German Länder as well as the appearance of a new
porcine disease which caused severe losses in piglet production, particularly in the
Netherlands and Germany.
The Community pigfeed index remained well above 100 for the whole year, so overall
profitability in the pig fattening sector was satisfactory.
A tougher time for the pigmeat sector is expected in the near future because the pig herd
had increased throughout the Community by autumn 1992. A marked incieise in
production is therefore to be expected, with a consequent drop in prices.
Community production of pigmeat is running at about 14.3 million tonnes. The sector
represents in value terms 10.3 % of final agricultural production. European consump-
tion currently stands at around 40 kg per year per person. This average disguisis
significant variations, however, as consumption varies from 23 kg in Greece to 57 kg in
Germany. It should be stressed that the consumption figures are the result of an overall
calculation based on the supply balance and include the parts of the carcass which are
not used for human consumption. Expert opinion is that actual human consumption is
around 20 to 30 oÄ lower than the calculated figures.
External trade in pigmeat is important for supply and balance on the Community
market. Intra-Community trade involves some 3 million tonnes each year. Exports to
non-member countries amounted to 677 000 tonnes in 1991. Imports, primarily from the
countries of Eastern Europe, amounted to 115000 tonnes. The level of imports is
modest, therefore, but should increase in the coming years as a result of the various
international agreements concluded by the Community.
Poultrymeat
109. During the last six years world production of poultrymeat has increased steadily
by an average of 4.4%o a year.In the United States (25 %o of world production), the rate
of increase has been even higher (5.4%). Poultrymeat is the meat that Americans now
prefer and per capita consumption in the last five years has exceeded that of beef and
veal. In the case of the other main producer regions, production is increasing in Brazil
but is falling in Eastern Europe, including the former ussR, and in Japan.
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Poultrymeat production
Sources: USDA; DG VI.
I Includes the five new German Lönder from l99l onwards.
The world market expanded slightly in 1992, thanks in particular to growing demand
from the Far East and renewed demand in the Middle East. The USA retained first
place in the league of exporting countries due in particular to its various promotional
prograrnmes. For the first half of 1992, Community exports of poultrymeat remained
stable at 1991 levels.
110. ln 1992, total production of poultrymeat on the Community market increased by
2.5%. The chicken sector (70Yo of total production) had a diflicult year, so large stocks
of frozen chickens still exist in several Member States. The situation in the turkey and
duck sectors improved at the end of l99l and the beginning of 1992, as can be seen
from the high rates of placings of turkey poults and ducklings.
There is no internal market support for poultrymeat. The rules governing trade with
non-member countries have been adapted to the world market situation by differentiat-
ing export refunds according to destination so as not to lose traditional markets.
ln 1992 the concessions granted by the Community under the generalized system of
preferences to developing and ACP countries continued. The association agreements
concluded with Hungary, Poland and the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic involve a
50 % reduction in the levies on certain quantities of goose and duck and 20 o/o for other
poultry products, within certain quota limits. For the latter products, the levy reduction
will be increased to 40%o on I January 1993, v/ith a l0Yo rise in quotas.
Eggs
111. World production again increased in 1992 (lp 2.9%). In some of the major
producer countries or regions, especially in the USA and the Community, production
has tended to slow down or even decline over the medium term.
(1 000 t)












































World trade has been falling for several years, following the setting up of production
units in North Africa and the Middle East. The main importers are currently Japan and
Hong Kong. Community exports in 1991 increased owing to deliveries to Eastern
Europe.
Egg production
Sources: USDA; DG VI.
I Includes the five new German Lönder from l99l onwards.
112. On the Community market,layer numbers increased again in 1992.The situation
in the Community was not very.good, therefore, but the drop in the price of cereals
averted a major crisis.
Market organization is the same as for poultrymeat and the same types of measures are
in force. As regards trade, the internal and world market situation meant that export
refunds had to be maintained. The Regulation on marketing standards for eggs, in force
since I July 1991, was amended in1992, particularly as regards the provisions relating
to the conditions for indicating the laying date.
The association agreements concluded with Poland, Hungary and the Czech and Slovak
Federal Republic involve a 20oÄ reduction in levies, within certain quota limits. This
levy reduction will be increased to 40oÄ on I January 1993 and quotas will rise by
t0%.
Potatoes
113. Potatoes are one of the few commodities for which no market organization has
been established; however, in November 1992, the Commission adopted a proposal
aiming to introduce a common market organization for this sector. t With a total
(billion units)
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cultivated area of I 526 000 hectares, potatoes constitute a major crop in the Commu-
nity. They are grown in all the Member States, although, because of climatic and soil
conditions, they are more widely grown in the northern part of the Community.
The Community is self-suffrcient in potatoes, with the exception of early potatoes. These
are imported from Mediterranean countries, in particular from Egypt, Morocco and
Cyprus. During the past three years an average quantity of some 400 000 tonnes per
year of early potatoes has been imported from third countries.
Due to the incorporation of the East German figures into EC statistics in 1991 the area
in the Community under potatoes has risen ftom 1.412 to 1.526 million hectares. Total
production of potatoes in 1991 was standing at 42.102 million tonnes.
A further extension of the area cultivated under early potatoes, as well as under
maincrop potatoes in 1992 has given rise to an oversupply of potatoes, resulting in a
severe slump in prices.
Up until 1990 there was a continuous decrease in the quantities used in animal nutrition
which fell from 6.12 million tonnes in 1986 to a mere 2.92 milllon tonnes in 1990.
However, with the inclusion of the East German economy this figure is now back at
6.44 million tonnes. Use of potatoes for the manufacturing of processed products has
increased further and accounts for some 14.50Ä of the internal use.
Honey
114. There is no common market organization for this product in which the
Community as a whole is less than 50 7o self-suffrcient. Over the last five years,
however, European beekeepers have increased production from 36 to 46 7o of Commu-
nity consumption.
Imports (131 000 tonnes) come mainly from Latin America (Mexico, Argentina, Cuba),
China, the CIS, Eastern Europe (Hungary and Czechoslovakia) and Australia. The only
import charge is a customs duty of 27 Yo, redtced to 25 %o under the generalized scheme
of preferences, and to 0oÄ for both ACP and least developed countries.
The Parliament report on European beekeeping considers it necessary to direct
Community assistance towards a stable health policy to combat varroasis and towards a
quality policy. In the case of bee health, the Commission will shortly put forward a
proposal for a Council decision providing for national plans for the control ofvarroasis
to be drawn up. It is also necessary to define a quality policy capable of protecting
production at all its stages and of increasing the income of beekeepers by placing honey
on the markets at a higher price subsequent o quality promotion.
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Promotional measures
115. Various measures to promote agricultural products were planned and imple-
mented in 1992. Promotional measures for quality beef and veal, r a new strategy for
milk and milk products2 and a campaign for table olives3 were accordingly decided.
Both the new and existing measures are now part of an overall strategy covering the
markets in olive oil and table olives, milk, flax fibres, dried fruits, apples, citrus fruits,
grape juice and grapes.
OJ L 215, 30.7.1992, p. 57.
OJ L 215, 30.1.1992, p. 67.
OJ L 145, 27.5.1992, p. l.

V - Rural development
Horizontal measures
116. The horizontal measures of the agricultural structures policy, known as Objective
5a measures, aim to speed up the adjustment of agricultural structures in the context of
CAP reform. Their application in all Member States has been improved during 1992,
with the objective I regions taking up most of the available community funding.
The basic regulations have not been amended since being adapted to the Regulations
laying down the conditions for the use of the structural Funds.
Improvement and modernization
117. Investment aid for farms has been gradually subjected to restrictions in order to
help reduce surpluses. The stress is now on individual investment plans which will
improve the competitive position of the holding (lower production costs, energy saving,
product quality), improve conditions on the farm (working conditions, safety, hygiene,
animal welfare and environmental protection) or diversify farm activities (tourism and
farm-based crafts).
Member States' statistics for 1990 show that more than 30 000 young farmers received
set-up aid from the community and more than 65 000 holdings were helped to
modernize.
Processing and marketing measures
118. 1991 was the first year in which the new aid scheme established by Regulations
(EEC) Nos 866/90 and 867190 was effectively applied. Selection criteria for projects
were determined by the Commission in order to set priorities or exclusions established
in accordance with the CAP policy guidelines. Particular attention was paid to avoiding
an increase in products already in surplus.
During 1991, 15 Commission decisions approved the Community support frameworks
for all Member States, except for the regions eligible under Objective I in France and
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the new German Lönder. The Community support frameworks for the Objective I
regions of France and an addendum to the German CSF for the new Lönder wete
adopted in 1992.
Investment prograrnmes for the modernization of marketing and processing plants are
involved. The main products concerned are: meat, fruit and vegetables, milk products
and cereals.
Processing and marketing of agricultural and forestry products
(position on 31.8.1992)
Regulations (EEC) Nos 366/90 and 867/90
(million ECU)
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Deflator used: ECU 1.0672.
T99t 6*r achieved thus: (approved 1991) : tranche l99l * (tranche 1992 and 1993) x deflator.
Forecasts.
bbfiti* 5a total : ECU 369 million, including appropriations for fisheries (processing and marketing).
Fisheries aid excluded.
CSFs approved in 1992 : ECU 10.397 million.
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The 57 operational programmes submitted by the Member States in 1990 and 1991 were
approved until the end of 1991 and totalled ECU 470.89 million. A further 13
operational progr:rmmes were adopted by September 1992. The available appropriations
for the latter and for the other operational prograrnmes yet to be adopted amount to
ECU 764.90 million, some of which was used in 1992 with the rest likely to be used in
1993 (see table).
Less favoured rural areas
119. The mountain and other less favoured agricultural areas continued to receive
compensatory allowances to facilitate a continued agricultural presence and maintain
the population.
This aid, intended to compensate for the generally higher production costs, is widely
applied. It covers 55oÄ of the community UAA and some 1 200 000 holdings (17 % of
all holdings in the Community) are eligible. The percentage is more than 35 %o in five
Member States (Germany, Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Luxembourg).
The amount allocated per assisted unit is around ECIJ 62lwit on average, well below
the ECU 102 aühorized by Community legislation.
The Community committed ECU 459 million to help finance this measure in 1991. In
1991 the Council of Ministers decided to extend the less favoured areas within the
meaning of Directive (EEC) 751268r in Ireland by 756 000 hectares and in Spain by| 224 000 hectares.
ln 1992, the Parliament and the Council considered two possible extensions, one of
52 000 hectares in the Netherlands and the other of 105 000 hectares in Italy as well as
the implementation of Community rules and regulations in the new Länder which could
result in the classification of 3 078 000 hectares at the end of 1992.
Specific measures
120. Various measures commonly known as 'structural stabilizers' figure among the
accompanying measures taken over the last few years. Their aim is primarily to limit the
increase in production.
The instruments of the reform of the common agricultural policy maintain the main
existing mechanisms, such as the set-aside of arable land, extensification and early
retirement, but with some adjustments and improvements. The provisions currently in
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Set-aside of arable land (five-year system)
Source: DG VI.
n.a. : scheme not applieble.
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force will thus be gradually replaced. For example,1992 is the last year inrn'hich it is
still possible to uppty for aid under the multiannual set-aside programmes. r
Where these programmes are concerned, the areas taken out of production for the four
years 1988/8g titggtlgz under the multiannual scheme amount to I725 790 hectares,
2t"t" ioGermany 1in the new Länder based on a national scheme without a Community
contribution),4io)o in Italy and l47o in France. These areas represent2'570Ä of the
Communityjs arable land and 5%o of the area under cereals (see table).
Extensification, another measure to limit production, can be implemented either
qualitatively by adopting a less intensive production method or quantitatively, requiring
a 20oÄ reduction in the quantity produced.
Only three countries, Germany, France and Italy, have applied this measure; Italy has
defrnitively implemented the quantitative method. Germany appües the scheme by
combinin! the^quantitative meihod with production techniques. Germany and France
use the scheme for organic farming.
Regional measures
121. Rural development policy continued to be implemented through measures
financed by the structural Funds in the objective I and 5b regions.
Under Objective I (areas lagging behind), 87 operational programmes are under way
with a contribution from the EAGGF Guidance Section. Forty of these programmes
are multi-fund, i.e. they also employ the other structural Funds. To this total can be
added six multi-fund oierational-prögrammes currently under way in the new German
Länder.
Single fund antl nulti-fund operationd p-ryqqmnes
in-the Objective I regions with an EAGGF input
Operational Programmes





























t PCI: programme of Community initiative.
I Council Regulation (EEC) No 232Sl91, OJ L 218, 6.8.1991'
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Total commitments for objective I in 1991 amounted to ECU 8 606.6 million, or
62.9 % of the total for the structural Funds. This included ECU | 440.8 million for the
EAGGF Guidance Section, or 16.7 oÄ of total appropriations for Objective 1, horizon-
tal measures included,
The rural and farming element in the programmes for Objective 1 regions concern the
development of agricultural resources and rural development. The measures are very
varied and are adapted to meet the specific conditions and production systems of each
of the regions involved. In most of the programmes the measures tend to respond to
existing needs in such fields as rural infrastructures, crop conversion, improvements to
production conditions, afforestation and environmental protection.
Seven regional operational programmes involving the EAGGF alone were adopted in
Spain in 1991. They involve the conversion of agricultural production and improving
production conditions. ln 1992 an EAGGF programme for the development of
agriculture was approved for Melilla.
In the Objective I regions of France five operational programmes for the development
of agricultural resources were adopted at the end of 1990 (corsica and four oDs).
Significant use of Community resources for rural development, forestry and environ-
mental protection was noticeable in Ireland in 1991. Regional measures were also fully
applied under the rural development operational programme which started at the
beginning of the year.
In Northern Ireland, the application of the operational programme was not as good as
anticipated in 1991. The monitoring committee therefore decided to make some minor
amendments to the conditions for its application in 1992 so as to speed up its
implementation.
The eight Italian programmes (six multi-fund operational programmes and two
multi-regional programmes) are under way. Administrative difficulties are delaying the
implementation of the operational programme for the Abnnzo, however. The pro-
grammes are in addition to the IMPs (integrated Mediterranean programmes) for
l99l-92, the second phase of which had been decided upon.
During 199U92 13 multi-fund regional progr€lmmes in Greece mainly involved the
conversion of certain crops (apricot trees and vineyards), irrigation and the early
retirement of elderly farmers. Seven financial plans were rescheduled to meet aid
applications. Two operational prograrnmes were under consideration in September 1992
(forestry and olive-growing measures).
In Portugal, measures to apply the Pedap (Specific programme for the development of
Portuguese agriculture) continued with the approval of the specific programmes to
improve agricultural vocational training centres, research, development and dernonstra-
tion facilities. The scheme to restructure the wine-growing sector pursuant to Regula-
tion (EEC) No 2239/86 continued through the adoption of an operational programme
(1991-93) for the Portuguese mainland.
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Financing of an operational programme to restore agricultural potential following the
storms in 1989 was rescheduled. Three new operational programmes were adopted in
l99l (forestry measures, livestock rearing in Madeira and the rural development of
Mira) and four in 1992 (reparcnlling and cessation of agricultural activity, investment in
farms, environmental protection and aid measures following a drought).
ECU 150 million was committed for the new Lönder in 1991 and 1992 for six
operational prograrnmes to improve living and working conditions and to protect the
environment in rural areas.
122. Operational prograrnmes (OPs) ünked to Objective 5b, for rural areas
difficulty, cover 50 areas, rq)resenting 5Yo of the Community population and lTYo
its land area.
In total, 66 programmes were approved during l99l to be added to the five approved in
December t9g0 and three in 1992. This took the total to 74, worth ECU 2 607 million
(1989 prices) in Community assistance. More than 70 oÄ of the programmes were
multi-fund, in accordance with the Commission's policy of creating synergy between the
Funds in order to maximize their development effect in the areas concerned.
The operational prograrnme priorities necessarily reflect those of the Community
support frameworks (CSFs), although the degree of detail differs.
Within the five broad priorities of:
(i) diversification of the primary sector,
(ii) development of non-agricultural sectors,
(iii) development of tourism,
(iv) conservation and development of the natural environment, and
(v) development of human resources,
the following examples provide an outline of Objective 5b measures.
Agricultural development and diversification includes, in Belgium, pilot projects for-the
reöonversion and diversification of agriculture and the promotion of quality produce
and of tourism; in Italy, development of soft fruit and diversification of potato
production. In France, the OPs are putting considerable effort into forestry and
äevelopment of the timber industry (particularly in Limousin); aid is made available to
new small and medium-sized agricultural enterprises in order to slow the rate of rural
depopulation and to help conserve the natural environment and rural village heritage.
The tourism sector, often seen as the only sector with expansion potential, includes the
development of agritourism in Auvergne; protection and use of the rural environment in
Poitou-Charentes, investments to exploit the tourist potential of the natural and historic
heritage in Veneto; improvement of management systems for natural parks in Italy.
Efforti are being made to capitalize on the cultural and scenic assets in the Highlands




Local development initiatives are taking place throughout the Objective 5b regions. In
Italy, interesting innovatory work is being undertaken to assist the craft industry in
Lazio, while assistance is being given for the redevelopment of marble quarries in
Tuscany; support is available for marketing initiatives and the development of local
services in the Highlands of Scotland.
Implementation of the different OPs has varied not only in content, as highlighted
above, but also in pace. The fact that OPs were approved during 1991 makes assessment
of progress difficult. Programme approval was spread throughout the year and in some
countries OPs were approved in the last quarter of the year, leaving very little time to
make use of the financial resouroes during 1991.
Responsibility for the implementation of the programmes lies at the regional level. All
of the Monitoring Committees have now been established. For Objective 5b the
Commission has been able to combine CSF and OP management within one committee
in an attempt to minimize the amount of administration and to ensure coordination
between the different Funds. The overall effect of the partnership has been to
decentralize decision-making and management competence, in line with the principle of
subsidiarity.
Experience under the current phase of the structural Funds has highlighted the need to
reinforce the partnership. In many cases there may be a need for greater involvement of
regional and local bodies that have so far been regarded as observers. Their views and
management potential may have been insuffrciently taken into account.
In addition to delegated management responsibility, financial flexibility which allows for
transfers between different priorities would permit the implementing authority to
respond better to the changing needs of the regions. Finally, greater involvement of the
localiregional bodies in the preparation of programmes could enhance the process.
To prepare for the ongoing evaluation of the programmes, in December 1991 a
questionnaire was drafted to be completed by all Objective 5b monitoring committees in
the form of an annual report by 30 June of each year.
In terms of ongoing evaluation, an annual report format requesting inforrnation by
measure in relation to financial and physical indicators was sent to the Member States
to be filled in by mid-1992. These reports are a helpful tool for the partnership in its
task of monitoring the programmes and ensuring that the initially defined objectives are
met.
123. Closely linked to regional measures, the Leader initiative, with an allocation of
ECU 400 million from the three structural Funds, provides direct assistance to rural
development initiatives undertaken by local communities or associations.
Its innovative nature resides in its methodological approach, based on programming
and management carried out by those concerned at local level, development of
endogenous resources, integration of projects and the demonstration value of network-
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ing the local groups participating in the programme. In each Member State an
intermediary body has received a global grant from the three structural Funds and is
responsible for channelling the aid to the various local action groups, whose identity
and programme have been specified in the Commission's decisions.
The programme has had considerable practical success, thus proving that it has met a
genuine need felt in rural areas. Over 500 local groups drew up proposals, and 213
groups were chosen in partnership with the Commission and the Member States.
All the decisions (and corresponding commitments of funds) were adopted in two series,
in December 1991 and March 1992. Most of the local groups have begun to implement
their programmes.
A specialized outside agency has been given the task of organizing the exchange of
information and experience between the local groups through a network. Its most
notable activities in 1992 included the organization of a conference bringing together all
the groups and intermediary agencies managing the global grant, the regular publication
of an internal review of the programme and a quarterly wide circulation magazine, as
well as some working seminars.
Other Comnunity initiatives
124. In the Objective 1 regions and to a lesser extent in those of Objective 5b, the
EAGGF Guidance Section is also participating in the funding of Interreg initiatives
(cross-border cooperation between regions located at internal frontiers, economic
revitalization of regions located at the Community's external frontiers), Envireg
(improvement of the environment in coastal areas) and Regis (socioeconomic integra-
tion of the most remote regions).
To the above can be added the specific programmes for the most remote areas
@oseidon for the French overseas departments, Poseican for the Canary Islands and
Poseima for the Portuguese islands of Madeira and the Azores).
Under the Community initiatives,24 pilot development projects have also been funded,
at a cost of ECU 10 million.
Forestry measures
125. The forestry action programme adopted in 1989,1 now supplemented by the new
provisions on afforestation decided upon as part of the reform, contains significant
elements to aid forestry and wood production.2
oJ L 165, 15.6.1989.
See point 20 of this Report.
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Apart from these regulations, there are also provisions for improving the processing and
marketing of agricultural products,l which apply equally to the wood and cork
industries.
The majority of Member States have thus submitted prograrnmes to aid afforestation as
well as sectoral programmes to assist investments carried out by industries engaged in
first-stage wood processing and those processing wood and cork by-products.
The Regulations on the protection of forests against atmospheric pollution and against
forest fires (Regulations (EEC) Nos 3528/86 and 3529186) expired on 31 December
1991. They have been improved upon and renewed for an initial five-year period by a
Council Decision2 (Regulations (EEC) Nos 2157/92 and 2158192). By the end of their
initial period of application, 155 projects to prevent atmospheric pollution had received
aid amounting to ECU 13.4 million and in 1992 42 projects received a total of ECU 4.4
million. A total amount of ECU 44 million was granted to 248 projects and in L992
ECU 10.3 million was granted to 56 projects to protect forests from fire.
Measures to protect forests against atmospheric pollution were supplemented by the
introduction of a new network to carry out intensive surveillance of forest ecosys-
tems.
In this regard the Community participated in the international cooperative programme
for the surveillance and assessement of the effects of air pollution on forests (The
Convention on long-range transboundary pollution, Geneva 1979) and prepared with
the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe the first joint report on the state
of European forests.
At international level, the Commission prepared, with the help of the Standing Forestry
Committee, a joint position paper on forestry during the Rio Conference on the
environment.
Environment
126. With a view to the protection of the environment and the upkeep of the
landscape and countryside, several Member States (Germany, Denmark, France,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands and United Kingdom) introduced aid schemes
for certain environmentally-sensitive areas pursuant to Regulation2328l9l. This aid will
remain in place until the entry into force of the new agro-environmental measures
adopted as part of the reform of the CAP and until the area programmes which they
cover are approved (see table).
oJ L 9t, 6.4.1990.
oJ L 217 , 31.7 .1992.
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In September 1992 these sensitive areas exceeded 4 million hectares and consisted
primarily of grassland. The main aims pursued by means of the aid have been to
maintain and upkeep the grass cover and its use by herds in mountain areas, to make
use of wetlands and conserve aquatic animals, to maintain typical landscapes and
restrict the consequences of intensive agriculture on certain natural resources such as
water.
Aid in environmentally-sensitive areas
(Application of Regulation (EEC) No 2328191 - Title VII t)
I Position on 29 Septe-mber 1992 (provisional data).2 Areas covered by refunds up to -iggZ.
Agricultural research
127. Implementation of the research and technological development programme in the
field of competitiveness of agriculture and the management of agricultural resources
(1989-93)t continued during 1992. The first results of the 79 research contracts,
involving a Community financial contribution of more than ECU 50 million, are very
promising. Since the start of the programme, over 90 seminars and workshops have
been held between the researchers and the Commission. Two hundred and fifty
researchers have so far been able to undertake study trips under the 'training and
mobility' part of the programme.
Research activity under the programme is divided into four parts:
(D conversion, diversification, including extensification of production, cost reduction
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t oJ L 59, 7.3.1990.
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(ii) product quality, new uses for traditional agricultural products, plant and animal
health aspects;
(iii) socioeconomic aspects and specific activities for all regions lagging behind in
development;
(iv) methods and services to disseminate agricultural research information.
At the same time, a new specific research, technological development and demonstration
programme in the field of agriculture and agro-industry, including fisheries (1990-92),t
was launched in 1992. By the middle of 1992,45 research projects had been financed
and the total Community financial contribution granted in the non-food sector
amounted to ECU 35.5 million. Seven demonstration projects received an overall
Community contribution of ECU 45 million.
The research programme covers the following five areas:
(r) primary production in agriculture, horticulture, forestry, fisheries and aquacul-
ture;
(ii) inputs for agriculture, horticulture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture;
(iii) processing of biological raw materials from agriculture, horticulture, forestry,
fisheries or aquaculture;
(iv) end-use and products;
(v) demonstration projects in the non-food sector.
t  oJ L 265, 2r.g. lggl.

Vl Financing of the CAP 1992
128. Some budgetary repercussions will follow from the reform of the CAP which, it
should be recalled, is intended to promote more competitive agriculture at lower prices,
with compensation granted to farmers in accordance with the arrangements for reducing
production, and to take greater account of environmental needs.
The Commission has pointed out that equitable compensation to producers for lower
prices will initially result in higher budget expenditure justifiable if the restructuring of
the common agricultural policy from first principles is to be achieved. If the new
provisions become fully operational in 1997, EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure
forecast for that year should be significantly less than it would have been had the
measures prior to the refonn of the CAP been maintained.
It should be stressed that any estimate of future expenditure on agriculture should be
made with some caution. Many unforeseeable elements, both internal and external,
including the ecu/US dollar exchange rate, may influence expenditure during the period
of application. The problems associated with establishing precise forecasts are increased
to a great extent by the CAP's significant change in direction, necessitating a
fundamental adjustment to the mechanisms in force up to now.
The financial effects of the reform of the CAP will not be felt in any significant way
until the 1993 flrnancial year, which begins on 16 October 1992.
129. This financial year, like previous ones, will continue to be subject to the
requirements of budgetary discipline and to compliance in particular with the guideline
which was the outcome of the agreement reached at the February 1988 European
Council meeting in Brussels.
In order to curb CAP expenditure, the guideline restricts its annual rate of increase.
The guideline includes all agricultural expenditure falling under the EAGGF Guarantee
Section, with the exception of expenditure under Chapter 820 (Fisheries Guarantee
Fund) and Chapter 80-10 (Repayments to the Member States of expenditure for the
depreciation of stocks of agricultural products and under specific measures for the
disposal of butter from public stocks).
The general trend in EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure since 1988 can be
summarized as follows:
tn
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EAGGF Guarantee
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The guideline for 1992 was fixed at ECU 35 039 million; the initial budget for this year
provided for appropriations amounting to ECU 35 039 million, not including the
appropriations entered into the monetary reserve (ECU I billion) and was thus at the
level of the guideline. The amount was reduced by ECU 190 million subsequent to
supplementary and amending budget No 2192 adopted in May 1992 to finance the
special food aid prograrnme for 1992. The appropriations allocated to the EAGGF
Guarantee Section fell back to ECU 34 849 million as a result.
130. The last review of the economic trend in June 1992led to the conclusion that the
EAGGF Guarantee Section's requirements for 1992 could be reduced. This did not
include the possible consequences of fluctuations in the US dollar/ecu exchange rate. In
accordance with the decision on budgetary discipline in force, the savings or additional
Total appropriations for the Europ..Sltä:111?r'"ral Guidance and Guarantee Fund,
subject to the financing rules of the Guarantee Section
I oJ L26.3.2.1992.
2 1992 suiplmmtary md mending budger No 2192, OJ L 174, 29.6.1992.
r 1992 supplmentary md mending budget No 3192, Ol L349. 30.11.1992.
. Including ECU I billion initiallv mtcred as a nbnetarv rcgerc.









budget No 3/92 3
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund,
Guarantee Section (subsection B1)
Other appropriations subject to the financing rules of
the Guarantee Section
o Fisheries Guarantee Fund (Chapter 82-90)
o Repayment to the Member States of expenditure
incurred for the depreciation of stocks of agricultural
products and under specific measures for the disposal
of butter from public stocks (Chapter 80-10)
o Set-aside of arable land, share borne by the Gui-
dance Section (Chapter B2-220)
o Income aid (Chapter B2-221)















Total for the Guarantee Section 37 158 36 968 34 2r4
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costs associated with the movement of the US dollar are treated as part of a transfer
carried out at the end of the budgetary year for the EAGGF Guarantee Section.
Furthermore, this estimate does not include the clearance of accounts for 1989, given
that the Commission had not formally adopted a decision as to the amount at that
time.
The Commission accordingly proposed a preliminary draft supplementary and amend-
ing budget, No 3/92, to give effect to this reduction. The budgetary authority, having
carried out some amendments, adopted supplementary and amending budget No 3/92
on 25 September 1992. The budget provides for appropriations for the EAGGF
Guarantee Section of ECU 33 095 million in total, which represents a reduction of
ECU 2 944 million over the initial budget.
It should be pointed out that supplementary and amending budget No I for 1992
adopted on 1 April 1992 (OJ L 142, 25.5.1992) does not affect EAGGF Guarantee
Section appropriations.
131. The ECU l billion appropriation entered as a provisional monetary reserve is
intended to offset the impact of significant and unexpected movements in the US
dollar/ecu exchange rate as compared with the rate used when the budget is prepared.
This reserve is not included in the guideline.
If the trend in the US dollar/ecu exchange rate is favourable, the savings made in the
Guarantee Section are transferred to the monetary reserve, up to a limit of ECU I
billion. In the opposite case, funds are transferred from the reserve to the adversely
affected EAGGF Guarantee Section headings. Transfers to and from the monetary
reserve take place only where costs or savings exceed a threshold of ECU 400
million.
The application of these arrangements in 1988, 1989 and 1990 has been set out in the
l99l report on the agricultural situation in the Community (see pages 116 and 117).
During 1991, the average US dollar rate was lower than that used for the 1991 budget,
despite a spectacular recovery in June and July of that year. It should be recalled that
the period in question was from I August 1990 to 3l July 1991. The depreciation of the
dollar resulted in additional expenditure of ECU 430 million for the EAGGF
Guarantee Section. As the additional expenditure was over the ECU 400 million
threshold, a credit transfer of ECU 30 million was made from the monetary reserve
(Chapter 81-50) to Chapters 81-10 'Cereals/rice' and Bl-13 'Protein plants'.
The initial appropriation of ECU 17 million entered in Chapter B0-40 'Provisional
appropriations' is purely provisional in nature and cannot be used unless transferred to
other chapters as provided for by the Financial Regulation of 2l December 1977, as
amended by the Regulation of 13 March 1990, applicable to the general budget of the
European Communities. This appropriation, of which ECU 5 million was previously
transferred to subsection 81. is broken down as follows:
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ECU 2 million for the table olives sector;
ECU l0 million for measures to combat fraud committed against the EAGGF
Guarantee Section.
Lastly, the appropriation of ECU 810 million in Chapter B0 is solely intended to cover
the financing from 1989 to 1992 of the loss on sale incurred under specific measures for
the disposal of butter from public stocks during 1987 and 1988 and financed initially by
the Member States.
The EAGGF and its f inancial resources
132. The EAGGF is an integral part of the Community budget and its appropriations
are therefore fixed according to budgetary procedures as with other Community
expenditure.
The agricultural policy also generates revenue in the form of sums received under the
market organizations. This revenue, which forms part of the Community's own
resources, consists of:
(i) levies: these are variable charges on imports from third countries of agricultural
products covered by a common organization of the market and are designed to
compensate for the difference between world market prices and the agreed price
levels within the Community;
(ii) payments collected under the common organization of the market in sugar
comprising the production levy on sugar and isoglucose production, the storage
levy for sugar and the additional elimination levy. These levies ensure that the
fanners and sugar manufacturers finance the cost of disposing of surplus Commu-
nity sugar over and above the Community's domestic consumption.
Trends in revenue
Receipts for tlre Community's own resourc,€s under the common agricultural Doic! (*i,io, gcu)
rlgg2budget(OrL26,3.2.1992)umendedbysupplmentaryandmmdingbudgetsNo2192(O1 L174,29.6.1992)mdNo3/92(OJ
L 349 , 30.11 .1992).2 1993 prcliminary draft budeet. takins mut of lett€r of mendmmt No I (SEC(92) 1394 frnal of 9 July 1992).3 Incluiiins the elimimtion l*v moui'tins to ECU 94.1 million in 1988. ECU 89.3 rilllion in 1989, ECU 84.9 million in 1990 md ECU
16.5 miläon in l99l out yei of applieiion), ud tie additional elimination l€vy mounting to ECU 110.8 million in 1988, BCU-175.5
million in 1989. ECÜ - i9.9 millii!; in 1990. ECU 30.7 nillion in 1991, ECU'162 miüon in 1992 and ECU 116.9 million in 1993.
Type of receipt 1988 1989 r990 l99l tg92l lgg32
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Total 2 895.3 2 664.3 2 084.0 2 763.0 2 589.r 2 488.5
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It should be noted that other sources of agricultural income are considered to be the
result of measures to stabilize the agricultural markets and are therefore directly
deducted from agricultural expenditure for the financial year in question in the sectors
concerned.
Under the market organizations for milk and milk products and for cereals, producers
make a financial contribution called the 'co-responsibility levy' and, if milk production
quotas are exceeded, an additional levy is paid. This revenue does not form part ofthe
Community's own resources and is considered to be a result of the measures to stabilize
the agricultural markets and is paid into the budget chapter where the expenditure is
incurred. These funds are used to cover the cost of disposing of surpluses in those
sectors and, in the milk products sector, to finance specific measures.
In the 1991 financial year this financial contribution by producers amounted to ECU
352 million in the milk products sector (as against ECU 348 million in 1990) and to
ECU 926 million in the cereals sector, or ECU 924 million after repayment of the
additional co-responsibility levy (as against ECU 715 million and 656 million respec-
tively in 1990).
At 30 June 1992, this financial contribution amounted to ECU 227 milhon for milk and
ECU I 002 million for cereals.
The breakdown of 1992 budget appropriations for the EAGGF Guarantee Section (on
the basis of supplementary and amending budget No 3/92) by sector and by economic
nature is given in Tables 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 (in the statistical annex to the report).
The EAGGF Guarantee Section
133. Essentially the EAGGF Guarantee Section finances expenditure on the common
organization of the agricultural markets:
(r) refunds on exports to third countries;
(ii) measures to stabilize agricultural markets.
Depending on the product, the latter may take the form of production aid or premiums,
price compensatory measures, compensation for the withdrawal of products from the
market or storage aid.
However, over the past few years and in particular as a result of the reform of the CAP,
the EAGGF Guarantee Section has been used to finance in whole or in part measures
which go beyond the organization of the agricultural markets in the strict sense, such as:
the distribution of agricultural products to deprived persons in the Community,
measures to combat fraud and to promote quality; information on rural development;
the set-aside of arable land and appropriations intended to cover agricultural expendi-
ture in respect of both crop and animal products incurred under the new measures
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whose purpose is to compensate for the geographic isolation of the French overseas
departments (Poseidom) and of the Canary Islands @oseican). Mention should also be
made, in the context of CAP reform, of the measures to aid producers of certain arable
crops, measures relating to environmental protection and the upkeep of the countryside,
aid for early retirement from farming and aid for forestry measures on agricultural
holdings.
Changes to the rules governing the EAGGF Guarantee Section
134. In the first half of 1992, the rules governing the EAGGF Guarantee Section
underwent few changes:
(i) Commission Regulation (EEC) No 652192 of 16 March 1992t amending Regula-
tion (EEC) No 147/91 defining and fixing the tolerance for quantity losses of
agricultural products in public intervention storage.
This Regulation, which is technical in nature, clarifies certain provisions of
Regulation (EEC) No 147/91 so as to avoid any risk of ambiguity in its
interpretation.
(ii) Council Regulation (EEC) No 1869/92 of 30 June 19922 amending Regulation
(EEC) No 1442/88 on the granting, for the 1988/89 to 1995196 wine years, of
permanent abandonment premiums in respect of wine-growing areas.
The aim of the Regulation is to charge to the EAGGF Guarantee Section all the
outstanding balances of former marketing years relating to the permanent aban-
donment of wine-growing areas.
Public storage
135. As indicated in Table 3.4.5 (statistical
increased during the l99l financial year.
annex), the book value of public stocks
It rose from ECU 2 159 million on 31 December 1990 to ECU 2 672 million on 3l
December 1991, a rise of ECU 513 million or nearly 24%o, whereas between 1989 and
1990 the book value of the stocks had more than doubled.
At the same time, the quantities of stocks increased overall between 3l December 1990
and 31 December 1991. In the case of cereals the increase mainly con@rns barley, rye,
durum wheat and rice. There was a fall in the stocks of common wheat, wheat
unsuitable for bread-making and maize. The stocks of vegetable oils fell while tobacco
remained constant. Stocks of milk products increased strongly in the case of milk
t oJ L 70, 17.3.t992,
2 0J L l8g, 9.7.1992.
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powder, less so in the case of butter, and stocks of cheese (Grana padano) were
recorded for the first time ever. While the quantities of beef in public storage increased
the quantities of alcohol fell.
The storage situation in early 1992 differed from that at the end of 1991. With the
exception of rice and common wheat unsuitable for breadmaking, the quantities of
which decreased, at the end of May 1992 there was a significant increase in cereal
stocks. Stocks of all the other products, vegetable oils-+xcept for rape-tobacco, milk
products--except for Grana padano cheese--beef and veal and marketable alcohol, fell
to a greater or lesser extent depending on the product.
Clearance of accounts
136. The clearance of the EAGGF Guarantee Section accounts represents the
definitive recognition of expenditure incurred by Member States under the common
agricultural policy, after verification of the annual claims and after on-the-spot checks
in respect of the various files.
ln 1992 the Commission scrutinized 1990 expenditure amounting to ECU 25.7 billion.
At the same time checks began at the disbursing agencies on expenditure claimed for the
1991 financial year.
Details of the clearance procedure are published every year by the Commission in its
Financial Report on the EAGGF Guarantee Section. r
Enquiries and irregularities: stepping up the fight against fraud
137. ln 1992 the Commission continued its activities in the fight against fraud,
particularly in the agricultural sector, by introducing a set of measures to combat fraud
and irregularities committed to the detriment of the EAGGF and following three
complementary approaches:
(l) An increase in the technical and personnel resources of the national control
authorities by means of a Community financial contribution.
The Commission actively participated in strengthening the national agencies
con@rned by continuing to implement and part-finance Regulation (EEC)
No 307/91 of 4 February 1991,2 now in its second year of application, which
encourages the Member States to step up rapidly the monitoring of EAGGF
Guarantee Section expenditure in respect of refunds on exports to third countries
and certain market measures and Regulation (EEC) No 4045/893 (third year of
I Twenty-first Financial Report l99l (SEC(92) 1365 final).2 0J L 37, g.2.tggt.
3 0J L 3gg, 30.12.1999.
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application) which provides for reinforced retrospective scrutiny, with sectoral
targeting, of commercial documents of undertakings receiving or making payments
to the EAGGF.
The Commission has pursued its efforts to monitor the olive oil sector through the
adoption by the Council of Regulation (EEC) No 593/921 which renews for five
years from 5 January 1992 the Community financial contribution to monitoring the
sector.
(ii) An increase in the quantitative and qualitative level of controls:
Implementation (second year of application) of Regulation (EEC) No 595/91 of 4
March 19912 concerning irregularities and the recovery of sums wrongly paid in
connection with the financing of the CAP.
In relation to Regulation (EEC) No 283172, which it replaces, Regulation (EEC)
No 595/91 aims to intensify the prevention of irregularities against the EAGGF by
keeping the Commission better informed of irregularities and of recovery proce-
dures, sanctions and judicial proceedings undertaken by the Member States.
It also provides for a financial incentive to uncover irregularities (Member States
may retain 2OYo of the amounts actually recovered) and a Community contribution
towards legal costs.
The Council adopted a proposal accompanying the reform of the common
agricultural policy which aims to simplify and integrate checksn particularly those
on surface areas and the counting of livestock by resorting in particular to modern
methods of undertaking such checks (remote sensing, aerial photography, etc.).
(iii) Revision, simplification and coordination of agricultural legislation.
The Commission continued to revise and simplify agricultural legislation during
1992 so as to avoid frauds which might result from legislation that is too
complicated or difficult to apply.
Expenditure on agricultural markeß in 1992
138. The provisional outturn of the 1992 budget-corresponding to expenditure in the
Member States from 16 October 1991 to 30 June 1992-shows a surplus of appropria-
tions of the order of ECU 3 879 million.
On the basis of information supplied by the Member States, aggregate expenditure is
estimated at ECU 21253 million in 1992 as against the initial budget estimate of ECU
25I32 million for the same period.3
r oJ L 64. 10.3.1992.
2  0J  L  67 ,13 .3 .1991.
3 Commission Report No 811992 to the budgetary authority on EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure
(SEC(92) 1588 final, 3r.7.1992).
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The rate of expenditure thus remains below the reference indicator.
At the end of the first half of 1992, corresponding to eight and a half months of
expenditure, r the position in the principal sectors was, without prejudging economic
trends, as follows:
(a) Sectors where there is a shortfall on appropriations:
Mainly cereals and rice, dairy products, oils and fats and, to a lesser extent, beef
and veal, wine products, fruit and vegetables, sugar.
(b) Sectors where there is an overrun on appropriations:
Textiles: this resulted in particular from fixing the aid at a level higher than that set
when preparing the budget because the reduction initially provided for in respect of
this aid was cut; this smaller reduction is the result of a cotton harvest estimate
lower than the actual outturn because of incomplete information submitted by the
Member States.
Other measures for vegetable products: during the year the Commission proposed
increasing the appropriations for this sector with a view to taking into account the
food aid measures decided upon for:
the cities and towns of the CIS (former USSR): ECU 95 million;
Albania-First tranche: ECU 35 million;
the Baltic States-First tranche: ECU 45 million;
Albania-Second tranche: ECU 45 million.
Because no initial allocation for this expenditure had been provided for, the
indicator appears to have been exceeded.
Sheepmeat and goatmeat certain payments were effected more quickly than
expected.
Non-Annex II products: expenditure on goods incorporating agricultural products
was heavier than anticipated.
The EAGGF Guidance Section
139, Financing by the EAGGF Guidance Section has changed gradually since the
reform of the structural Funds entered into force on I January 1989. As indicated in the
l99l report, most of the regulations have been amended and adapted to conform with
the new framework established by the reform. Thus, an increasing proportion of the aid
is granted as part-financing of operational programmes (40% of the total in 1991,
compared to 80Ä in 1990).
I The expenditure taken into account by the EAGGF Guarantee Section covers the period from 16 October to
15 October of the following year.
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It should be remembered that this is the preferred form of aid for financing under the
structural Funds as it provides essential multiannual programming and a high degree of
responsibility on the part of Member State administrations. Community aid schemes
(indirect measures) where the Member State is also responsible for implementation still
represent a signilicant share of Guidance Section funding. In this category, particular
mention should be made of Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91 (farm improvement plans,
compensatory allowances, etc.) which alone accounts for 36 oÄ of the total aid granted
in 1991. Direct funding of individual projects, on the other hand, is only provided in
very limited cases (demonstration and pilot projects and part of the integrated
Mediterranean programmes).
Financing
140. EAGGF Guidance Section expenditure broken down by Member State for
1987-91 was as follows:
EAGGF Guidance Section expenditure (commitment appropriations)
I Not including comitmmts for Regulation (EEC) No 1852/78 (lisheries) or thos undertaken in l99l in the new Gmm l^brds
pußuant to Regulation (EEC) No 3575/90.
It is also interesting to note the allocations for each priority objective of the structural
Funds. The EAGGF Guidance Section provides aid under the following three objec-
tives:
Objective 1, involving the regions whose development is lagging behind;
Objective 5a, agricultural structures in all regions;
Objective 5b, the rural development of certain limited areas.
(million ECU)









































































Total l 938.938 1 180.000 r 46r.991 | 925.676 2 408.159
FINANCING OF THE CAP IN 1992 I2I
(million ECU)
Objective 1988 1989 r990 l99l
I (regions lagging behind)
5a (agricultural structures) I
5b (rural areas)














Total 1180 .000 | 461.99r r 925.67 6 2 408.159
I Expnditre uda pmious merorc which cmnot be alloet€d to my of the objetiws defined by the nw rulcs.
2 Estimtes based on regional statistica of actul exlmditw.
A major increase in expenditure on Objective I is evident; it almost trebled in 1991
compared with 1988 in furtherance of the aim of concentrating the structural Fund
effort in these regions. Expenditure on Objective 5a, on the other hand, has remained
static while that relating to Objective 5b only began to rise significantly in 1991,
following approval of most of the programmes in 1990 and 1991.
Execution of the budget
l4l. The 1991 budget outturn for the EAGGF Guidance Section as a whole was
complete at 100 oÄ for both commitment appropriations and payment appropriations.
Available appropriations in 1991 amounted to ECU 2 426.6 million in commitments
(including ECU 48.6 million in appropriations re-entered after the cancellation of
previous investment projects) and ECU 2 051.05 million in payments (including ECU 40
million in additional appropriations). I
The appropriations in the 1992 budget amount to ECU 2 886 million for commitments,
or 17.5 oÄ of the structural Funds, and ECU 2 704 million for payments. When the
adjustments decided in the supplementary and amending budget and transfers are taken
into account, the appropriations rise to F,CU 2 893 million for commitments and ECU
2 815 for payments. They include ECU 30 million for the programmes for the most
remote regions, which are not strictly speaking part of the structural Funds. Excluded
from this total are the appropriations granted to fisheries measures, since the financial
management of the fisheries sector of the EAGGF Guidance Section has been separate
from that of the agricultural sector since I January 1990. The appropriations for the
new German Iänder pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 3575/90 are also excluded.
I The tables setting out the l99l budget outturn by Member State and Objective are in the statistical annex to
this rqrort, under the section 'Financial aspects'.
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The draft budget for 1993 totals ECU 3 060 million for commitments and ECU 3 358
million for payments. The commitment appropriations represent 16.57o of the total
figure for the structural Funds.
The budgetary situation for the set-aside scheme (half of which is financed by the
Guidance Section and half by the Guarantee Section) is as follows: the total budget will
increase from ECU 360 million in 1992 to ECU 489 million in 1993, as of which year
the scheme will be financed totally by the Guarantee Section. The draft budget for 1993
provides for a reduction in agricultural income aid from ECU 100 million in 1992 to
ECU 53 million in 1993.
Vll - External relations
Activities within GATT
142. In the Uruguay Round, technical discussions and consultations at senior policy-
making level for a successful conclusion of the Round have continued during the
year.
In December 1991 a framework document for agriculture-the draft final act or Dunkel
Text-was issued, upon which negotiating parties were requested to base specific,
binding commitments in the three areas of domestic support, market access and export
competition. The draft also included a text on sanitary and phytosanitary measures and
a declaration on measures concerning the possible negative effects of the reform
programme on net food-importing developing countries. According to the draft, over 1
ii*-y"ut period domestic support would be reduced by 20oÄ, border protection by 36%
and expört subsidies by 24 and 36oÄ in volume and budgetary terms respectively.
The Community has reserved its position until certain key issues have been resolved, in
particular the definition of domestic support which should be exempted from reductions
(the green box), coherence in reduction commitments and the commitments on direct
export subsidies.
In March 1992 the Community presented schedules of agricultural protection and
support information upon which further negotiations should be based.
As regards trade in oilseeds, a new Community oilseeds support system was introduced
from July 1992, in accordance with the findings of a GATT panel the previous year.
However, at the request of the US, the original members of the GATT panel were
reconvened earlier in the year in order to investigate whether this new oilseeds system
complied with its rulings and recommendations. In March 1992 the panel had
cooCl,.tded that the new EC support system was now compatible with GATT rules but
that benefits accruing to the US from tariff concessions on oilseeds were still impaired
and the way was left open for the Community either to modify further its oilseed regime
or to renegotiate its tariff concessions for oilseeds under Article )O(VIII of the GATT.
The Community opted for the second approach and has been authorized by GATT
Contracting paitieJ to enter into negotiations under Article XXVIII:4 of GATT with
the US and other supplier countries, but as yet no agteement on this issue has been
found.
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Relations with industrial countries
143. During 1992 negotiations continued between the Community and the USA on
several points of disagreement. On the issue of slaughterhouses, an agreement has been
reached following a comparison of Community and US legislation and identification of
measures necessary to resolve differences in requirements. This agreement constitutes a
satisfactory resolution of the dispute concerning the Community third-country meat
Directive.
The dispute concerning EC imports of American corn-gluten feed (CGF) was in part
resolved by means of an agreement in October 1991. The EC expects the entire matter
to be resolved by the end of 1992 when the conditions for thi export of CGF are
expected to become entirely satisfactory.
Discussions in the wine sector are continuing. The prime objective of the EC is to secure
improvement in the protection of a number of its appellations of origin. A review
process was initiated in the US with a view to addressing the EC request in that area.
The US has also declared its willingness to commit itself to preventing further erosion in
the use of EC appellations of origin, should the current discussions succeed. For its
part, the US is aiming at being granted EC authorization for exporting to the
Community wines treated with certain oenological practices of particular importance to
the US wine-making industry. On the basis of the scientific knowledge recently acquired,
in this field, the EC was able to extend an offer to the US which provides the proper
framework to finalize an agreement by mid-1993.
In the spirits sector, the US recently offered new material for an agreement on the basis
of reciprocal protection of a number of US and EC appellations of origin. The US now
proposes to protect not only Cognac, Armagnac, Calvados, Scotch and Irish whiskeys(!efacto protected by federal law) but also Brandy de Jerez. In return, it is requestinga
Community-wide protection of Bourbon and Tennessee whiskeys. An agreement may be
concluded on that basis by the end of the year.
Concerning trade with Australia, the regular ministerial and highJevel meetings took
place in Brussels in March 1992 when agricultural issues of mutual interest were
discussed. Progress was made in exploratory talks about an agreement on trade in wine.
In September, agricultural policy consultations with New Zealandwere held in Brussels.
the main focus being on dairy and meat markets.
Voluntary restraint agreements in the sheepmeat sector with New Zealand and several
other countries were under discussion towards the end of 1992, as were the arrange-
ments for access to the UK market on special terms of New Zealand butter, with a viäw
to interim arrangements pending the completion and implementation of the Uruguay
Round.
Bilateral contacts with Japan and Korea concentrated on the Communitv's market
a@ess requests.
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Relations between the Community and the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe and the former USSR
144. On I March 1992 the interim agreements with Poland, Czechoslovakia and
Hungary, signed concurrently with the Association Agreements on 16 December 1991,
entered into force and made it possible to apply the trade concessions agreed in the
agriculture sphere, without waiting for the expiration of national procedures ratifying
the association agreements.
The concessions cover a period of five years, from 1992 to 1996, and provide in
particular for:
(i) the consolidation of concessions already made under the generalized scheme of
preferences;
(ii) new concessions for all products for which a regular and consolidated trade flow
towards the Community has been established.
In the case of all concessions, a gradual increase in quotas of 50oÄ and a reduction of
customs duties andf or levies of 60Yo is envisaged.
ln 1992, the Community opened negotiations with Bulgaria and Romania, based as far
as agricultural trade is concerned on similar criteria to those adopted in the Europe
Agreements with Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia.
The food aid programme totalling ECU 250 million for the former USSR republics was
implemented in l992.In addition, contracts for a total of ECU 500 million were signed
in favour of the Russian Federation. Pursuant to the 1991 Council decision, negotia-
tions were also entered into with most of the CIS (Commonwealth of Independent
States) republics, with a view to authorizing a Community appropriation of
ECU 1 250 million for the purchase of food and medicines.
Relations with the EFTA countries
145. On 31 July 1992 and 4 November 1992, the Commission adopted opinions
regarding the applications for accession from Sweden and Finland.
In the farm sector, the main conclusion was that there should be no insurmountable
obstacles to the accession of these countries, given the objectives and characteristics of
their farm policies.
However, solutions will have to be found for the adoption of the acquß communautaire
by the applicant countries, especially as regards the common market organizations and
structural policy measures. In this context, special difliculties arise, on the one hand,
from the higher cost of living in these countries and, on the other, from problems
specific to the northern regions of Europe.
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The agreement establishing a European Economic Area (EEA) was signed in Oporto on
2May 1992. Agriculture is not formally covered by its provisions but specific solutions
were found to reinforce trade within the EEA in the form of an evolutionary clause
allowing for a gradual liberalization of trade in farm products with, every two years, an
examination of the conditions in which farm trade is developing.
However, a number of bilateral arrangements between the Community and the EFTA
countries were agreed in tandem with this agreement to give an impetus to liberalization
of farm trade right from the entry into force of the agreement. These arrangements
should make it possible to realize two goals: to encourage trade, in particular by
developing certain tariff concessions for which provision is already made under existing
bilateral agreements, and to achieve economic and social cohesion. To this end, special
arrangements provide for the total abolition of customs duties by the EFTA countries
in respect of products of particular importance to the Mediterranean countries and
Ireland (vegetables, cereals, spirit drinks and other products).
In parallel with the tariff concessions, the contracting parties endeavoured in the EEA
agreement itself to reduce as far as possible the technical barriers to trade arising from
differences in veterinary and plant health regulations. As in other sectors, it was agreed
that EFTA should incorporate the acquß communautaire in its legislation, with the
exception of provisions relating to non-member countries, border controls and financial
arrangements.
Similarly, the EFTA countries will preserve their national regulations concerning certain
diseases (in particular, BSE and 'blue ear' pig disease) as well as certain aspects of
aquaculture, pending the outcome of discussions leading to the the earliest possible
integration of the acquß communautalre in these matters also.
In addition, EFTA has undertaken to apply the substance of Community regulations on
seeds and animal feedingstuffs.
Lastly, the technical rules in the acquis communautaire on wines and spirit drinks
(definition, oenological practices, free circulation and labelling conditions) have been
largely taken over by EFTA. It should be noted that trade in wine is also of special
importance to two EFTA countries, Austria and Switzerland, and that it has been
possible to introduce a scheme to protect designations.
The preferential treatment given in the Community to the import of certain beef and
veal sector products originating in Austria was adjusted with effect from I May 1992.1
The new scheme provides for the introduction of a quantitative limit of 63 500 tonnes
(expressed in carcass weight equivalent). For this quantity, the reduced levy was fixed at
l3Yo of the standard levy applicable to non-member countries.
I Council Decision 92l232lEEC of 1 October l99l (OJ L 111, 29.4.!992, p.20).
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Relations with the Mediterranean countries
146. In the overall context of a new Mediterranean policy, the Community took
measures with effect from I January 1992 to speed up tariff dismantling and increase
the quotas provided for in the protocols of the association or cooperation agreements
concluded with the Maghreb countries, the Mashreq countries, Israel, Cyprus and
Malta (Regulation (EEC) No 1764192).
Cooperation between the Community and the Maghreb countries, primarily with
Morocco, is evolving towards a new partnership which, in the long term, could lead to a
restructuring of the trade arrangements currently in force.
With regard to the republics emerging from the former Yugoslavia, the Community has
decided to grant the benefit of the provisions of the suspended EEC-Yugoslavia
cooperation agreement (Regulation (EEC) No 5a5/92) to certain farm products
originating in regions contributing to progress towards peace.
With regard to Slovenia, the Commission was given a mandate to negotiate a
cooperation agreement whose trade provisions are modelled on the suspended agree-
ment concluded with the former Yugoslavia.
Relat ions with the ACP and other countr ies
147. At the request of the Argentinian and Uruguayan authorities, Commission
departments in October 1991 carried out a mission to identify problems of plant health,
veterinary matters and food hygiene in Argentina and Uruguay.
During this mission, a collaborative programme in the above areas was drawn up by the
Commission with the agreement of the authorities in the respective countries.
In the light of the entry into force of the Fourth ACP-EEC Convention, the Community
decided to extend until29 February 2000, the Convention's (Lom6 IV) expiry date, the
arrangements applicable to the importation into the Community of farm and processed
products originating in ACP countries (Regulation (EEC) No aAal92).
Food aid
148. Apart from the aid granted to the Central and East European countries,
mentioned in point 144, the Community has continued to implement its own food-aid
prograrnme for developing countries.
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At the beginning of the year, the Commission passed a Decision fixing the total
quantities of food aid for 1992 and drew up a list of products. The latter included
I 385 100 tonnes of cereals (this quantity comprises the Community's contribution to
the 1986 Food Aid Convention), 53 000 tonnes of milk powder, 6 800 tonnes of
butteroil,70000 tonnes ofvegetable oil, 11540 tonnes ofsugar and other products
(beansn legumes and dried fish, plus products purchased on the spot) of a total value of
ECU 48 million.
Furthermore, in view of the particularly catastrophic food situation in certain countries
of the world and especially in Afüca, the Commission decided in April 1992 to institute
a special food-aid programme for 1992, and allocated an additional 800 000 tonnes of
cereals or cereals equivalent.
* * *
149. The Community has continued to play an active part as a mernber of interna-
tional organizations for agricultural products: the International Olive Oil Council, the
International Wheat Council and the International Sugar Organization.
It also participated actively in negotiations, under the auspices of Unctad, for the new
international sugar agreement which is to enter into force on 1 January 1993, replacing
the previous agreement dating from 1987.
Vll l Agricultural development
Statist ical information
.tV8: For practical reasons tle following pages employ the continental representation ofnumben, i.e. one thousand two hundred
and thirty-four point fiv€ is represented as I 234,5 ratler than tle more conventional 1,234.5.

Foreword
Codification of the tables
The choices made for the revision of the tables are reflected in a new codification,
established on the basis of the same principle for all the tables. Each of them has beengiven a code with four digits, the first of which designates the subject to which the table




4. Tables on agricultural markets.
The second and third digits refer to specific aspects of the field concerned and their
significance varies from one field to another.
For the tables concerning the agricultural markets (Tables 4) a standard codification for
all the products has been used for these two digits:
(i) the second digit of the code designates the agricultural product concerned,
(iD the third digit refers to the nature of the statistic presented:
-.-.0.- livestock numbers,








For certain sectors, all the possibilities are used (e.g. cereals). For other products only
some are used (e.g. potatoes), either because the data needed are not available oi
because the features of these sectors in the Community do not justify such an exhaustivepresentation in a general document such as this, which, for consideiations of space, canprovide only the most important information.
T 14 FOREWORD
Remarks
l. Up to Decembet 1987 this report used the SITC Rev. 2, which was worked out using
th; 6-digit Nimexe, while from January 1988 it uses the SITC Rev. 3, which has been
drawn up using the 8-digit subheadings of the combined Nomenclature.
In particular, it should be noted that considerable divergences have arisen at
subireading level between the Combined Nomenclature and the formerly used
Nimexe, läading to a break in the goods-related time series between 1987 and
1988.
2. From 1991 data for the former German Democratic Republic is included in the
figures for the Federal Republic of Germany and accordingly in the figures for the
Community as a whole.
The tables are indicated under "signs and abbreviations" following this foreword
by the symbol o.
3. As a result of gradual introduction of data for the ex-German Democratic Republic
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Conversion rates used in the main sectors under the common agricultural policy
BASIC DATA
Basic data - key figures for agriculture in the EC
ECONOMIC DATA
The agricultural economy
Shares of individual products in final agricultural production
Individual Member States' shares in final agricultural production
Farm inputs: breakdown by Member State
Situation of the:
(a) final agricultural production
(b) consumption of inputs
(c) gross value-added of agriculture
(d) net value-added at factor cost
Final agricultural production, crop production and livestock production
Final agricultural production, consumption of inputs and grois value-added (at market prices):
changes by volume
3.1.7 Evolution of the implicit price index of the final production:
value/volume (nominal)
value/volume, deflated by GDp deflator (real)
3.1.8 Evolution of the implicit price index of intermediate consumption:
value/volume (nominal)
value/volume, deflated by GDP deflator (real)
1.1.?- The'cost-price squeeze': the ratio ofproducer prices to input prices
1.1.19 Gross fxed capital formation aad gross value-aäded in agriculiure at factor cost3.1'11 Changes (7o TAV) in final production, gross value-added,imployment, utilized agricultural area
1d growth of agricultural productivity .1990' as compared witir 1SAS3.1.12 tr Net value-added at factor cost for total rnanpower pei annual work unit (AWU) from 1973 to
l99l
3.1.13 Main agricultural economic dat4 by region (l9gg)
3.2 FADN
The farm accountancy data network - Explanatory note
Description of the types of farming in Table 3.2.3
Results by type of farming, 1989/90 and l990l9l
Results by income class, l9S9/90 and l990l9l
3.3 Prices and production costs
Agricultural prices and amounts of community aid (beginning of marketing year) 56
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Annual rate of change of :
(a) consumer prices for foodstufß and beverages
(b) produ@r prices for agricultural products
Input prices (excl. VAT)
Agricultural wages, input prices and producer prices (excl. VAT)
EC price indices for feedingstuffs, fertilizers and soil improvement, fuels
investments in machinery (excl. VAT)
Market value of agricultural land (parcels)
Rents for agricultural land
Value-added tax (VAT) rates; producer prices at 1 January 1992
Value-added tax (VAT) rates; input prices at I January 1992
Producer prices in the Member States in 1991
for all agriculturalInstitutional prices in national currency, expressed as indices in real
products
Financial aspects
Budgetary expenditure on the common agricultural policy
EAGGF guarantee and guidance expenditure, by Member State
EAGGF guarantee expenditure, by product
Breakdown of appropriations by sector according to the economic nature of the measures -
financial year 1991 - financial year 1992
Quantity and value of products in public storage
Implementation of budget by Member State (1991)



































3.5.1.1 Employment in agriculture: statistical sources and applications
3.5.1.2 'Persons employed'in'agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing' 1970-91
3.5.1.3 Employment in agriculture and in the other s€ctors
3.5.1.4 Employment in agriculture and in the other sectors: structures compared (1990)
3.5.1.5 Employment in agriculture: persons working on agricultural holdings
3.5.1.6 Employment in agriculture: working hours and combined other employment of farmers
3.5.2 Lotd use
3.5.2.1 Land use in l99l
3.5.2.2 Main crops in 1989
3.5.2.3 Utilized agricultural area, woods and forests
3.5.2.4 Area used for the principal agricultural products
3.5.3 Livestock numbers
3.5.3.3 Cattle numbers and number of holders (1991)
3.5.3.4 Changing structure of cattle farms, by Member State
3.5.3.5 Changing structure of cattle farms, by herd size class
3.5.3.6 Dairy cow numbers and number of holders (1991)
3.5.3.7 Changing structure of dairy farms, by Member State
3.5.3.8 Changing structure of dairy farms, by herd size class
3.5.3.9 Pig numbers and number of holders (1991)
3.5.3.10 Changing structure of pig farms, by Member State




















3 .5 .5 .1
Production structures
Production structures (1989)
3.5.6 Cooperatives - Contracts and structure policy results
3.5.6.1 Agricultural products sold through cooperatives (1990)
3-5.6.2 Products sold under contracts concluded in advance (1990)
3.5.6.5 tr Investments provided for in the Community rnppoti frameworks adopted(EEC) Nos 866190 and 867 190 - r99t-93
3.5.6.6 Results of Directive 72l268lEEC on mountain and hill
less-favoured areas
farming and farming in certain
3.5.6.7 ! Breakdown by type o_f region of aid granted by the EAGGF Guidance Section to operational
programmes approved under Regulations (EEC) Nos g66/90 and, g67190
3.5.6.8 a Breakdown by region {NUTS II) of aid granted by the EAGGF CniA*o Section to operational
, 
programmes approved in l99l under Regulations (EEC) Nos 366190 and 567190
3.5.6.9 tr Breakdown by product group of aid granted by the EAGGF Guidance Section to operational
prograürmes under Regulations (EEC) Nos 866/90 and g67190 in l99l
3.5.6.11 Investrnent aid for agricultural holdings (1990) (Application of Council Regulation @EC)No 79185)
1-1ß-.1? S.pecial aid for young farmers (1990) (Application of Council Regulation (EEC) No 29f85)3.5.6.13 Aid in environmentally sensitive areai ltleO; (Application oi Council nigutation p-nC;
No 797l8s)
1-t6.I1 forestry measures on farms (1990) (Application of Council Regulation (EEC) No 797185)3.5.6.15 Vocational training to meet the requirements of modern farmin! 1tefO1 lepptication of CouncilRegulation (EEC) No 797185)
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Trade
World exports and EC external trade in all products, agricultural products and other products
EC trade by product
Exports of agricultural and food products by the EC and some other countries
Imports of agricultural and food products by the EC and some other countries
L989' world production and trade in the principal agricultural products
The EC share of the world market
3-6-6 EUR 12 trade in agricultural and food products, according to principal customer countries
3.6.7 EUR 12 trade in agdcultural and food products, accordin! to iniociput supplier countries3.6.8 Community imports, by product
3.6.9 Community exports, by product
1.q.19 EC imports of agricultural products from various groups of countries
1.911 EC exports of agricultural products to various groups of countries3.6.12 EC trade with AcP countries and Member states' overseas territories
3.6.13 EC trade witl Mediterranean countries
3.6.14 EC trade in agricultural and food products
3,6.15 Intra-Community trade, by product, incoming merchandise
3-.6 16 Intra-Community trade, by product, outgoing merchandise
3.6.17 E EC imports of agricultual and food products from EFTA countries





































Share of consumer expenditure on food, beverages and tobacco in the final consumption of
households
Human consumption of certain agricultural products










4.1.1.1 Area, yield and production of common and durum wheat
4.1.1.2 Area, yield and production of rye and barley
4.1.1.3 Area, yield and production of oats and mixed cereals and maize
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4.1.2.1 World production of cereals and production in principal exporting countries
4.1.3.1 The Community's share in world cereals trade
4.1.4.1 Supply balances - durum wheat
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4.1.4.2 Supply balances - barley
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4.1.4.3 Supply balances - maize
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4.1.5.1 Producer prices of certain cereals
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4.1.5.5 Cif Rotterdam prices for cereals
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Area, yield and production of rice (paddy)
Supply balance - rice
Cif Rotterdam prices for husked rice



































4.3.1.1 Area under sugarbeet, yield and production of sugar
4.3.2.1 World producion of sugar and production of thamain producing and/or exporting countries
4.3.3.1 World supply balance and international trade in sugar
4.3.4.1 Sugar supply balance
4.3.5.1 Average world sugar prices
4.3.5.2 Consumer prices for sugar
4.3.6.1 Sugar and isoglucose production, by quota
4.4 Oilseeds, oils end fats









4.4.4.1 Supplies of rape and colza (seed, oil, cake)
4.4.4.2 Supplies of sunflower (seed, oil, cake)
4.4.4.3 Supplies of soya (seed, oil, cake)
4.4.4.4 Supplies of olive oil
4.4.5.1 Prices fixed and market prices on the Bari market for:
- virgn olive oil
- lampanrc grade olive oil 3'
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- edible seed oils
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processed products consumed (pure fat)
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4.9 Seeds
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4.10 Hops
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4.10.4.1 Market balance - hops





























































Fibre flax, cotton and silkwonns
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4.17.0.1 Sheep and goat numbers (preceding December)
4.17.1.1 Sheep and goats slaughtered
4.17 .1.2 Gross internal sheepmeat and goatmeat production
4.17.3.1 Sheepmeat and goatmeat - EC trade, by species
4.17.3.2 Sheepmeat and goatmeat - trade with non-member countries
4.17.3.3 Imports of sheepmeat
4.17.4.1 Supply bala sheepmeat and goatmeat


















4.18.0.1 Number of utility chicks of table strains hatched
4.18.1.1 Gross internal production of poultrymeat
4.18.3.1 Trade in poultrymeat with non-member countries
4.18.4.1 Supply balance - poultrymeat
4.18.5.1 Market prices for chickens
4.19 Eggs
4.19.0.1 Laying hens, numbers
4.19.0.2 Number of utility chicks hatched from laying hens
4.19.I.1 Usable production of eggs (total eggs)
4.19.3.1 Trade in eggs with non-member countries
4.19.4.1 Supply balance - eggs (total eggs)
4.L9.5.1 Market prices for eggs
4.20 Milk anrl nflk products
4.20.0.1 Dairy herds and yields
4.20.1.1 Production of milk from dairy herds and delivery of milk to dairies
4.20.1.2 Deliveries of cows' milk to dairies, as a proportion of cows' milk production
4.20.1.3 Production of fresh milk and fresh milk products by the dairy industry
4.20.1.4 Production in dairies of butter and cheese
4.20.L.5 Production in dairies of milk powder
4.20.1.6 Production in dairies of concentrated milk and casein
4.20.2.1 World exports and production - butter
- cheese
- casein
4.20.2.2 World exports and production - whole-milk powder and skimmed-milk powder
- concentrated milk
4.20.3.1 World trade in certain milk products - EC share
4.20.4.2 Detailed supply balance - skimmed-milk powder
4.20.4.3 Detailed supply balance - butter
4.20.6.1 Intervention measures for butter and skirnmed-milk powder (1991)
4.20.6.2 Application of the quota system
4.20.6.3 Community butter and skirnmed-milk powder stocks on I April
4.20.6.4 Quantities of skirnmed milk and skimmed-milk powder intended for animal feed and of skimmed
milk processed into casein and caseinates, for which aids have been granted
4.21 Honey
4.21.4.1 Supply balance - honey
4.22 Wood
4.22.1.1 Community forestry statistics
4.22.3.1 EC external trade in forest products
































ü : New table
Remark: The following table of The Agriarltural Situotion in the Community - 1991 Report has not been
repeated: 4.12.1.1
Tables replaced : 3.1.12, 3.5.6.8, 3.5.6.9
Tll2 KEy ro syMBoLS AND ABBREVTATTONS
Key to symbols and abbreviations
Statistical symbols
Nil











) 1980( A Q979, 1980, l98l)
> 1985 ( O Q984, 1985, 1986)
1980/81 Marketing year, starting in 1980 and ending in l98l
% Percentage
oÄ TAV Annual rate of change (%)
@ Former German Democratic Republic included
Units
- Currency
ECU European currency unit
EUA European unit of account
























KEY TO SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS TII3
ha Hectare
UAA Utilized agricultural area
LU Livestock unit
ESU European size unit
FU Fodder unit
AWU Annual work unit
TF Type of farming
PPS Purchasing power standard
NUTS Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics
Geographical abbreviations
EC European Communities
EUR 9 Total of the Member States of the EC (1980)
EUR l0 Total of the Mernber States of the EC (1981)
EUR 12 All EC Meinber States (1986)
BLEU/UEBL Belgo-LuxembourgEconomicUnion
DOM French overseas departments
ACP African, Caribbean and Pacific countries party to the Lom6 Convention
PTOM Countries and overseas territories of Member States of the EC
Sources
Eurostat Statistical Offrce of the European Communities
SITC Standard international trade classification @urostat)
Nimexe Nomenclature of produoe for the Community's exttmal trade statistics and trade between its
Member States @urostat)
ESA European system of integrated economic accounts (Eurostat)
FADN Farm accountancy data network (Comrnission of the European Communities, Directorate-General
for Agriculture)
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Developm.ent
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
LJNRWA United Nations Relief and Works Agency
IMF Intemational Monetary Fund
GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Fefac European Federation of Manufacturers of Compound Feedingstuffs
Fediol Federation of Seed Crushers and Oil Processors in the EEC
AIMA Intervention Agency for the Agricultural Markets (Italy)
USDA Unit€d States Departrnent of Agriculture
TII4 CURRENCY UNITS USED
Currency units used this reportin
l. European Monetary Systen (EMS) - ecu
The EMS came into force on 13 March 1979 (Regulations (EEC) No 3180/78 and No 3l8l/78 of 18 December
1978). With this system, the ecu was introduced as the sole unit of account for the Community. The definition of the
ecu is identical to that of the EUA (European unit of account, defined by Regulation (EEC) No 250175 of 2l Apnl
1975) except for a review clause allowing ofchanges in its composition. The-ecu is a currency unit ofthe'basket'
type made up of specified amounts of the currencies of the Mernber States determined mainly on the basis of the
size of the economy of each State. Neither the drachma nor the escudo are included in the calculation of the value of
the ecu. The c€ntral rates used in tle system are rates fixed by the central banks around which the market rates of
the EMS currencies may fluctuate within margins not exceeding 2,25% (6% for the peseta and pound sterling) at
any given time.
2. fie ecu in lhe common agricultual policy
- Before 9 April 1979, the unit ofaccount used in the agricultural sector was the unit ofaccount (u.a.) as defined
by Regulation (EEC) No 129162 and, the representative rates (green rates) were fixed by the Council.
- On 9 April, the ecu was also introduced into the CAP (Regulation (EEC) No 652/79) and its use was
subsequently renewed by Regulations (EEC) No 1264179, No tOtt/SO, No 1523/80 and No 876/81. The
agricultural prices and the common amounts are expressed in ecus. The conversion rates (representative rates) of
the common amounts are expressed in ecus. The conversion rates (representative rates) oi the common prices
into national currencies are, as before, fixed by the Council.
- At the time of changeover from the u.a. to the ecu, on 9 April 1979, the common agricultural prices and
amounts expressed in u.a. and converted into ecus were adjusted by a coeflicient of 1,208953. Conversely, the
green rates were adjusted by a reciprocal coelficient of 111,208953, leaving actual price levels unchanged. For
example, 100 u.a. x 3,rf0 = DM 340 becomes ECU l2L x 2,81 = DM 34O.
- For the recording of world market prices, offer prices are converted at the market rates.
According to context, different crurency units have been used in this publication. The statistical series in terms of value
are also calculated:
- at constant exchange rates, i.e. at the exchange rates obtaining during a specific period (e.g. 1980). Thes€ rates are
used to eliminate the influences of exchange-rate changes on a time seriei;
- at current exchange rates (notably for external trade).
T9 a-ssls! lhe user of this publication wishing to convert units of account into national currencies and conversely, Tables1.0.1, 1.0.2 and 1.0.3 give the rates to be used. Fuller information is given in specialized publications ofthe Commission
of the European Communities.
OBSERVATIONS ON STATISTICAL METHOD TII5
Observations on statistical method
A - Statistics on external trade - explanatory note
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1736175, of 24 June 1975, on the external trade statistics of the Community and statistics
of trade between Member States, includes provisions to ensure that data are not recorded twic€:
(i) when goods from a non-member country are first brought into a Member State, that Mernber State must record the
import according to the origin of the goods;
(ü) if the goods are then subject to a legal operation (for example clearance for consumption) and subseque-ntly' ' 
importä i1to another Member State, the latter must record tle goods according to the Member State from which
they were received.
However, to satisfy national requirements, the Member States may, if they wish, operate in parallel with the a!o1e
system the arangements they applied previously; this means that a Member State's national data may be substantially
different from the data supplied by Community sources.
For the calculation of the intra-Community trade of the Community as a whole in the supply balances, there were two
possibilities: the sum of the Member States' intra-Community exports (calculation on the basis of goods leaving) or the
ium of the Member States' intra-Community imports (calculation on the basis of entries). Eurostat has chosen the
second alternative. Also, exports to non-member countries in the supply balaoces of the Community as a whole are
calculated by deducting intra-Community trade from Member States' total exports.
As a result, there may be discrepancies between the external trade data given in the supply balances and those given in
the specific external trade tables.
IJsers must also allow for a break in the series of Community external trade statistics rt 197'l' the date on which
Regulation (EEC) No 1736175 entercd into force.
A last point is that, while the data relating to the external trade ofthe Community ofTwelve from reference year 1985
use the same source for all the Member States (Community statistics), those which refer to a previous period may have
been obtained from the Community statistics for the Community of Ten and from other sources for the new Member
States.
B - Annual rate of change (% TAV)
1 . The annual rate of change (symbol : % T AV is used tfuoughout tlis report for the calculation over periods of time
of changes in a given aggregate. It measures the compound annual average increase or reduction, as a perc€ntage, of
the variable concerned from a base year (I in the following equations).
2. The annral rate of change is calculated as follows:
Where the annual rate ofchange is calculated over only two successive years, N = I and the formula becomes:
I statistic for year T + I I
1 0 0 x  I  l - 1 0 0 = % T A Y
I statistic for year T J









|  *  N  |  -  100 _  o / "TAV
I J
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CLASSIFICATION OF EUROSTAT PUBLICATIONS TIIT
Most of the statistics in the tables have been provided by the Statistical Offrce of the European Comnunities
(Eurostat). For longer and more detailed series, the user should refer to the following Eurostat publications:
Classification of Eurostat publications
Theme
1. General statistics (midnight blue)
2. Economy and finance (violet)
3. Population and social conditions (yellow)
4. Energy and industry @lue)
5. Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green)
6. Foreign trade (red)





C Accounts, surveys and statistics




1.0.1 Indicative currency parities (t)
l 99 l
Central rates
ECU I  :  . . .NC
1990




USD I :  . . .  NC (3)
Average market rate
















































































(t) Simple arithmetic means (rounded). NC : national currency.
(2) Offer prices on the world market are calculated by means of market rates approximately corresponding to these figures.
(3) Figures calculated from ecu values.
1.0.2 Conversion rates (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Annual average of daily rates.



















BFRI000 :  ECU
D K R l 0 0 0 : E C U
DM 1000 :  ECU
D R l 0 0 0  : E C U
P T A l 0 0 0  : E C U
F F 1 0 0 0  : E C U
I R L l 0 0 0  : E C U
LIT1000 :  ECU
L F R I 0 0 0  : E C U
HFL1000 :  ECU
ESCl000 :  ECU





























































l , l  0 ,5
0,4 - 0,7
1 ,6  0 ,1
-  l2, l  -  10,6
0,0 0,7
- 0,3 - 0,8
- 1,4 0,0
-  1,0 -  0,8
1 ,1  0 ,5
1,7 0,0
- 6,4 1,4
-  3 ,8  1 ,8
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T 120 BASrC DArA
2.0.1 Basic data - key figures for agriculture in the EC
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.





Features Year EUR 12 Belgique/Bclgiö Danmark
I 2 3 4 5
Total area (km2)
Population (l 000 inhabitants)
GDP/inhabitants (purchasing power standard - PPS)
Inflation (r)
Unemployment rate (oÄ of civilian working population)

























Utilized agricultural area (l 000 ha)
Employment in the agriculture, forestry, hunting and fishing sector
- number (l 000 persons)
- share in employed civilian working population (%)
Number of holdings (l 000 holdings)
UAA per holding (ha)
Final production of agriculture (Mio ECU)
Share of agriculture in the GDP (GVA/GDP) (%)
Share of agriculture in total gross fxed capital formation (%)
Share of imports of food and agricultural products in import of
all products (%)
Share of exports of food and agricultural products in exports of
all products (%)
External trade balance in food and agricultural products (Mio ECU)
Share of household consumption expenditure devoted to food,


















































BASrC DATA T l2l
BR Deutschland Ellada Espafla France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal United Kingdom




















































































































































































T 122 THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY
3.1.1 Shares of individual products in final agricultural production (1991)
Source: Eurostat - Agricultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) These are products listed in Annex II of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72.
(2) Dried pulses, citrus fruit.
EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR
Deutschland
I 2 3 4 5


















































































































































THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY TI23
( % )
Ellada Espaffa France lreland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal United Kingdom






















































































































































































































































Tl24 THE AGRTcULTURAL ECoNoMY
3.1.2 Individual Member States' shares in final agricultural production (1991)
Source: Eurostat - Agricultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) These are products listed in Annex II of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72.
(2) Dried pulses, citrus fruit.
Belgique/Belgiö Danmark BR Deutschland Ellada
I 2 3 4 5

























Other fruit and vegetables (2)













































































































3,9 3,4 1 1 . 5 4rl
3.1 3,2 13,3 4,4
THE AGRTCULTURAL ECONOMY Tl25
EUR 12 : 100
( % )
Espafia France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal United Kingdom































































































































































I  1 , 1
6,4
19,3










































t4,3 13,3 1,0 19,5 0,0 18,9 2,3 8 ,1
12,9 22,7 2r0 19,3 0 r l 7 1 9 l19 9,2
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T/30 THE AGRICULTURAL ECoNoMY
3.1.5 Final agricultural production, crop production and livestock production (3)
t99 l % TAV (')
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3.1.5 (cont . )
l 99 l % TAV (t)
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l99l % TAV (r)
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3.1.5 (cont . )
Sdrce : Eur$t3t - Agricultunl eoutr md EC Comi$io4 Di.6toßtc.G6cal fof Agriculturc.
(t) Thc chrnga arc calculatcd d the basis of si6 .t @nstut l9E5 pri6 for th. 1980 to l99l period. For the Mdbq Stat6, t[c ch&96 e c8lqulstld @ the basis
of frgws itr mtioral @cy and for EURI2 on the bsis of frglG @rertcd itrto @r.
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3.1.6 Final rgricttltürd production, comunption of inputs rnd gross value-added (at market prices): clanges by
vol|me
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Not including Spain.
(1985 :  100)
r987 1988 1989 1990 t99l

































































































































































































































TI34 THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY
3.1.7 Evolution of tüe irnplicit prioe index of the final production:
- vdue/volume (nominal)
- value/volume, delleted by GDP deflator (real) (reEs= rN)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Not including Spain.
r981 1988 1989 1990 l99l
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3.1.8 Evolution of tüe implicit price index of intermediate coreumption:
- valne/volume (nominal)
- value/volume, dellated by GDP dellator (real)
(t98s = ra0)
1987 1988 1989 1990 l99l





















































































































































source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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(1985 :  Im)
1987 1988 r989 1990 l99l










































































3.1.9 The'cost-price squeere'(t): the ratio of producer prices to input prices
Sorce. E|rGbt üd EC C@misiotr, DietonE4ffi.l for Ag.iculturc.
C) Thc '@t-pri@ rq@' is elculatcd by dividiag ohmgc ia the defleted ind* prie of the valü of fiml agricultural productiol by changs itr the d.flot€d itrdq
pri6 of thc vslu of inputs.
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3.1.10 Gross fixed capital formation and gross value-added in agriculture at factor cost (l)
Source: Eurostat - Agricultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) At current prices: the series is based on figures exclusive of vAT.
(1985 :  100)
r987 1988 r989 1990 t99l
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3.2.1 The farm accountancy data network - Explanatory note
The farm accountancy data network (FAD}.I) collects äccountancy data from a sample of agricultural holdings in the
Comrnunity. The FADN field of survey relates to 'comm€rcial' farms, i.e. farms which market the bulk of their production and
ylfgl 6166sd 4 mininrrm level of economic activity defined in terms of economic size (see the definition of the European size unit
below).
In the most recent accounting years there were almost 58 Offi holdings (Community of Twelve) repres€ttative of conmercial
farms in the FADN sample.
The t€rms used in the tables relate to the following definitions.
BASIC FADN TERMS
Accounting year
The accounting year is a l2-month period starting betwe€n I January and I July, the exact date varying from one Mexnb€r State
to another.
Economic size and European size nit (ESU)
The Europcan size unit (ESID is a udt ofmeasurement ofthe econonic size ofthe agricultural holding. A farm has an economic
size of I ESU if its total standard gross margin is ECU I 200 of 1984 SGM, The standard gross nargin for each enterprise
corresponds to the averagp value, over a thrce-year period and in a given region, of production minus certain variable costs
@ecision 85l377lEEC).
Type of farming (TF)
The type of farming (fF) of a holding is determined by the relative share in thc holding's total standard gross margin of each of
the enterpriscs of the holding. A description is given in Table 3.2.2. The results given in the following tables relats to nine groups
aggregated from the 17 principal types of farming in the Community farm typology @ecision 85l377lEEC).
Weighting and number of holdings represented
The holdings in the FADN sample are selccted in such a way as to be representative, for each division, of the holdings belonging
to each cell formed by the combination of TF and economic size class. The populations to be reprcsented are derived fron the
Community fafm structure surveys.
The results presented are weighted av€rages. Each holding in the FADN sample is attributed a weight proportional to the
numbcr of holdings belonging to th€ same type of farming and the same economic size class in the division.
The number of holdings rcpresented is the sum of the weights of the holdings in the sample. Some cells (division - TF -
economic size class) may have no holdings in thc sanple, either b€cause very high selection rates would be ne@ssary or becausc
there are t€chnical difficulties in selecting holdings.
STRUCTURAL DATA
UAA: utilized agricultural area (in hcctares).
T146 FADN
3.2.1 ( continued)
Arnual work mit (AWU and FWLJ)
This represents the agricultural work done by one full-timc worker in one year. Part-time and seasonal work are fractions of an
AWU.
An FWU is an AWU of uapaid (family) labou.
AVERAGE RESULTS PER HOLDING
Total output
This is the value of total production during the accounting year. Included are off-farm sales, home-grown feed and seed,
farnhouse consumption and benefits in kind, as well as changes in the value of livestock and stocks of crop products.
Int e nne diate conswnp t ion
This corresponds to all th€ fixed and variable costs that are necessary for agricultural activity and includes home-grown feed and
s€ed but excludes financial charges, labour costs, rent and depreciation.
Depreciation
This is the annual provision dcsigaed to replace thc fixed components of workiag capital at the end of their life @uildings,
nachinery, equipment, etc.). It is calculated on the basis of replacement value.
Farm net value-added (FNVA)
Total output less intermediate consumption and depreciation, adjusted to take account of tares, grants and subsidies linked to
production.
This is an indicator of the.economic lrrformance of the holding. It renumerates family and hired labour, own and borrowed
capital and the management of the holding.
Funif farm income (FFI)
This corresponds to farm n€t value-added, less other real costs in the accounting year: interest and financial charges, wages and
social security cosb paid and rent.
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Smc: Eß C@i$ion, DidonE4@rd for ASricülturc, FADN-Wcightitrg by f.m Etnrc{urc suret 198t, cluifstio I Dcidotr t5/377EEC, tbrd.rd
gru mügiü D 1984 (.
(r) R*ults fot group. of l6i than l0 holditrgs aE not @n8idd€d rcpMbtiw .nd e thcrcforc not ircludcd in the bble, slthouSh th€y e iftluded itr tot4lß.
FADN Tl53







Family farm income per
unit unpaid labour
seleo 90lel 8e/e0 90lel 89/eo e0lel 8e190 e0/91 89/90 e0lel 89lX) e0lel
l0 l l t2 l 3 t4 l 5 l 6 t 7 l 8 l 9 20 2 l
183,7 176,7 t25,4 t22,4 l 0 , l l l I 48,1 43,1 29,7 26,8 29,1 24,4
212,7 2M,0
264,5 213,4
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3.3.2 Producer prices for agricultural products in the Community (excluding VAT) EUR 12
Nominal index
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-  8,0 -  1,2
- 9,3 0,2
- 12,7 - 9,7
- 7,9 - 2,9
- 7,7 - 6,2
- ll,4 0,7
0,2 4,0
- 13,7 - 5,1
-  8,6 -  9,7
- 4,7 1,0
- 4,5 7,4
- 4,6 - 5,6
- 9,6 - 2,6
5,4 - 1,4
7 ,9  11 ,0
9,7 12,7
-  10,3 -  1,7
- 4,5 - 6,1
-  0,7 1,2
- 8,5 - 6,5
6r0
0,5
I  1 , 1
13,6






99 ,6 10 I ,g 102,4
113,0 l l7,I l2l,I
118,6 115,3 113,7
100,4 101,7 102,6
I19,5 l l4,g 100,9
- 4,6 - 2,0
- 7,3 * 6,3
- 8,4 - 3,2
- 4,8 1,4
- 2,1 - 4,3
2,3 0,5
3,6 3,4














- I0,2 - 7,2
- 12,0 - 10,6
- l4,l - g,g
- 9,5 - 3,2
-  10,8 -  I2, l
- 4,7 - 5,5
- 4,6 - 4,8
-  8,3 -  6,1
- 5,0 - 5,4
18,813,6
Source: Eurostat.
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3.3.6 Agricultural wages, input prices (t) and producer prices (excl. VAT)
Sorcsj Euotht ('Purche pri€ of inpuB'aad'MlM pri6 for agricultural prod@ts'ft hamodzed iDdice!, whe@'Fm mg6'@rin hetercgm@u
mtiotral indi@s).
C) The EC itdq of fam itrput pri6 is a LesFyrcs iDdq, vhwü the deflatcd pri@ sries (& Table 3. L8) k I Peiche inder. Thc disepucio betw thc ligrc
itr the two tabl6 rc mainly a m.tbr of thc diffqing itrdd fotuüIre.
C) Itdi6 of thc pii6 of goodr üd wi@s of clrmt aSticültural coBMptioa.
(3) Atrtrual hdi6 include fruit ed vcgctables.
(1985: 100\
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- 1,7 - 4,3 0,4
- 0,6 - 1,8 - 0,9
-  1 ,1  -  1 ,7  2 ,3
14,7 19,5 24,3
1,8 0,9 2,1
0,1 - 0,6 1,0
- 0,0 0,2 0,2
1,7 0,8 1,5
- 0,3 1,3 1,9














































































- 0,9 - 5,4 - 1,7
- 1,4 - 7,2 - 2,4
- 1,0 - 5,0 - 0,9
15,7 20,5 l9,l
2,7 0,6 - 0,2
0,9 - 0,2 0,2
0 ,5  -11 ,4  -3 ,1
3,8 4,7 5,6
0 ,7  -2 ,0  -7 ,1
- 0,3 - 5,6 2,9
6,6 4,1 - 5,6
1,9 1,3 -  1,2
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PRTCES AND PRODUCTION COSTS T 179
3.3.9 Rents for agricultural land
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Converted at current exchange rates.
(2) In national currencies, deflated (GDP deflator).
(3) Biannual surveys in 1975, 1977,1979,1981, 1983, 1985, 1987, 1989 and 1991. Eurostat estimate for the intermediate years.
(4) l99l /1980.
(5) 1990.
(6) Most of this land is irrigated.
(?) 196/' survey, updating using a national accounts indicator (Insee).



















- Arable land (6)
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- 0,5
- 0,7
-  1 ,0
- 7,7
- 2,9
-  1 ,2
- 2,0
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T/80 PRTCES AND PRODUCTTON COSTS
3.3.1 I Value-added tax (VAT) ratm: producer prices (t)
at I January 1992
.torce. E|rubt
(l) Th. fUuG e for agtioiltw iD the rtrict ms, qcludilg foßtry. The most importatrt produts e givd only o snmdq.(2) Thc fl8t-ntc $hdcs .pPlieble to sgricultw rc rll dGigtr€d to offs€t on a gmeral ralo-rclated U*iJthc Vli p"ia ol purchm of .gioultunl inputr.(3) VAT otr flo*w sld by adi@ is invoi€d .t l9ol.. Grow oovdrd by th€ flet-ratc sc.hde @iv€ dly the üomal flat-nte of 6%, th;maiding l-3% being





















Wine must, beverages, services
All products
Products used for animal feed, excluding wine:
- Not processed on the holding
- Processed on the holding
Wine
All products not used for human or animal consumption:
- Not processed on the holding
- Processed on the holding
All plant products except wine
Wine
All livestock products except animals for meat
Animals for meat
Products sold through a producers' group:
- fruit, vegetables and wine
- pigs, eggs and poultry
Live cattle, sheep, pigs
Other livestock including poultry and fish, carcasses, raw wool, horsehair, bristles, feathers, hides and skins,
non-edible horticultural produce
Other agricultural products excluding live animals
Cereals, paddy rice, fresh and dried vegetables, potatoes, fresh and dried fruit, oilseeds for edible oil, olive








Most products and services
Most products
Flowers
Dried fruit, honey, table wines
All other agricultural products
Products generally used for human and animal consumption (including seeds, seedlings and animals)






















































5 , 1 5
0,0
17,5
PRTCES AND PRODUCTTON COSTS T/81
3.3.12 Value-added tax (VAT) rates: input prices













(2) Reimbursement at a subsequent stage.
(3) 50% deductible from 1.1.1986.
Purchase and tenancy of land
Animal feedingstuffs, seeds, fertilizers, agricultural services, coal (solid fuel)
Construction and maintenance of farm buildings
Farm equipment, pesticides
Road diesel fuel, petrol, liquefied petroleum gas for non-agricultural purposes
Diesel fuel for agricultural purposes, light fuel oil, natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas, electricity
Purchase of land and buildings
All products
Purchase and tenancy of farmland
Inputs of agricultural origin (animal feedingstuffs, seeds and propagating material, breeding stock)
Inputs of industrial origin (fertilizers, pesticides, fuel and power, buildings and machinery, building materials and
accessories), non-agricultural services
Purchase and tenancy of land
Seed animal feedingstuffs, breeding stock, fertilizers, pesticides.
Most farm equipment, maintenance and repair of machinery, installations and buildings, electricity, lubricants
Liquefied gases, asbestos cement piping, wire fencing
Motor fuels
Purchase and tenancy of agricultural land
Inputs of agricultural origin: medicines
Inputs of industrial origin
Most services
Non-processed agricultural products (including breeding stock), work under contract
Fertilizers, animal feedingstuffs, pesticides
Motor fuel, certain building work and services provided by persons eligible for the special deduction, purchase and
maintenance of farm equipment, construction and maintenance of farm buildings
Animal feedingstuffs, fertilizers (put up in quantities of l0 kg or more), cereals, beet, hay, cake, etc., seeds and propagating




Fertilizers (quantities less than l0 kg), pesticides, disinfectants and detergents, veterinary products for injection and veterinary
equipment, farm equipment including tractors, building materials, second-hand goods, petrol and lubricants, motor vehicle
and motorcycles, other services (transport, storage, hiring of equipment)
Solid fuels, diesel fuel for heating, diesel fuel for tractors, gas for heating and lighting
Agricultural loans, rural leases, veterinary services
Animal feedingstuffs of vegetable origin, fertilizers
Agricultural work under contract
Animal feedingstuffs of animal origin, seeds, breeding stock, pesticides
Fuels and lubricants, pharmaceuticals
Equipment and machinery, gas and electricity, building materials, most services
Animal feedingstuffs, fertilizers, seeds, breeding stock, electricity, water, some services (cultivation and harvesting, veterinary
services)
Agricultural equipment, pesticides, construction and maintenance of farm buildings, some services (transport), power and
other fuels
Veterinary services telecommunications, indemnity insurance, purchase, renting and tenancy of immovable property (except
sale by builder)
Seeds, fertilizers, fuel for hothouses, animal feedingstuffs, breeding stock, some services, pesticides, pharmaceuticals, work
under contract, equipment
Motor fuels and other fuels, structural work, maintenanoe and repair of farm buildings, machinery, tractors and equipment,
small items of equipment and accessories, transport services, petrol, electricity
Fertilizers and crop protection products, animal feedingstuffs and seeds, live animals, machinery, equipment and tractors,
veterinary services
Electricity, fuels and gas
Maintenance and repair of machinery
Interest relief grants on purchase and renting of land, insurance, financial costs
Most products generally used for human consumption and animal consumption, including seeds, propagating material and
animals reared for the purpose. Construction of farm buildings and most civil engineering work (excluding repair and
maintenance). Power fuels and other fuels (except road diesel fuel and petrol), electricity and water
Road diesel fuel, lubricants, petrol, fertilizers, chemicals, purchase and maintenance of agricultural machinery, other goods
and services not specified
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3.4.4 Breakdown of appropriations by
financial year l99l - financial
sector according to the economic nature of the measures -
year 1992
l99l - Mio ECU (') () e)
Breakdown by economic nature of the measures
Intcrveirtions





Protein products, of which:
- peas, broad beans and field beans
- dried fodder
Textile plants, of which:









Milk and milk products, (4) (5)












C - Monetary compensatory
amounts
- in intra-Community trade
- in extra-Community trade
D - Depreciation of intervention stocks
Differentiation of the agricultural market mechanisms
T o t a l A + B + C + D + E
F - Other (3)
T o t a l A + B + C + D + E + F
So@.. E'C Comission, DirElont+Gdqal for Agricüttw.
(r) Thcqpaditürc itdrs e trkd f@ M@ber Stot6' rcturu mode udcr the rd@ pa)m@b 3ysh ed @ ohsg.d to 8 givd fi.@ial y6 uds Afücle 100 of
thc Fiwisl R.guhtion.
( '1) Budg.t(oJL26,3.2.1992)eu@dcdbyi lppl@dbryüdalmdirgbudgetsNo2/92(oJL17429.6.192)mdNo3f2(oJL34g,30. l l . l9q).
(!) clcru of ooutr + intqet following rcfom of fioiacirg mgeüotr 1 te aiiaibirtlor ot iatmtlor produts i *i*iae lcurate s.itl-; + ucl"
_.. 
gmtld otr import! + dti-fnud ncrffi + qfEditw frcm opprcpriatioas mied oq fr@ l9q) (pri@ili o food aid) + errc md prcvisiori.(.) Includiq thc fi@ial @trtributiotr from e@l dd milk prodEE.(t) Ircluditrg food aid rcfudr.
(6) Not itrcluding dspEiatio! orercd by Ch.ph BGIO.
C) E4mdituft chsrg.d .gdidt the l9l budget.
e) IDcludirg .id for Polaad üd Romia.
f.l Iol i!-dudjrs thg splrropri.tioü.trtrnd for thc E@ebry ffi (ECU I bili@).




























































































1992 - Mio ECU (2) (e)
Breakdown of economic nature of the measures
Interventions
1 5 :
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3.5.1.1 Employment in agriculture
Statistical sources and applications
There are several sources of Community statistics enabling employment in agriculture to be measured from
various viewpoints, including employment statistics proper (sample survey of the labour force, annual
employment estimates) and agricultural statistics (structural surveys of agricultural holdings). Methods and
concepts vary from one sour@ to another, and the purpose of this introduction is to help tle user to choose,
among the statistics given in the subsequent tables, those which will provide him with the information he
seeks.
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE AND IN THE OTI{ER SECTORS
One approach to the problem of employment in agriculture consists in considering it as part of overall
employment and comparing it with employment in the other economic sectors. The relevant information comes
from employment statistics; in these figures, the persons employed are assiped to that economic sector in
which they mainly work, and the characteristics of employment are measured according to identical concepts
from one sector to another.
Changes over time in numbers ernployed in the various sectors, and, in particular, in agriculture, are measured
on the basis of annual employment es.:mates (Tables 3.5.1.2 and 3.5.1.3). For detailed information on the
'structure 
of employment in agriculture cornpared with that of other sectors (breakdown by sex, by occupational
status, by working time, or by age), reference must be made to the sample survey of manpower, which provides
a 'photograph' of anployment in any given year (Table 3.5.1.4).
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS
Only the statistics which have just been presented allow a proper comparison of employment in agriculture with
employment in the other sectors. However, they do not cover all persons employed in agriculture: an important
feature of farming is that so many farmers and farm workers work only part-time and often also have otherjobs. In the employment statistics, such persons are not classified as working in agriculture.
A full measure of employment in agriculture is provided by the surveys on tie structure of agricultural
holdings; it should be noted that the information from this source enables employm.ent in agriculture to be
analysed as such but that, as it is established according to specific definitions, it cannot be compared with
employment data for other sectors.
These surveys cover all p€rsons employed on holdings, whether farming is their main activity or not; tley also
record working hours and any other remunerated work outside farming. They thus enable ernployment on
agricultural holdings to be measured fully, and part-time and combined other employment to be analysed. By
conversion of the numbers of persons employed into full-time equivalent workers ('annual work units' -
AWU), the data on working hours give information on the actual volume of labour devoted to farming, the
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3.5.1.3 Employment in agriculture and in the other sectors
EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land Ellada Espafra Frane
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Source: Sample survey of manpower, 1990.
STRUCTURES Tl99
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7 l , l
28,9
9,0
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total number of persons working on
agricultural holdings (t)
Total number of AWU (equivalent full-time workers)
















































- other family members




- other family members (2)
- regularly employed non-family members


















































































































































x 1 0 0 0
AWU
x 1 0 0 0
AWU
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Source: Eurostat - Surveys of the structure of agricultural holdings * national data..
(t) Without irregularly employed non-family members.
(2) Including spouses.
(3) Not including Portugal.
(a) Not including Italy.
STRUCTURES T/IOI
Ellada Espafia France Ireland Italia Luxem-bourg Nederland Portugal
United
Kingdom
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment




























































Working hours : l00o/o (2)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful ernployment

























































Working hours from 50 to 100% (2)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment

























































Working hours of < 50o/o (2)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment

























































3.5.1.6 Enploynent in agriculture: working hours and conbined other employment of farmers (r)
S@crr Ewst t - Sweys of the stutuft of rgricultüral holdingE.
(r) FaIi@ who aE at the me time fm he.ds. The fams is the peß@ fot wh@ atrd otr whoe behalf the holding i$ f@ed ; the fom h€d is the Frson rqtrpnsible for
the @Mt, dry-today Magm@t of the holdiag. Ia EUR 10, 9?% of .gdcuttual holdhgr arc famed by fmes who @ at the s@e time fam heads.
e) Faffi wortitrg thcir f8ms for ftspetively.lOO%, 50 b 100%, md l6s than 507o of the unul wotLing hous of a firll-time workd.
(!) Not ieluding DdMk.
srRUcruRES T/103
Ellada Espafra France Ireland Italia Luxem-bourg Nederland Portugal
United
Kingdom












































































































































































































































































































































































































EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land Ellada































Utilized agricultural area (UAA):
- area













- share of total UAA
Permanent meadows and grasslands:
- area
- share of total UAA
Permanent crops:
- share of total UAA
Gardens:
- area














91,9 ( t )





61,3  ( t )
432s
36,9 (t)
184 ( ' )








(areas in I 000 ha)
Espafia France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal UnitedKingdom
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30581 ( t )
55,7 (r)
s697 (3)
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37,2 (t)





18,1  (3 )
2 (3)
0,0 (3)



































0,1 ( t )
T/106 STRUCTURES








































I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 0 1 l l 2 l 3
Cereals (total, excl. rice)

















of which: tomatoes (r)
onions (r)
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1866* (2) 1,5





l 3 t *  c ;  o , l
213* (3) 0,2
63* 1i; 0,0
l la*  1z ;  o , l
528* (4) 0,4 (o)
328* c; 0,2
l l l *  ( 3 )  o , l
799* 1s; 0,6
4035* (2) 3,2
60* (o) o,o (u)















































































































6 * O  0 , 1
8* (t) 0,2
53* (o) 0,9 (o)
40* c; 0,7
13* c; 0,2
3 l *  c )  0 ,5
165* (2) 2,9
l* o 0,0
66* 1s; l,l (5)
7463 28,8
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I lg6,1 z; 0,9
72* 127 0,2* (2)
16* 1z; 0,1* (r)
26* 121 0,1* (2)
16* 127 0,1* (t)
18  0 ,1
3* (r) 0,0* (r)
0* (2) 0,0* (2)
0* (t) 0,0* (r)
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3.5.2.3 Utilized agricultural area, woods and forests
Arable land Permanent meadow and pasture
I 000 ha % of the UAA
of the country I 000 ha
% of the UAA
of the country


















































































































-  1 , 1



















































































Permanent crops Total UAA Woods and forests
I 000 ha % of the UAA
of the country I 000 ha
% of the UAA
of EUR 12 I 000 ha
% of the UAA
of the country
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3.5.6.1 Agricultural products sold through cooperatives (1990)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( ' )  1987.
c) 1e85.
(3) Cows', ewes' and goats' milk.
(a) Finished animals; young cattle not included 680Ä; store animals not included 42%.
(5) Processed into sugar.
(6) Excl. potatoes (seed potatoes, 65o/o; early potatoes and ware potatoes, 25%\.
O 15 oÄ maize not included in the percentage.
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2 l , l
24,9
3.5.6.2 Products sold under contracts concluded in advance (1990)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(l) Including producers' group.
e) le8l .(3) 1987.
(a) Cows', ewes'and goats'milk.
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3.5.6.9 Brerkdown by product group of aid granted by the EAGGF Guidance Section to operational prognmmes
EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark BR Deutschland New Länder Ellada
l 2 J 4 5 6 7
Forestry products
Meat




































































Total 466336885 7t74383 5067395 238r6245 r63989690 37420852
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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3.5.6.6 Results of Directive 72l268lEEC on nountain and hill farming and farming in certain
less-favoured areas
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(l) Estimate on basis of previous years.
Compensatory allowances granted in respect of less-favoured areas
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- All products
of which: agricultural products
other products
External EC trade (2):
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- all products
of which: agricultural products
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- all products
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Sor@r. GATT sbtistior ud Eurosbt
lvr..Wh@ c@p&ing statistical si6 for rsdc dp6sd in vslrc t ms, it is importsnt to mmbq thrt, b@aw of dchangp mte mo@ts, the w of olc
dmqf unit r.thq thrn .nothd my alter th. appaEüt tEtrd, For @ple, beM 1985 md 19E6, the ratio of the USD b the ECU chegcd W 224'/6,.fr,
betvqr 1986 md 1987, by . furthq 14,8 %.
() SITC 0, r ,21,22,232 (231 fr@ 1988),24,261.o26s+26a,29,4.
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3.6.8 Community imports, by product
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(') In million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
(t) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
EUR 12














- Other (including sorghum)
Husked rice
Sugar (2)
























- @nes and powders










































- 24,8 - 19,2
- 52,7 - 3,0
3,9 - 36,8
86,4 - 74,4
- 56,8 - 33,8
2,9 - 80,1
- 2,0 - 16,7
3,6 -  31,0
7,6 - 15,8




30,1 -  12,8
- 13,9 190,5























































































































































3.6.9 Community exports, by product
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(a) In million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
(6) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
EUR 12
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3.6.15 Intra-Community trade, by product, incoming merchandise
source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(a) Million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
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3.6.16 Intra-Community trade, by product, outgoing merchandise
source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(a) Million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
(6) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
EUR 12
T/158 rRADE
3.6.17 EC imports of agricultural and food products from EFTA countries
Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) 0, l, 21,22, 231,24, 261 to 265 + 268, 29, 4, 592.1.
SITC codes Products
Iceland Norway
1990 l99l oo 1990 l99l oo
I 2 3 4 5 6
0-9 All products
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3.6.18 EC exports of agricultural and food producß to EFTA countries
Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) 0, l, 21,22, 231,24, 261 to 265 + 269,29, 4, 592.1.
SITC codes Products
Iceland Norway
1990 l99l oo 1990 l99l o
I 2 3 4 5 6
0-9 All products
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CONSUMPTION AND SELF.SUFFICIENCY T 1163
3.7 .l Share of consumer expenditure on food, beverages and tobacco in the final consumption
of households
Source: Eurostat - SEC.
(t) Within the economic territory, and based on current prices.
(2) Calculated from data in national currencies converted into ecus at current rates.
(3) 1989 or 1989/1985.
(4) 1988 and 1988/1984.
C) 1986 and 1986/1982.
oÄ of total expenditure on final consumption
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T 1164 CONSUMPTION AND SELF.SUFFICIENCY
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T l l72 CEREALS
4.1.2.1 World production of cereals and production in principal exporting countries



























- 3,4 - 5,2
1,8 - 10,0
- 15,2 37,3
- 2,6 - 2,8
2,0 - 7,6
3,4
Source: FAO - Production Directory * Monthly Bulletin: Economics and Statistics. Eurostat for Community figures.
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19,0  8 ,4  I1 ,5
8,1 7,1 6,9
449,4 495,3 457,7











Sources: FAO but Eurostat for Community figures.
(t) Excl. intra-EC trade.
(2) Excl. rice * malt in barley equivalent.
tt7 100,0 109 100,0 107 100,0
2 1,9 2 1,8 2 1,8
98 100,0 I 13 100,0 106 100,0
4 4,4 3 2,9 4 3,8
215 100,0 222 100,0 2t3 100,0
7 3,0 5 2,3 6 2,8
I 19 100,0 107 100,0 108 100,0
t7 14,3 20 lg,g 22 20,5
100 100,0 I 13 100,0 105 100,0
9 9,2 I I 9,6 13 l2,l
2t9 100,0 220 100,0 21,2 100,0
26 12,0 3l l4,l 35 16,4
% TAV
- 6,4 - 2,0
-  l l , 3  -  l , l
14,8 - 6,1
- 24,7 21,5
3,3 -  4,1
- 20,2 l3,l
-  l0, l  0,8
19,3 9,0
l3 , l  -  7 ,5
17,5 17,0
0,5 -  3,5
18,7 I1,8
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4.1.4.1 Supply balances - durum wheat
(1 July-30 June) - common wheat EUR 12


















- human consumption (grain)
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- 7 r l
20,7
414
I 1 , 3
-  1 ,3
I  l , l
36,0
-  1 ,7





Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Calculated on intra-import basis.
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4.1.4.2 Supply balances - barley
(l July-30 June) - rye EUR 12
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-  1 ,7
0r7
- 1,4
-  1 ,4
-  1 ,5
-  1 ,5
2,2
source: Eurostat and EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on intra-import basis.
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4.1.4.3 Suppty balances - naize
(l July-30 June) - oats and mixetl summer cereals EIJR 12
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on intra-import basis.
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-  5 ,1
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4.1.4.4 Supply balences - other cereals
(l July-30 June) - total cereals (excl. rice) EUR 12
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Including'triticale'.
(2) Calculated on intra-import basis.
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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4.I.5.4 Qsa5nmer price indices - bread and cereals
(in nominal and real terms)
1985 100 % TAV
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Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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4.1.6.2 Market prices for cereals as a percentage of the intervention price (t)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Average prices at certain representative marketing centres adjusted to the standard quality.
(z) Figures based on intervention price for common wheat of breadmaking quality reduced by 50Ä.
(3) Feed grains.
(4) Rye of breadmaking quality.
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4.1.6.3 Intervention stocks in the EC at the end of the marketing year
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( 1 0 0 0 t )
Products 1985/86 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 r99tl92
I 2 3 4 5 6
Common wheat
- common wheat of
breadmaking quality
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4.2.4.1 Supply balance - rice (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Broken rice included.
(2) Calculated on intra-import basis.
EUR 12
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4.3.3.1 World supply balance and international trade in sugar










I 2 3 4 5 6
(I) Supply balance








of which : as oÄ of consumption
(II) International trade
Imports/world
of which : EUR 12
%
Exports/world






3 ,1  -  1 ,5
5,1 - 7,0





























soltces r (I) FO Licht - EüolEd Suge Jomol (for the supply bdme). (u) Intc@tional Sugs Orgadzation (for int motiotrsl tndc).
T/190 sucAR
4.3.4.1 Sugar supply balance
(October/September)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Excl. C sugar.
(2) Excl. sugar traded for processing.
(3) Ratio of human consumption to resident population at I January.
EUR 12
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Total production















Human consumption (kg/head) (3)
Self-sufliciency (%) (t)
12784 13740 13205




10907 l l8 l7  11800
l l  l l  l 0
r70 l5r  130
t0726 n655 11660
33,2 35,7 35,4
117,2 116,3 l l l ,9
1,8 -  3,9
X X
1,5 -  0,9




- 2,9 - 13,9
2,1 0,0
1 ,8  x
- 0,2 - 3,8
4.3.5.1 Average world sugar prices (t)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Arithmetic mean of spot prices (June/July).
(2) White sugar, loaded fob designated European ports, in new bags.
(3) Raw sugar, 96', cif - United Kingdom, ex. hold.
(a) Raw sugar,96", loaded fob Caribbean - Contract No ll.
(5) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.






I 2 3 4 5 6
Paris Exchange (2)
London Exchange (3)





11,0  -  4 ,2
ll,2 - 5,0
sucAR Tll9l
4.3.5.2 Consumer prices for sugar (r)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Belgique/Belgiö: Sucre raffinölGeraffineerde suiker
Danmark: Melis (Stodt)
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OTLSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS T/lg5
4.4.4.1 Supplies of rape and colza (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June) EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAV












Oil and oil equivalent
EC total production:
- from Community seed






Cake and cake equivalent
EC total production
- from Community seed




































































































source : Eurostat, EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
T1196 oTLSEEDS, OILS AND FATS
4.4.4.2 Supplies of sunflower (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June)
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t o/o TAV













Oil and oil equivalent
EC total production:
- from Community seed






Cake and cake equivalent
EC total production
- from Community seed
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- 4,0
40,6












Source : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
OTLSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS TllgT
4.4.4.3 Supplies of soya (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June) EIJR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAV












Oil and oil equivalent
EC total production:
- from Community seed






Cake and cake equivalent
EC total production
- from Community seed


























































































-  1 ,8




source : Eurostat, EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.

OTLSEEDS, orLS AND FATS Tll99
4.4.4.4 Supplies of olive oil EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t o/o TAV








































































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Ratio of human consumption to resident population at I January.(2) Ratio of total production to domestic use.
T lzm oTLSEEDS, OILS AND FATS
4.4.5.1 hices fixed (r) and market prices on the Bari market for: - virgin olive oil
- lmpente grade olive oil 3'
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture, and Bari Chamber of Commerce.
(t) Calculated prices allow for monthly increments.
(2) For 5" of acidity.
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4.4.5.2 Wholesale prices3 - on the Bari market for refined olive oil
- on the Milan market for refined olive oil, edible seed olive-oils
iV8.' The ratio olive-oil/seed oils is based on wholesale prices and excludes the consumption aid effective from I April 1979.
Source: Bari and Milan Chambers of Commerce.
XI xII I il
I 2 3 4 5 6
Bari - refined olive oil
Milan - refined olive oil





























































OILSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS T l20l
(EculIM kg)
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- 4,2 - 4,4
9,5 - 9,5
T 1208 FRUrr AND vEGETABLES
4.5.3.1 Inta-EC trade and external hade in fitsh fruit and vegetables ELJR 12
( tdnr )
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Basd on goods entering.
(2) Citrus fruit not included.
FRUrr AND VEGETABLES T 1209
4.5.4.1 Supply balance - fresh fruit (t)
Market balance - fresh apples
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Including fruit preserves and juices.
(2) According to the market balance.
EUR 12
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T I2TO FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.4.2 Market balance - fresh pears
- fresh peaches EUR 12
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Fresh pears






























































































































FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T I2IT
4.5.4.3 Market balance - table grapes
Supply balance - fresh vegetables (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Including vegetable preserves and juices.
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAY
1985/86 1989/90*:ß 1990l9r* t t 1989/e01985/86
1990l9r
rgsglg0
I 2 3 4 5 6
Table grapes
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T I2I2 FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.4.4 Market balance - cauliflowers
fresh tomatoes
Source: Eurostat.
(r) According to the market balance.
EUR 12
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Cauliflowers


















































































































FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T I2I3
4.5.4.5 Supply balance - citrus fruit (t)
Market balance - oranges (t) EUR 12
























































































































FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T I2T5
4.5.4.6 Market balance - processed tomatoes
. processed peaches
Source: Eurostat.
(t) According to the market balance.
EUR 12
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4.6.3.1 Trade (t) in wine and share in world trade
Source: Eurostat and FAO.
(t) Intra and extra.
(r M0 ht)
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3. Table wines (Total) :
Usable production
Internal uses of which:
- human consumption
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4.6.4.1 Supply balance - wine
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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4.7.4.1 Supply balance - potatoes EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t o/o TAV
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Source.' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
TOBACCO T I23I
Yield Production
100 kg/ha % TAV t % TAV
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T 1232 TOBACCO
4.8.2.1 World production of raw tobacco and production in principal exporting countries
Source.' European Commission for Agriculture, Tobacco Quarterly.
% 1 0 0 0 t o/o TAY
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1,1 -  3,0
2,1 39,6
1 ,8  I1 ,9
4.8.3.1 EC share of world trade (t) in raw tobacco
Source.' Eurostat and World Tobacco Situation (USDA).































4.8.3-2 ltaly's and Greece's exports of raw tobacco (t)
From Italy From Greece
r989 1990 l99l oÄ l99l 1989 1990 l99l % r99r














































































































































































4.8.3.3 Imports and exports of raw tobacco EUR 12
(t000 t)
1989 1990 l 9 l  o
Intra Extra Total Intra Extra Total Intra Extra Total
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 0
A. Imports
Flue cured Virginia
Light air cured Burley
Light air cured Maryland
Fire cured Kentucky










































































































l l l , 6
r44,7 435,4 580,1 131 ,6 463,2 594,8 141,9 527,6 669,5
B. Exports
Flue cured Virginia
Light air cured Burley
Light air cured Maryland
Fire cured Kentucky











































































































122,9 186,1 309,9 123,1 224,0 347,1 141,3 2r0,4 351,7
Source: Eurostat.
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0 , 0 x x
59226 31995 6776 20,3 I  1 , 5 2,4
Source.' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
T 1236 SEEDS
4.9.1.1 Seed production and related aid (f991)
Product
100 kg
EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR
Deutschland Ellada Espafra





Lolium per. L. (high persistence)
Lolium per. L. (new. var. & others)











Lolium X hybridum Hausskn.




Pisum sativum L. partim










Medicago sativa L. (ecotypes)








Linum usitatiss. (fibre flax)


































































































































































































































































EUR 12France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal
United
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4.9.1.2 Area under seed (199U92)
Product Total Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR
Deutschland Ellada




Poa palustris & triviali
Lolium per. L. (high persistence)
Lolium per. L. (new. var. & others)











Lolium X hybridum Hausskn.





Pisum sativum L. partim










Medicago sativa L. (ecotypes)









Linum usitatiss. (fibre flax)














































































































































































































Source.' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
SEEDS T 1239
(ha)
Espafia France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal
United
Kingdom
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4.10.5.1 Market price for hops






I 2 3 4 5 6
EUR 12 (no contract) ECU


































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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FrBRE FLAX, COTTON AND STLKWORMS T1245
























- 7,1 - 12,2
- 13,6 - 30,6
- 37,6 - 57,1








- 25,8 -  l l ,g
- 17,9 - 9,1
- 9,4 - 10,6
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.





















Source : EC Commission, Directorate€eneral for Agriculture.





















































































































































-  3,3 -  3,5





- 12,9 - 50,0
1,9 -  16,5


















































T 1246 FrBRE FLAx, corroN AND SILKwoRMS
4.11.3.2 Intra-EC trade and extenal fade in cotton fibre (r) ELJR 12
(I Un.)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Cotton, other than rendered absorbent or bleached.
(2) Based on entries.
FrBRE FLAX, COTTON AND STLKWORMS T1247
4.11.5.1 Producer prices for flax seed
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.











- 10,4 - 15,7
-  l l ,0  -  13 ,5
4.1t.5.2 Flax tow prices
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.






I 2 3 4 5 6
Belgique/Belgiö - water-retted
Scutched flax:




1688,9 l l75,g 998,1
1903,1 1514,6 1212,1
- 8,3 - 20,4
- 7,0 - 24,5
- 4,5 - 20,0

FrBRE FLAX, COTTON AND STLKWORMS Tl24g
4.11.5.3 Ginned cotton, world prices (t)
(EcUlIM ks)
r985 1988 1989 lw l99l 1992






























I  l4, l
122,1




















































g 173,9 109,9 133,5 122,4 119,4
% TAV in relation
to preceding year - 23,0 - 15,8 21,5 - 8r4 - 2r4
(r) 'Mid. l-3132' in force the first day of each month.
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FEEDINGSTUFFS - FODDER TI25T
4.13.7.5 Use of cereals by the comy)und feedingstuffs industry
Source: Fefac.
(t) Greece, Luxembourg and the five new Länder not included.
% of production of
compound feedingstuffs 1 0 0 0 t Oh TAV






































- 7,9 - 12,0
- 4,4 - 2,3
* 3,4 6,9
- 4,0 - 1,2
- 2,6 - I,6
-  6,4 I1,0
0,9 0,9
-  3,4 1,2
-  7,4 1,6
- 2,0 - 4,4

FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER T1253
4.13.7.7 Production of dehydrated fodder (excl. potatoes)










































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
4.13.7.8 Community supplies of dehydrated and dried fodder EI.]R 12



























source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
T 1254 FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FoDDER
4.13.7.9 Area, yield and production of dry pulses, feed peas and field beans
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
Area
I 000 ha % TAY
1985 1990 l99l
1990 |  r99l
l9s5 | lee0
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
























t t 7 1 7
137 216 203
24,5 100,0
-  1 ,5  -  13 ,9
18,0 - 25,0
-  31,6 0,0





- 5,6 - 33,3
75,5 0,0
9,5 6,0











































- 6,7 - 33,3
X X
-  3,3 -  3,8







































- 13,7 - 20,5
- 15,4 - 21,7
x - 100,0




FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER T1255
Yield Production
100 kg/ha % TAV 1 0 0 0 t % TAV
1985 t99l1990
leeO I l99l





8 l 09 t2l l l 5t4l 3 l 6 t7
32,2 42,6 40,2q 5,8 - 4,7 2670 5578 4855o 12,915,9
40,0 53,3 40,0











3,2 -  l2, l







7,7 -  1g,g
1,9 0,0
1,2 - 2,6
4 1 6 2 4
508 55r 417
ll2 214 160o
3 9 6 7
64 51 42









-  3 l , r  16,6




















3,1 -  5,0













4  l l  9
950 3593 3115
7 2 3














- 0,3 - 10,4































10 15  10





-  31,1 16,6
- 7,8 - 17,5






T 1256 FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER
4.13.7.12 Cif offer price (Rotterdam) for soya cake
(EcUltN ks)
1983 1984 1985 l9t6 l9E7 1988 1989 1990 t99l

























































































































Average 12 months 27,63 25,56 22,06 20,16 18,94 23,86 23,38 16,82 17 ,18
OÄ TAV
compared with
previous year 18,2 - 7,5 - 13,7 - 8,6 -  6 ,1 26,0 - 2r0 - 28,1 2 ,1
Source: Eurostat.
MEAT rN GENERAL T 1257
Relative share 7o I 000t OA TAV


















































































100 100 100 92,2 g2,g g2,g 0r7 0r l
4.14.I.1 Gross internal production and con$rmption of meat (r)
Source.' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(l) Carcass weight for meat.
EUR 12
T 1258 MEAT rN GENERAL/BEEF
4.14.3.1 Net balance of external trade (t) in meat (2) and self-sufficiency
Source; EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(l) Exports minus imports.
(2) Including live animals, carcass weight equivalent.
EUR 12
Net balane (r) Sclf-suffrciency
(%)
I 000t
1989 1990. t99l 1989 1990. l99l














- 250 - 278 - 239
- r M  - 1 4 8  - l 4 l



















699 5 1 8 r327 100,4 102,4 104,9
4.15.0.1 Cattle numbers (December of previous year)
I 000 head % of EUR 12 Vo TAV
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4.15.1.2 Net production of beef/veal (adult bovine animals and calves) (t)
NB..These figures do not correspond to gross domestic production; for this see Table 4.14.1.1.
Source.' Eurostat.
(l) Total slaughterings of animals including those of foreign origin.
(2) Carcass weight.
l 000 t (2) % TAV
































101 108 I  19
1027 999 l0l7
1 ,7  13 ,3
- 3,8 5,5
4,2 21,8








































- 5,8 - 1,0
0,0 0,0










































-  1 ,0  1 ,8
BEEF/VEAL,T126l
4.15.2.1 World production and prodnction of principol beef/veal poducing/exporting countries (1)
Source.' FAO and other international organizations (GATT).
(t) Net production.
o/o 1 0 0 0 t Yo TAY























































































































































- 2,0 - 4,1
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4.15.4.1 Supply balance - beef/veal EIJR 12
I 000 t (3) % TAV




























































Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Total trade, with the exception of live animals.
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4.16.0.1 Pig numbers (December of previous year)
I 000 head % of EUR 12 OÄ TAV
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4.16.1.1 Number of pigs slaughtered (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Animals of domestic and foreign origin.











































-  1,2 15,0
-  1,5 4,5
4,6 4,6





























1,1 -  3,9
1,4 1,5
PrcMEAr T 1267
1 0 0 0 t o/o TAY







































I1 ,3  -  13 ,6
- 2,0 3,4
4.16.1.2 Net pigmeat production (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Animals of domestic and foreign origin.
4.16.2.1 lVorld production and gross domestic produc.tion of principal pignert-prodrcing or exl,ordng
counties
o/o 1 0 0 0 t % TAV






















29,5 3l ,3 34,2





1 ,3  1 ,5  1 ,5
1,6 1,7 1,6
1,5 1,2 1,2
1 ,6  1 ,3  1 ,3
1 ,8  1 ,5  1 ,5
1,4 1,4 1,3
59228 67673 69458























-  1,5 0,1
- 2,4 5,1








I 000 t (t) o/c TAY







I 2 3 4 5 6
Gross internal production
Imports - Live animals


































4.16.5.1 Market prices for pigmeat (t)







































- 6,8 - 4,5
- 1,7 4,5
- 2,4 - 6,5
- 6,4 2,5
x x
- 0 , 4  - 9
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(l) Representative markets.
(2) Slaughter weight - Class I.
(3) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
O weighted O Ecul loo kg.
SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT T1269
4.17.0.1 Sheep and goat numbers (preceding December)
I 000 head % of EUR 12 % TAV





















































































































































































T I27O SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
4.17.I.1 Sheep and goats slaughtered
I 000 head Vo TAV Average carrcass weight in kg % TAV
















































10,7 l l ,0 l l ,0







- 4,8 - 26,3
- 1,7 0,0
- 0,9 - 3,0
1,0 0,0
-  1,0 -  1,8
- 0,3 - 1,2
- 1,4 - 0,5
2,0 -  I  1,1
0,6 - 0,8
0,4 5,9
- 0,8 - 0,5
Source: Eurostat.
4.17.1.2 Gross internal sheepmeat and goafueat production
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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T 1272 SHEEPMEAT AND GoATMEAT
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SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT TI2I3
4.17.3.3 hports of sheepmeat (r)
EUR 12



























4372 661 I 4296
514 572 477
5556 4834 2792









- 13,0 - 42,2
255156 283466 2579t7 I  l , l - 9,0
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture and Eurostat - Comext.
(t) Incl. live animals.
(2) Tonnes carcass weight.
4.17.4.1 Suppty balance - sheepmeat and goatmeat
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Carcass weight.
(2) Carcass weight - All trade with the exception of live animals.
(3) All trade in caricass weight, with the exception of live animals (figures based on imports).
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAV







I 2 3 4 5 6
Gross internal production
Imports - live animals (t)
























































T1274 SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
4.17.5.1 Market prices for sheepmeet ( )









































































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Belgique/Belgiö: Average price:
l) moutons extra (carcass weight 30 kg) - schapen extra (30 kg per stuk).
2) agneaux extra (carcass weight 16 kg) - lammeren extra (16 kg per stuk).
Danmark: country @: lamba lst quality.
Dcutschland: country / : lambs carcasses of 'L'-Mastlämmer quality.
Ellada: country Q: 760/o amnos galaktos,
24oÄ anrnos.
Espafia:
Franoe: country A for'cancasses d'agneaux de boucherie'.
Ireland: country Q: 70o/o prime quality.
30% second quality.
Italia: average pricc:
l) agnelloni ( + 20 kg carcass weighO = 36Yo (corntry @).
2) agnelli ( + l0 kg carcass weight) : 64Yo (markets: Cagliari, Roma, Napoli, Firenze - L'Aquila).
Nederland: country Q 'Yette Lammeren'.
Portugal:
United Kingdom: Q market prices for sheep qualifying for guaranteed prices (penceßg net on the hoof).
(2) Slaughter weight.
(3) Calculaüed on the basis of prices in national currency.
PoULTRYMEAT T1275
4.18.0.1 Number of utility chicks of table strains hatched
I 000 head % TAV


















3054790 3156483 33981G 3591732**a 3,7 5,7
91869 101590 t09746 116991**
87458 96s42 99457 104808
218993 231076 237439 269343a
68700 77169 78011 80315
498383 521769 522t27 548846**
65834 688247 804121 824012
38326 37197 4/109 48766**
373922 406106 399571 4t32tl
300876 303358 323199 357632**
lr8l09 104869 110558 178340













4. 18. I . 1 Gross internal production of poultrymeat
1 0 0 0 t % TAV


















5784 6108 6336 6722**a 3,1 6rl
l4l 154 t67 178
113 t28 t32 142
390 425 U9 564**o
149 153 160 160
786 g2g 934 gg0**
1408 1557 1665 t759
67 70 81 90
1046 1094 l l00 l l l4
484 4gg 520 546**
r7r 183 185 190
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l 000 t (t) OÄ TAV






I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Gross internal production
Imports - live birds
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4.18.5.1 Market prices for chickem (t)
So!ruj EC Comi$io!, DiEtontc.cdcral for Agrixrlturc,
(t) Bclghu/3clgiö : PouLtrtm%,prirdcgruihmt.Kuikear70%,g@thatrdclrsk@!,prijr.Apanir&juikt 1982ldxflimfrciliaF,Ve.fjuli 1982
pri! ftrm gmr.
Dstr@l : Kylliaga, 70%, rhgtdic til dltrilhandcl.
BR D.ütlcrbnd : Schh.htrGi - Abgrbcpcit frri Enpl-egq, 70% gefroM.
Elhda : Ctonddki timi m./. (prir dc gu).
E prör : Pnio dc mado.
Frc : Prri&Rurgi!: podet!, cle A (Doyür), 83%, prix dc gM t la v@t .
Ilclmd : Chic,to, 70%, whoL!.L prkr.
Itdir : Milaao: ppi d'ecquirto all'i4m, 83%.
Nrddhld : LEI: Küik@ 7070 - Crcoih'nd.lryt@pprijs.
Pdtügrl :PiAoöproduCio.
Utrit d KitrgdoE : Ldo: Chict@!, 83%, wholrrb prie.
e) sl|rglt rwight.
(t) Crlcuhtcd o thc bolir of pric6 itr Dtiorrl mi6.
EGcs T 1279
4.19.0.1 Laying hens, numbers
Source: Eurostat.
(t) EUR r0.
I M head % TAV





l 2 3 4 5 6 7










288870 280866 277047 294782**o - r,4 6,1
10652 9950 10792 11489
3828 4048 4327 3854
47100 44400 M4l9 54181**@
17177 16866 t6597 16329
62421 64900 62100 &700
3462 3l4/.!. 3163 3207**
51950 47512 47657 50997
38246 39877 40249 42663**









- 4,0 - 0,8
4.19.0.2 Number of utility chicks hatched from laying hens
I @ head Yo TAV


















234021 229401 232684 241816**oo - 0,2 3,9
8172 9374 9906 10148
4091 3555 4tt7 4242
33850 33552 34283 39656o
2781 2808 3285 4706
37954 40722 36713 35776o
40776 42614 4/}613 46084
1597 1455 t5g1 1457**
3t733 245W 29876 28083**
31372 3654t 31285 32891
4777 ,1010 3982 6072





-  l , l  -  2,6
3,0 3,3
- 0,3 - 7,8
- 2,0 - 6,0
-  0,1 5,1
- 5,9 52,5
- 3,6 - 1,0
Source: Eurostat.
T 1280 EGGS
4.19.1.1 Usable production of eggs (total eggs)
l m 0 t o/o TAV
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4.19.4.1 Supply balance - eggs (total eggs)
Source: Eurostat.
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t o/c TAY
































































- 4,0 - 16,7










4.19.5.1 Market prices for eggs (t)











































































I 1 , 8
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Eggs: Class IV - weight 55-60 gr. :
Belgique/Belgiö : Kruishoutem: prix de gros ä I'achat, franco marchö
Danmark : engrospris. 
groothandelsaankoopprijs' franco markt'
BR Deutschland : Packstellenabgabepreis, frei Empftinger.
Ellada : Wholesale prices.
Espafra : Precio de mercado
France : Prix de vente, sortie station.
Ireland : Dublin: wholesale selling price.
Italia : Milano : pretzo d'acquisto del commercio all'ingrosso, franco mercato.
Luxanbourg : Prix de gros ä la vente, franco d6taillant.
Nederland : Groothandelsverkoopprijs.
Portugal : Pregos de ovos
United Kingdom : Eggs Authority: packer to producer price.
(2) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currency.
T1284 MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS
4.20.0.1 Dairy herds and yields
Dairy cows
in Deccmber

































- 2,7 - 4,1
- 3,4 - 3,0
- 2 , 7  x
2,0 -  11,6
- 3,5 - 3,6
- 4,1 - 5,7
-  1,9 -  1,7
- 1,3 - 12,0
-  3,4 -  l l ,9
- 3,9 - 1,9
1,9 - 0,5


































4867 5l9l 5l l0











1 ,3  -  1 ,6
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Production of the year divided by the herd in December of previous year.
(2) 1985: in September.
MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS Tl2g5
4.20-l.l Production of milk from dairy herds and delivery of milk to dairies
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Excl. milk for suckling.
(2) Incl. deliveries of cream (milk equivalent).
Production of milk
from dairy cows (t)































l l14** 1549* 1563*
16117 1s224 14767
-  1 ,0  -  l , l
-  1,4 - 2,2
- 1 , 6  x
1,6 -  3,1
-  1 ,7  -  1 ,4
-  l , l  -  3,2
- 1,4 - 2,0
0,2 - 4,7
- 0,7 - 9,6
-  2,1 -  2,1
6,8 1,0
-  l , l  -  3,0
Deliveries of
cows' milk (2)
































- l , l  -  0,7
- 1,5 - 2,2
- 1 , 9  x
2,9 2,4
-  1,1 -  3,4
-  l , l  -  3 ,3
-  1 ,5  -  1 , 1
- 0,7 1,4
-  1,5 -  7,0
- 2,5 - l ,g
7,7 1,4
-  1,3 -  3,5
T1286 MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.2 Deliveries of cows' milk to dairiesr tsl I proportion of cows' milk production (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Incl. deliveries of cream (milk equivalenQ.
( % )
1986 t987 r988 1989 1990 l99l











































































MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS Tl2g7
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T/288 MrLK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.4 Production in dairies of butter and cheese
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Incl. butteroil manufactured from cream (butter equivalent).
(2) Processed cheese excluded.
Butter (t)
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MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS T 1289
4.20.1.5 Production in dairies of milk powder (r)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Product weight.
(2) Whole-milk powder, partly-skimmed-milk powder, cream-milk powder and buttermilk powder included.
Skimmed-milk powder
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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T I29O MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.6 Production in dairies of concentrated milk and casein (t)
Source: (a) Eurostat.
(b) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Product weight.
(2) Including that of 'chocolate crumb'.
(3) Excl. caseinates produced from casein.
Concentrated milk (a) ('z)
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MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T 1293
4.20.3.1 world trade in certain milk products - EC share EUR 12
( 1 0 0 0 t )
A. Exports 1985 1986 1987 r988 1989 r990 l99t







































































































































































- EEC 89** g6** 99** g0'ß* g0** g0** 75**
T 1294 MrLK AND MrLK PRoDUCTS
4.20.3.1 ( cont.)
B. Imports 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 t99l




































































- EEC 26 25 26 29 36 63 58
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture, GATT and FAO.
(t) Food aid included.
MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS Tl2g5
1985 r986 1987 r988 1989 1990 l99l


















































































520 772 473 l0 5 333 414
4.20.4.2 Detailed supply balance (a) - skimmed-milk powder
source: (a) EC commission, Directorateceneral for Agriculture.
(b) Eurostat.
(t) Including buttermilk powder incorporated diratly in animal feod, mitk powder for babies.
EUR 12
( 1 0 0 0 t )
T 1296 MrLK AND MrLK PRoDUCTS
1985 1986 r987 1988 r989 1990 *r l99l  
**
@
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Opening stocks










































3095 3429 3360 2743 r993 2008 2209
Consumption
- at normal prices (2)






















































357 331 621 &5 395 218(s) 32r(s)
Closing stocks

















tt24 1366 958 202 124 335 302
4.20.4.3 Detailed supply balance (a) - butter (t)
Source: (a) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture (including butteroil, butter equivalent).
(b) Eurostat.
(r) Product weight. Includes butteroil made from cream (butter equivalent).
(2) Prices currently subsidized by EAGGF in Luxembourg.
(3) 1977: Reg. No 2370177 (Christmas butter),
1978: Reg. No l90l/78,
1979: Reg. No 1269/79.
(a) Comprising (l 000 t): 1985 1986 1987 I9E8 1989 1990 I99I
- Welfare schernes 6 5 6 '10 16 22
- Armed forces and non-profit organizations 4 45 4 59 42 37 39
- Butter concentrate 15 26 34 43 16 16 19
- Sales to food pro@ssors 228 267 258 328 274 292 352
(5) Not including 43 physically exported in 1990 from ex-DDR but taken into a@ount in 1991.
EUR 12
( t000t)
MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS T1297
4.20.6.1 Intervention measures for butter and skimmed-milk powder (1991)
Source ; EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) In accordance with Regulation (EEC) No 804/68, Article 6.
(2) In accordance with Regulation (EEC) No 804/68, Article Z.
(3) Including quantities removed under Regulation (EEC) No 2315/76 (Regularion (EEC) No 2200/SZ).(a) Including quantities refused.
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SMce r EC CoEmi$id, DiElomte€ffiI fd AgricultN.
(r) St@ks rcfded to in Afticle 6 of Rcgulatiotr (EEC) No 804/68 Outtrr, public md privdb stoBgp; skimed-oilk powder, public stongc).
C) Prcdd weight.
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This repo.rt is the 18th published version of the annual report on the agricultural situation in the
community. lt contains analyses and statistics on the generäl situation (eöonomic environment and
world market), the factors of production, the structure;s and situation oi the markets in the varioui
agricultural products, the obstacles to the common agricultural market, the position of consumers
and produ.cers, and the financial aspects. The genäral prospects and th'e market outlook for
agricultural products are also dealt with.



